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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 A General Survey of Recursion Theory 
The predominant concern of this thesis is the class of 
recursively enumerable degrees. We outline here the basic con-
cepts in our field of study. 
The idea upon which the whole subject rests is that of a 
Turing machine with an oracle. Given a Turing machine M and a 
function f defined on the set of nonnegative integers uu, we may 
assume M is supplied with an oracle which can produce the value 
f(n) for any desired number n. Then M, in the course of its 
computations, can ask the oracle for values f(n), which, upon 
being supplied, influence the course taken by M in its computa-
tions. We write M(f) to mean machine M with oracle f. If f 
is the characteristic function of a set S, we write M(f) or 
M(S) indifferently. 
If the function f which the oracle supplies is the charac-
teristic function of the empty set 0, then any computations made 
by M(0) can be made by another machine N which does not consult 
the oracle at all. Any function on cu computed with the charac-
teristic function of 0 as oracle is called a recursive function. 
If the oracle machine M(0) fails to halt for certain values of 
input, then M(0) computes a function whose domain is a proper 
subset of uu; with this consideration in mind, we say any function 
computed by a machine M(0) is a partial recursive function. 
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A p a r t i a l recurs ive function may, in f a c t , be defined on a l l of 
tu. Given any function f, the p a r t i a l function computed by M(f) 
i s ca l led a p a r t i a l f - recurs ive function; i f t h i s p a r t i a l function 
i s defined on a l l of ui, we say i t i s an f - recurs ive funct ion, or 
a function recurs ive in f. A p a r t i a l function defined on a l l of 
ID i s ca l l ed a t o t a l funct ion. 
We assume tha t we are supplied with an e f f ec t ive Godel number-
ing of t h e Turing machines, t h a t i s , a Godel numbering such t h a t , 
given the i n s t r u c t i o n s for any machine, we can f ind i t s Godel num-
ber, and vice ve r sa . Henceforth the Godel number of a Turing 
machine w i l l be ca l l ed i t s index. We wr i t e $ t o mean the machine 
e 
whose index is e, and §_(f) to mean § supplied with oracle f. 
Suppose A and B are sets such that the characteristic 
function of A is computable by an oracle machine $ (B). We then 
e 
say that A is recursive in B, or A _is Turing reducible to B, 
and we write -A<T B. If A is recursive in B and B is recur-
sive in A, we say A and B are Turing equivalent, and we write 
A =T B. Turing reducibility is a reflexive and transitive relation, 
so Turing equivalence is a true equivalence relation. We define 
the Turing degree of A to be the class of all sets Turing 
equivalent to A, and we use the notation deg(A) for this Turing 
degree. If A = B, then we write deg(A) = deg(B) . This partial 
ordering on the Turing degrees is well defined. A Turing degree, 
considered without regard to the sets in it, usually is denoted 
by a small roman letter underlined with a tilde or a bar, thus: 
a or a. For typographical convenience, we shall use the bar in 
this thesis; hence a, b, and c are notations for Turing degrees. 
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A set which is the range of a total function is said to be 
enumerated by that function. If a set S is enumerated by a 
machine I (0), or if S is the empty set, then S is said to be 
recursively enumerable, which we shall often abbreviate to r. e. 
The recursively enumerable sets are exactly those sets which serve 
as domains of partial recursive functions. The recursively enumer-
able set which is the domain of the partial function computed by 
$ (0) is called W • The Turing degrees of the recursively enumer-
able sets are called recursively enumerable degrees. Two important 
r. e. sets, called K and KQ, are defined thus: 
K = (e: e e IfJ = (e: e is in the domain of §Q(0)3> e e 
KQ = t<e,x>: x e W e), 
where <e,x> is the number ^(e + 2ex + x +3e + x) obtained by 
the Cantor diagonal pairing function. The sets K and KQ are 
isomorphic by a recursive function, and have the property that 
every recursively enumerably set is Turing reducible to them in 
the following way: Given a recursively enumerable set W , there 
is a recursive function f which, for any x, satisfies the 
condition that f(x) is in K if and only if x is in W ; and 
similarly for KQ. The sets K and KQ are called complete 
recursively enumerable sets. The Turing degree of 0 is called 
0, and the Turing degree of K is called 0'. Thus 0 and 0' 
are r. e. degrees, and if a is any r. e. degree then 
0 < a < 0' . 
It can be shown that 0 •/=• C_', and that there is an r. e. 
degree a such that a ^ 0 and a ^  0'. Indeed, there are r. e. 
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degrees a and b such that a ^ b and b ^  a. Suppose A and 
B are sets whose Turing degrees are a and b, respectively. 
Form the set A © B = {2x: x € A} U {2x + 1: x e B}, and let 
a U b_ = deg(A©B). It can be shown that a, <. a U b_ and 
b < a U b, and if £ is any Turing degree such that a < £ and 
b < £, then a. U b_< £. Thus the set of Turing degrees forms an 
upper semilattice, and a U b is the join of a and b. The r. e. 
degrees also form an upper semilattice, for if A and B are r. e., 
so is A © B. As it happens, however, neither the Turing degrees 
nor the r. e. degrees form a lattice, for Lachlan [3] and Yates [14] 
have shown that there are r. e. degrees a and b_ which are such 
that if c_ is any Turing degree with the properties c <; a and 
£ < b., then there is an r. e. degree d such that d_ < a, _d< b_, 
and d_^£- It is not true that all pairs of Turing degrees, or 
even all pairs of r. e. degrees, fail to have a meet, for there 
are r. e. degrees _a and b such that neither a nor b is equal 
to 0, but 0 is the only degree which is below both a and b_ in 
the partial ordering (see [3]> [14]). A pair of r. e. degrees of 
this sort is called a minimal pair. 
Thus the partial ordering on the r. e. degrees is quite complex. 
It is, in fact, not well understood. The partial ordering on all 
Turing degrees is better understood, but is also quite complicated. 
For instance, it has been shown that any countable upper semilattice 
with least element is embeddable as an initial segment of this 
partial ordering. (See [5].) 
For any set A, let A' = Ce: e is in the domain of $_(A)}. 
It can be shown that A <:T A' but A' «^T A. If a = deg(A), we 
write a' for deg(A'); it can be shown that a' is well defined. 
For purposes of reiteration we write A", A'", etc., or alternative-
ly, A^ ', A^ ', etc., and similarly for Turing degrees. The set 
A' is called the jump of A, and a,' is called the jump of a. 
Thus K is the jump of 0 and 0' is the jump of 0. We shall 
occasionally write 0' for K. 
The iterated jumps of sets have an interesting application to 
logic. Suppose a subset A of uu is defined by a logical form-
ula F(x), SO that A = (x: F(x)}. By putting F(x) in prenex 
form and applying the Cantor pairing function to certain of the 
variables, we can obtain a formula F*(x), materially equivalent 
to F(x), which is in prenex form and whose quantifiers alternate. 
That is, F*(x) has one of the following forms: 
(i) (y1)(Ey2)(y3)(Ey1|).. .R(y1,y2,y3,yif, . ..,yn,x) 
(ii) (Ey1)(y2)(Ey3)(y^)...R(y1,y2,y3,y2j., . ..,yn,x) 
where R is a quantifierless formula for an (n+l)-ary relation. 
If R is recursive in a set B, then form (i) is called a 
"R / "R "R 
In-form and form (ii) is called a T, -form. We say A is in 
or S according as F*(x) has a II -form or a £ -form, respec-
tively. If A is, say, IT, then by supplying dummy variables in 
a defining formula for A, we can prove that A is E"~ and nm 
for all m greater than n. It can be proven that A is r. e. 
in B^n' if and only if A is S?+1* "that the complement of A 
is r. e. in B^n' if and only if A is nj?+1, and that A is 
recursive in B^n^ if and only if A is both £^+1 and n^+1-
•p T3 T3 
We often think of ir and n^ as the classes of all £ and 
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•p Ta "p "p 
nf, sets, respectively. For all n, we let A~: = Ir n II : thus a n n n n 
set A is A^+1 if and only if A is recursive in B'n'. We 
write E , n , and An for IT, Er, and A^, respectively. Thus 
A, is the class of recursive sets, £., is the class of r. e. 
sets, and IL is the class of co-r. e. sets. 
The family of classes t^ n'11,., An: n < ^ > is c a l l e d the 
arithmetic hierarchy. The hierarchy is not linear, but it is 
also not particularly complicated. It can be shown that 
A0 = zo = no = Al' 
and that if n > 1, then S - II ^ 0, nn - £n £ 0, and 
Sn u nn E Vl but Sn u nn ^ V l ' 
1.2 The Subject of the Thesis 
The second chapter of this thesis is devoted to proving the 
following theorem of M. Arslanov, which is of use to us in 
Chapter 3 and which has never been published. 
(2) Theorem 2.1: If f is a total function recursive in 0V ' then 
there is a recursive function g such that W / \ =rn ^r(e) for 
all e < u). 
We also prove the following elegant corollary which Prof. Arslanov 
derived from his theorem. 
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(2) Corollary 2.2: If f is a total function recursive in 0V ' 
then there is a number e such that Wf/ \ -m W . 
In the third chapter we invoke the concepts of the arithme-
tic hierarchy in order to impose a related structure on certain 
families of r. e. degrees. Given any family C of r. e. degrees, 
let the index set of G, written ind(G), be the set of all x 
such that deg(w__) is in Q. Also, given any r. e. degree a, 
let the index set of a, written ind(a), be the set of all x 
such that deg(w__) = a. Yates ([15], [16]) has shown that if a 
is any r. e. degree, then deg(ind(a)) = ayDJ; in fact, he has shown 
that if A is any r. e. set, then ind(deg(A)) is isomorphic to 
A ^ ' by a recursive function. Similarly, if Q = {b: b = deg(A)} 
and b is r. e. then ind(Q) is isomorphic to A^ ; by a 
recursive function. A further result of Yates* [16] is this: If 
I is a Z3 set containing an index for each finite set, then 
there is a recursive function f such that {wf/ y. x < ui} is 
exactly the class of sets with indices in I. For example, let 
A be an r. e. set which has the property that A" s 0"f and let 
G =
 t£.: 1 < deg(A)]. Then A^3^ is S,, so ind(G) is a E3 
set containing all the indices of all the finite sets. Thus there 
is a recursive function f such that 
tWf(x): x<«>) = £Wy: y e ind(G)3 = Cwy: W y < T A). 
Although ind(c) =T 0^' and hence ind(a) is not r. e., there 
is a sense in which we may say that G is r. e., for 
(f(x): x < UJ] is an enumeration which gives at least one index 
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for every set in every degree of G. Indeed, even if 
(f(x): x<C w} did not give an index for some set in some degree 
in G, we might be inclined to say G was r. e. in some sense, if 
(f(x): x < ID] enumerated at least one index for at least one set 
in every degree of G. We formalize this idea in Chapter 3 by 
creating a hierarchy of families of r. e. degrees, called the 
bar-arithmetic hierarchy, which has classes, corresponding to each 
n cu, called £ , n . and A . Generally, we say that a family 
G of r. e. degrees is E if there is a £ set A which con-
tains at least one index for at least one set in every degree of 
G and which contains only indices of sets whose degrees are in G. 
Thus the family considered above is £.,, since (f(x): x < ui] is 
£., whenever f is recursive. Similar definitions apply to 
nn and An. 
The first part of the chapter is devoted to determining the 
structure of the hierarchy; it turns out to be linear. Then its 
relation to index sets is investigated, with an eye to answering 
the question: How does the place of G in the bar-arithmetic 
hierarchy relate to the place of ind(G) in the arithmetic 
hierarchy? A definitive relationship is established when G is 
nn for n > 3, but not when G is n for n < 3 • 
Further investigations into the nature of index sets lead us 
to a result rather like Rice's Theorem (See [9])» Rice's Theorem 
can be formulated in this way: 
If C is a class of r. e. sets and ind(c) = {x: W__ e c) 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
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(1) ind(c) is AQ; 
(2) ind(c) = w or ind(c) = 0. 
Our result, for families G of r. e. degrees, is as follows 
(where Gc is the family of all r. e. degrees not in G ) . 
Corollary 3»3»5s The following are equivalent: 
(1) ind(G) is Eo-complete; 
(2) ind(G) € £3 - AQ; 
(3) ind(G) e E 3 and G ^ 0 and Qc ^ 0. 
The rest of the thesis is concerned with some of the order-
theoretic properties of the r. e. degrees. The fourth chapter 
gives some short results on the join of two r. e. degrees, of 
which the most interesting is a simple corollary to Sacks' 
Splitting Theorem (see [10], [12]) which says that there is a pair 
{a,b} of low r. e. degrees, the union of whose lower cones forms 
a basis for the upper semilattice of r. e. degrees. 
The final two chapters are devoted to the proof of a theorem 
on minimal pairs. The discovery of the existence of minimal 
pairs by Lachlan [3] and Yates [14] was a natural outgrowth of 
the investigations into the semilattice properties of the r. e. 
degrees. Their existence proved, not only that certain pairs of 
r. e. degrees have infima, but that in fact, 0_ is an infimum of 
an incomparable pair of r. e. degrees. From Sacks' Splitting 
Theorem [10], it was known that there is a pair of r. e. degrees 
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whose supremum is 0'. So the question arose as to whether 
complementary r. e. degrees exist; that is whether there are r. e. 
degrees a and b such that a U b = 0_' and a H b = 0. In 
the same paper in which he proved the existence of a minimal pair, 
Lachlan showed that this cannot occur ([3], [13])• 
Subsequently, Jockusch extended Lachlan's theorem as follows: 
Let {a^ y a,, a„, ...} be a sequence of r. e. degrees such that for 
every a. there exists an r. e. degree b. with the property 
that (a., b.} is a minimal pair. Then for every number n, it 
follows that 
^0 U -1 U -2 U ' ' ' u - n < -' " 
Since 
STQ -< &Q U a^ < &Q U a^ U a_2 < a^ U a^  U a_2 U a„< . . ., 
we can apply Sacks' theorem that no infinite ascending sequence of 
uniformly r. e. degrees (that is, degrees of uniformly r. e. sets) 
has a supremum to prove the following: If {a^, a.,, a„, ...} is 
a uniformly r. e. sequence of parts of minimal pairs, then there 
is an r. e. degree £ < 0' such that a. < £ for all i. 
(This theorem has not been published.) 
A question which is suggested by Jockusch's result is whether 
there is an r. e. degree b, strictly below 0', which serves as 
an upper bound to every minimal pair, in the sense that if 
{a^a.,} is a minimal pair of r. e. degrees, then b > a- and 
b > eu. Alternatively, if no such degree exists, we can ask if 
there is an r. e. degree b, strictly below 0', such that given 
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any minimal pair (a^a-,} of r. e. degrees, either b > a* or 
b > a, . In Chapter 6 we show that no such b exists. We prove, 
in fact, that if b is any r. e. degree such that £<; b < 0', 
then there is a minimal pair i&Q>&i) of r. e. degrees such that 
both a^ and a- are incomparable to _b. 
Our proof combines Lachlan's method for constructing a minimal 
pair [3] with an encoding technique first used by Sacks to prove 
his density theorem ([10], [12]). The resulting requirements of 
the construction interfere rather badly with one another, and we 
have found it necessary to use the values of a sort of estimator 
function to determine what to do at each stage to assure fulfill-
ment of the requirements. (This estimator, called rl, is similar 
in its intent and use to the estimators of the same name in 
Theorems 3-3-3 and 3«3.6 in Chapter 2.) The proof, though based 
on intuitively simple ideas, is full of complexities which result 
from the way these ideas combine with each other. Therefore we 
have thought it wise to give a heuristic explanation of the 
technique used. This explanation is in Chapter 5; the formal proof 
occupies almost the entirety of Chapter 6. 
1.3 Notations for Partial Functions 
The notation introduced here, like that used in the preceding 
sections of this chapter, will be employed throughout the thesis. 
Suppose A is a subset of uu, and e and n are nonnegative 
integers. Then §.(A; n) is the result of the computation per-
formed by the oracle machine §_(A) on the input n, if such a 
12 
result exists; if this computation fails to halt, then $_(A; n) 
is undefined. We write $_(n) as an abbreviation for $Q(0; n). 
e e 
If s is any nonnegative integer, then § (A; n) is defined to 
be equal to $0(A; n), provided this computation halts in s steps 
or fewer; otherwise <T „(A; n) is undefined. 
' e, s ' 
A set A will be identified with its characteristic function; 
thus A(x) = 1 if x is in A, and A(x) = 0 if x is not in 
A. If there is a sequence (A. : t < UJ] of sets such that 
lim.. A, (x) exists for all x, and if A = lim. A., then we will 
occasionally be interested in comparing the computations 
I (A; x), §
 g(A; X ) , and § S ( A S ; x) f°r all x in some initial 
segment of uu. In order to do this, we make the following defini-
tions: For any partial function cp, let cp[n] denote the 
restriction of cp to the domain (0,1, 2, . . .,n-l] . For a set A, 
let A[n] be {x: x e A and x < n}. Given an oracle machine 
§ (A) representing a partial function cp, let 5L(A; [n]) = cp[n] 
and let $ (A; [n]) be the partial function cp* such that 
e, s 
cp*(x) = $ (A; x) for every x such that x < n and § (A; x) 
e e, s 
is defined, and cp*(x) is undefined otherwise. We write 
$e[n] and ^ s [ n ] for §e(0; [n]) and §QfS(0; [n]), 
respectively. 
All numbers used in this thesis are nonnegative integers. 
Consequently, whenever we use the word "number" we mean nonnegative 
integer. 
The end of each proof will be indicated thus: D . 
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CHAPTER 2 
A THEOREM OF ARSLANOV 
We present here a theorem of Prof. Marat Arslanov of the 
University of Kazan, U.S.S.R., which will be important to us in 
Chapter 3. This theorem and its proof have not been published. 
(2) Theorem 2.1: If f is a total function recursive in 0V ' then 
there is a recursive function g such that W / \ = T Wf/ \ for 
all e < uu. 
Proof: Let h be a recursive function such that W,/ \ = W © uu 
n(,e) e 
for all e<u>. Thus for every function f, we have 
hf *^ T f, and for each e <: uu, moreover, it follows that W,f / \ 
is an infinite set which is Turing equivalent to Wf/ \. 
Suppose f is a total function recursive in 0X ' . Apply 
Shoenfield's Limit Lemma [11] twice to find a recursive function 
F such that if e < UJ then lim, lim F(n,t,e) = hf(e). (Notice 
the assumption that lira F(n,t,e) exists for all t and e.) 
For every e we will form a set Me which is recursively enumer-
able and Turing equivalent to Whf/ \. This will be done uniformly 
in e, so that there is a recursive function g with the property 
W / \ = Me for every e. The reducibilities holding between Me 
and Whf./ \ will not be uniform in e, however, but will depend 
on the value of hf(e) and the properties of the function 
G (n,t) whose value, for any pair of numbers n and t, is 
F(n,t,e). The construction of the sets Me is given below. 
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For each pair of numbers e and t, let Nf
 Q = 0. If 
n > 0, let N? „ be the set of all numbers u satisfying the 
following three conditions: 
M U e WF(n,t,e),n' 
(ii) F(n,t,e) = P(n,t+l,e) = ... = F(n,t+u,e), 
( i i i ) u > m a x(utW F / k j t > e N fc: k < n and 
F ( k , t , e ) * F ( n , t , e ) l ) . 
Let M?,n = Uk<n NU and let Mt - UnM?,n = UnNt,n" Anally, let 
Me = [<t,x>: t<w and x e M®3 • 
We now prove that Me =„ W,f / \ for every e. For this 
purpose, fix e and choose fixed numbers tQ and nQ as follows: 
tQ = min(t: (s)[s>t implies lim F(n,s,e) = hf(e)]], 
nQ = min{n: (m)[m>n implies F(m,tQ,e) = hf(e)]]. 
The proof will be set forth as a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 1: (M® - \f(e\) U (\f(e) ~ Mt ) is a finite set. 
Proof: Let u be any number such that 
u > m a x ( u t WF(k,t 0,e),k : k < n 0 1 ) -
We shall show that u is in M? if and only if u is in 
Whf(e)" 
First suppose u is in M? and choose n such that u 
0 
is in N. . Then by (i), u is in W™^ +.
 Q\ „• But because 
u>max(uCw p ( k j t o ; e ) ) k: k n Q}), 
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we must have n .> nQ, so that F(n,tQ,e) = hf(e). Hence u is 
in Whf(e)-
Now suppose u is in Whf/ \ . Choose n large enough so 
t h a t n > n Q , u e W p ( n > t > e ) > n , and 
F ( n , t Q , e ) = F ( n , t 0 + l , e ) = . . . = P(n , t Q +u,e) = h f ( e ) , 
which is possible by the definition of tQ. Then u satisfies 
criteria (i) and (ii) for membership in N? „. Notice also that 
xQ ,n 
i f F(k, t Q , e ) ^ F(n, t Q , e ) then k < nQ by the d e f i n i t i o n of 
nQ . Consequently 
u > max(uCWF(k>t ) > ] £: k < nQ} ) 
0' 
> max(u{wF^k;t ; 6 ) > k : k < n and F(k,tQ,e) ^  F(n, tQ,e)} ), 
so u satisfies criterion (lii) for membership in N? . Thus 
u is in N? , and since N? c M? , this means that u is 
xQ,n xQ,n - zQ 
in M! . 
z0 
Hence (MJ - \t/Q\) U (W h f ( e \ - M® ) i s a f i n i t e se t . D 
Lemma 2: \ t ( e ) =T Me. 
Proof: Since Whf/ \ and M? differ on only a finite set, this 
is immediate. 
Lemma 3: If t < tQ then M® is finite. 
Proof: Fix t < t Q . By definition of tQ, we have 
limn F(n,t,e) j4 hf(e) = limn F(n,tQ,e). 
Let 
n, = min[n: n ;> nQ and (m)[m>-n implies F(m, t,e) 
= limk F(k,t,e)]}. 
Let u be any number fulfilling the following two criteria: 
(iv) u > tQ - t, 
(v) u > m a x ( u { W p ( k j t ) e ) > k : k n ^ ) . 
We shall show that u is not in M?. For suppose otherwise; 
say u is in N ^ . Then u is in W F ( n > t j e ) j n, so by (v), 
n > n 1 . Thus F(n,t,e) ^  hf(e). But P(n,tQ,e) = hf(e), 
contradicting requirement (ii) for membership m N? , which 
states that we must have F(n, t,e) = ... = F(n, t+u, e), since 
u > t0 - t. This contradiction establishes that u is not in 
yft. 
Therefore M? is finite. 0 
Lemma 4: [<t,x>: t < tQ and x € M|] < T \f(e)-
Proof: This is immediate, since uf is a finite set if 
t < tQ. • 
Lemma 5: If t > tQ then M^<m \f(e)' This reducibility is 
uniform in t. 
Proof: Let u and t be fixed numbers such that t > tQ. We 
shall show how to determine recursively in Whf/ \ whether or 
not u is in M^. There are two cases to consider, depending 
on whether or not u is in Whf/ \. 
Case
 1; u e whf(e)' 
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In this case choose n such that F(n,t,e) = ... 
= F(n,t+u, e) = hf(e) and u is in W p ( n t e) n' w h i c n is 
possible by the definition of t Q. We claim that u e M? if 
and only if u e M? „• Obviously if u £ M? „ then u e M+. 
x, n x, n x 
Suppose u ^  M? . Then by the definition of N? , 
u; n op ii 
(En*)[n*< n and u < ma x ( W p ( n ^ t> Qy n J 
and F(n*,t,e) ^ hf(e)] 
(for u already satisfies requirements (i) and (ii) for membership 
in N? ; since u £ N? , criterion (iii) must not hold). 
\J $ xi u ^  n 
/•^  
Consider the numbers m such that m > n and u £ M, y , one 
such number m is n+1. For each such number m, if 
F(m,t,e) £ hf(e) then u e Wp(n,t, e),n a n d F^n>t>e) r4 F(m,t,e). 
On the other hand, if F(m,t,e) = hf(e) then F(n*,t,e) ^ F(m, t,e) 
In either circumstance, 
(Em*)[m*< m and u ^ m a x ( W p ( m # ^ e ^ m J 
and F(m*,t,e) ^F(m,t,e)], 
so by ( i i i ) , u / N? „ and consequently u / M ? . By induct ion, 
Tj J ill U ) HI 
u fl M®. 
This proves that u e M? if and only if u e M? . 
Case 2: u X w h f ( e ) -
In this case find n such that F(n,t,e) = hf(e) and 
max(wF/ t \ ) > u, which can occur by the definition of t Q 
and because W ^ / \ is infinite. We claim that u e M? if and hf(e; t 
only if u e M? . Clearly, if u € M? then u e M?. Suppose 
u ^ M? „. Consider the numbers m such that m > n and 
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u fi M? „ -,; one such number is n+1. For each such number m, 
if F(m, t,e) ^hf(e) then u<max(w p/ t \ ) and 
F(n,t,e) ^ F(m,t,e), so by (iii), u 4 N® and consequently 
u ft M ^ m . But if F(m, t,e) = hf(e) then u ^  %( m,t, e),m' so b y 
(i), u 4 N? and therefore u / M? , By induction, u X M?. 
This proves that u e M? if and only if u e M? 
U w j Ii 
Cases 1 and 2 prove the lemma. D 
Lemma 6; Me < T \ffey 
Proof: Since Me = {<(t,x)>: t < uu and x e M?3, this follows from 
Lemmas 4 and 5. U 
By Lemmas 2 and 6, Me =T Whf(e\ =T Wf / \ . Choosing a 
recursive function g such that W„/ \ = Me for all numbers e, 
which is possible because of the way the sets Me are constructed, 
we have W / \ =m Wf / \ for all numbers e, which proves the 
theorem. D 
The following corollary is also due to Arslanov. 
(2) Corollary 2.2: If f is a total function recursive m 0V ' then 
there is a number e such that Wr./ \ =m W . 
r (,e) T e o< 2). Proof: Let f be a total function recursive in 0V '. Use 
Theorem 2.1 to obtain a recursive function g such that 
^s(e) ~T ^f(e) ^or a"^ numlDers e* Now aPPly "the Recursion 
Theorem [9] to g, obtaining a number e such that W = WR(e)> 
then for this number e we see that Wf/ \ -m W ( \ = W . D 
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CHAPTER 3 
A HIERARCHY OF FAMILIES OF R. E. DEGREES 
3.1 Introduction 
Certain investigations have been made concerning the nature 
of classes of recursively enumerable sets, and the relation of 
such classes to the recursively enumerable indices of their sets. 
For instance, a theorem of Rice [9] states that if A is a com-
plete set of indices for a class of recursively enumerable sets 
(that is, if there is a class G of recursively enumerable 
sets such that A = {e: WQ e G}) and if A is recursive, then 
either A = 0 or A = uu. Thus given a class of r. e. sets 
which is neither empty nor total, there is no recursive way to 
determine, of any number e, whether or not W is in the class. 
A related theorem by Rice and Shapiro [9] can be stated as 
follows; Let G be a class of recursively enumerable sets, and 
let A be a complete set of indices for G. Then A is r. e. 
if and only if there is an r. e. set D of canonical indices of 
finite sets such that the members of G are exactly the r. e. 
supersets of the finite sets whose indices are in D. 
(Symbolically expressed: A is r. e. if and only if 
(e)[e e A if and only if (Eu)[u e D and D„ c W 1].) 
A somewhat similar theorem of Yates [16] is the following: 
Let G be a class of recursively enumerable sets which contains 
all finite sets. Let A be a complete set of indices for Q. 
Then there is a uniform recursive enumeration of the sets in G 
(2) if and only if A is recursively enumerable in 0V ;—that is, 
if and only if A is £~. A corollary of this is that there is 
a uniform recursive enumeration of the recursive sets, since the 
complete set of their indices is E,. Indeed, if C is any r. e 
set such that C^2' s 0^2\ and if A = (e: We <p C), then A 
is E, and all finite sets have their indices in A, so by Yates 
theorem, there is a uniform recursive enumeration of all sets 
We such that We <^ C. [16] 
In this chapter we shall investigate a similar development 
of the theory of classes of recursively enumerable degrees, the 
indices of the recursively enumerable sets in them, and the 
capability of these degrees to be "uniformly enumerated" in a 
reasonable way. 
In what follows, we shall be considering subsets of OJ, 
Turing degrees, and families of r. e. degrees. For convenience, 
subsets of a) will be indicated by capital roman letters and 
families of r. e. degrees will be indicated by capital script 
letters. The family of all r. e. degrees will be called X. 
Complementation will be notated thus: For a set A of numbers, 
Ac will mean u>-A; for a family G of r. e. degrees, Gc will 
mean &-G- Turing degrees will be denoted in the usual ways, 
as outlined in Chapter 1. Notations for index sets will also 
follow the conventions of Chapter 1, Section 1.2. 
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3.2 The Hierarchy 
We now impose a hierarchy on certain families G which is 
related to the arithmetic hierarchy of sets of numbers. We shall 
call the classes of this hierarchy by names reminiscent of those 
for classes in the arithmetic hierarchy; specifically, for each 
n there will be classes called £ , II , A , and just as the 
classes of the arithmetic hierarchy relate to enumerability, so 
will the classes of this hierarchy. For instance, a set A is 
n
 + 1 if Ac is recursively enumerable in 0^n'; and we shall 
say a family G is n , -, if Gc is, in a certain sense, uniformly 
recursively enumerable in 0^n'. Because of the notations we shall 
use for the classes in our hierarchy, the hierarchy itself will 
be called the bar-arithmetic hierarchy. 
One way we could develop our hierarchy would be to determine 
the position of the families in this hierarchy by the nature of 
their index sets; for instance, we could say G is £ if and 
only if ind(G) is E . However, this would not accord well with 
the most reasonable way of thinking of the enumerability of such 
families. For instance, let AQ,A,,Ap, ... be a uniform list of 
recursively enumerably sets, all of different Turing degrees, and 
all nonrecursive. Suppose we wish to form a recursively enumerable 
set C, also nonrecursive, whose Turing degree differs from all of 
deg(AQ), deg(A1), deg(Ag), . . . . We can do this by a standard 
finite injury argument in which the positive requirements are of 
the form 
P : W_ is finite or W. H C ^ 0 
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and the negative requirements are of the form 
The fulfilling of the negative requirements will then assure us 
that deg(A.)-^T deg(C) for all i. For the purpose of such 
constructions, it suffices to think of the uniform enumeration 
of AQ, A.,, A„,... as a uniform enumeration of the family G 
whose members are deg(AQ), deg(A,), deg(Ap),... . In this sense, 
then, G should be considered to be E,. Nevertheless, as we shall 
see, ind(G) is not E, . 
It is with this example in mind that we set forth the follow-
ing definitions for the bar-arithmetic hierarchy. 
Let e be a number, b be a recursively enumerable degree, 
and A be a set. We say e _is a representative for b_ in A 
if e e A and W„ s b. 
e — 
Let A be a set and G be a family of r. e. degrees. We 
say A _is_ a basis for Q if the following two conditions hold: 
(1) every e in A is a representative in A for some 
b in G; 
(ii) every _b in G has a representative in A. 
Thus, as an example, ind(c) is a basis for G, but it is not the 
only basis; if f is a recursive function such that 
Wf/Q\, Ww-js,... a r e a 1 1 of d^fez'ent Turing degrees, and if 
G = {deg(Wf^0^),deg(Wf^1)),...} and A = [f(0),f(l),...}, then 
A is a basis for G and A ^ ind(c). 
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We define the classes of the bar-arithmetic hierarchy thus: 
Given any number n, we say that A_n is the class of all G 
which have a A basis, IL is the class of all G which have 
a n basis, and £ is the class of all G which have a 
£„ basis, 
n 
One fact about the structure of the hierarchy is reasonably 
clear: E U D c A ,-, for all n. For suppose G is in 
—n —n — —n+i 
£ U n . Then G has a basis A which is either £ or II , 
hence An+1« So G e An+i' A l s 0 An c £_n n i n for all n, 
because if G is in A„ then G has a basis A which is A^; 
—n n 
thus A is both £ and n , so G is m both £ and n . 
Certain other facts about this hierarchy are not so clear, 
however. For instance, if G is £ and has E basis A, then 
Ac may not be a basis for G , so we cannot assume G is n , 
and m fact, in many instances G is not II , as we shall see. 
It is also not clear that E fl IIn = A_n- For suppose G is in 
£ (1 n . Then G has a £ basis A and a nn basis B; 
but from these facts we cannot draw an immediate conclusion that 
G has a A basis, although m fact it does, as we shall later 
prove. 
Since ind(G) is a basis for G we can immediately conclude 
that if md(G) is £ (for instance) then G is £ . The 
converse is not true, however. For suppose we fix a number e 
such that W = 0 . Then {e} is a EQ basis for the family G 
which contains only the degree 0; thus G is L . But ind(G) 
is the set Rec, defined thus: Rec = {x: W__ is recursive); and 
Rec is known to be E^-complete, so obviously ind(c) is not EQ. 
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The following theorem gives us some insight into how the 
position of ind(c) in the arithmetic hierarchy relates to the 
position of G in the bar-arithmetic hierarchy. 
Theorem 3.2.1: Let G be a family of r. e. degrees such that 
G is n. , where n > 3- Then ind(G) is s n +}_-
Proof: Let A be a n basis for G- Then the statement 
"ye A" is a n statement about y, and the statement 
"W =m W " is a Eh statement about x and y. Now 
ind(G) = {x: (Ey)[y e A and Wx =T W ]], 
so by an app l ica t ion of the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm [ 9 ] , 
ind(Q) i s \ + i ' d 
Corollary 3.2.2: Let G be a family of r . e . degrees such tha t 
G is _nn, where n > 3. Then GC i s Hn + 1-
Proof: We know t h a t ind(c) i s £ ^ . Now md(G c) = (md(G))C , 
-———— n+i 
so ind(Gc) is n
 +1- Hence Gc is nn+1- Q 
We now turn to an investigation of the bar-arithmetic 
hierarchy itself. We already know that £_n U ,nn c A ^ and that 
A c £ n II for all n. It would be pleasant to be able to prove 
—n n —n 
that A = £ n £ for all n. In fact, the following theorem 
proves something stronger than this: That A = E_ for all n. 
Theorem 3.2.3: Let G be a family of r. e. degrees, and suppose 
n is a number such that G is E . Then G is A . 
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Proof: If G is E^, then G has a £Q basis with is obviously 
also A0, so G is A~. 
Now suppose n >• 1 and G is £ . Let A be a £ basis 
for G, and let f be a function recursive in 0^ ~ ' which 
enumerates A. Let g be a recursive function such that for all 
x, W_/„\ = Wv and g(x)> x. We adopt the usual convention for 
g \,X; X 
p 
expressing i n t e r a t i o n s of g, and wr i te , for ins tance, g (x) 
for g ( g ( x ) ) . Define a function h as fol lows: 
h ( 0 ) = f ( 0 ) ; 
h(nn-l) = g k*(f(m+l)) , where k* = min(k: g k ( f (m+l ) )>h(m)} . 
Thus h is recursive m o}n~ ', and h enumerates a set B 
in increasing order. We notice two facts about B. First, since 
B is enumerated in increasing order by a function recursive in 
o}n~ \ it follows that B is recursive m _Crn~ ', so B is 
A . Second, since W„/. \ = W for all x, it follows that 
n g(,x; x ' 
Wh(x) = Wf (x) for a 1 1 x' and s0 
G = Cdeg(Wf^x^): x < uu] = Ueg(Wh(x)): x < 0)} 
= tdeg(Wy): y e B). 
Therefore B is a basis for G. This proves that Q is A„, 
—n 
since G has the A basis B. Q 
Corollary 3-2.4: For all n, A = £ . 
Proof: En c A_n by Theorem 3-2.3, and it has already been remarked 
that An c E n n nn- So An = L . D 
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Corollary 3-2.5: If n is any number, then E U n = n, and 
*n n 4i = V 
Proof: Suppose G is in £_n U n, • Since £ = A , there is a 
basis A for G, and A is either An or II; but A c n , 
so A is II and G is JI^ . Thus S U L c n , and so 
E U n = n • 
—n —n —n 
Now suppose G i s i n £ D U. Then G i s in £ , hence 
i n A . So 2 n n c A . We a l r e a d y know t h a t An c £_n n JI , 
so An = £n n nn. 
The proves the corollary. D 
It is thus apparent that it is superfluous to use the symbols 
£ , except, perhaps, for reasons of emphasis; we may just as well 
discard £_ for A • It is also apparent that the bar-arithmetic 
—n —n 
hierarchy is linear, and ordered as follows: 
Ao = lo = A X c nx c A 2 c n2 c ... c In E A n + 1 c nn+1 = ... . 
The "collapsing" of the classes in the bar-arithmetic hierar-
chy given by Corollary 3-2.4 can be carried further. Indeed, we 
now prove that A -, = U for all n. 
Theorem 3-2.6: For all n, if G is A„,, then G is IL -
^——————— ~n+1 —n 
Proof: Suppose G is A -,. If n = 0 then it is immediate 
that G is n , so suppose n 0. Let A be a A ,, basis 
—n n+i 
for G. Thus Ac <p 0^n , so by Shoenfield's Limit Lemma [11] 
there is a function b recursive in o}n~ ' such that 
Ac(x) = lim_ b(x,s) for all x. 
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We now se t out to l i s t a set B recur s ive ly in 0 / n ~ ', 
with the i n t en t ion tha t B should be the complement of a basis 
for G. Since B is £ , the success of t h i s s t r a t egy w i l l 
fu rn i sh a n bas is for G. 
Let g be a recurs ive function such tha t for a l l x the 
condi t ions W_./__\ = W„ and g(x) > x hold. In the usual fashion, S \ x / x 
l e t g (x) = x, g (x) = g ( x ) , g (x) = g(g(x) ) , e t c . We induc t ive ly 
define a recurs ive function h as fo l lows. 
( i ) h(0) = 0. 
(ii) Suppose h(y) has been defined for all y = m, 
and suppose m+1 = <(x, k> . Let k' be the least number 
greater than or equal to k such that g (x) ^  h(y) 
for all y < m. Define h(m+l) = g (x). 
There are three important facts to notice about h. First of all, 
h is one-to-one. Second, the range of h is uu because 
h(<(0,0>) = 0, and if x is any number greater than 0 and 
x ^ h(y) for all y less than <x,0>, then part (ii) of the 
definition of h guarantees that h(<(x, 0)>) = g (x) = x. Third, 
for all x and k, h(<x, k>) = g (x) for some k', and so 
Wh(<^x k>) = W k' = Wx because of the definition of g. 
We think of numbers as set in an infinite rectangular array 
by h. For any number y, if y = h(<x, k>), we say y is in 
column x and k is_ the height of y. This is best understood 
by referring to the diagram below. 
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height 
3 
2 
1 
0 
h(0,3) h(l,3) h(2,3) h(3,3) ••• 
h(0,2) h(l,2) h(2,2) h(3,2) ... 
h(0,l) h(l,l) h(2,l) h(3,l) ••• 
h(0,0) h(l,0) h(2,0) h(3,0) ... 
1 2 
column 
Notice that the three facts mentioned about h can thus be inter-
preted as follows with reference to this diagram: Every number 
appears exactly once in the array, and if y is in column x, 
then W,_ = W . y x 
Define a function S(s,x) as follows: For all x and s, 
S(s,x) = b(x,0) + b(x,l) + b(x,2) + ... + b(x,s). Since 
b<p 0^ n _ 1), it follows that S < T 0^n_1^ We now form our set 
.(n-1) B by listing it in stages, recursively in 0/ 
Stage s: For all x < s, put into B all numbers in column 
x whose height is less than or equal to S(x,s). 
It is immediate that B is recursively enumerable in 0^ ~ ', 
c c 
so B is £ and B is II . It remains to prove that B is 
a basis for G. 
First we prove that every number in Bc is a representative 
for some degree in G. Suppose x is some number such that 
deg(W__) i G. We must show that x is listed in B. Find y and 
k such that x = h«y, k>). Since x is in column y, it follows 
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that W = W, . Because deg(w__) £ G and A is a basis for G, 
x y x 
y is not in A. Hence A (y) = 1, and so lim b(y,s) = 1. 
s 
This means that lim S(y, s) = «>. Let sQ be a stage such that 
sQ > y and S(y,sQ) > k. Then x gets listed in B at stage 
SQ, SO x £ Bc. Therefore every member of Bc is a representa-
tive for some degree in G. 
Next we prove that every degree in G has a representative 
in Bc. Let x be such that deg(Wv) e G and x e A. Then 
A (x) = 0, so lim b(x,s) = 0. Thus there is a finite number k 
such that lim_ S(x,s) = k. Since S(z,s) is a monotone increas-
mg function of z, this means that for all s, S(x, s)< k. So 
no number m column x whose height is greater than k ever 
gets listed in B. Let y be a number m column x such that 
y never gets listed m B. Then y e Bc, and since W,r = W__, 
y x 
it follows that y is a representative in Bc for deg(W__). 
This proves that Bc is a n basis for G- Hence 
G is n . D 
Corollary 3-2.7: If n is any number, then A
 + 1
 =
 Hn* 
Proof: By Theorem 3.2.5, A , c n_ , and we already know that 
n c A , , . D 
—n — —n+1 
Thus all of the classes in the bar-arithmetic hierarchy are 
n classes, and the hierarchy looks like this: 
HQ E li E I2 - -3 - *' * — —n - ' *' ' 
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It is natural to ask whether or not there is any further "collap-
sing" of the hierarchy, that is, whether there is some n such 
that n = n ,-j, or whether n_n ^  £n+i for a H n- The answer 
is rather surprising. It turns out that the lowest classes of 
the hierarchy "collapse", so that TL^ = n^ = JU, but that no other 
"collapsing" cocurs. That n^ = II, = n_2 is the subject of the 
next theorem; that nn ^ H.nj.i for n > 2 is proven in 
Corollary 3-3-2. 
Theorem 3-2.8: UQ = n^ = n2-
Proof: Since Ho E Hi E Up' i-t s u f : f ,i c e s to prove that n_2 c JL-. 
Let G be n 2 and let A be a lip basis for G. Then A is 
(2) 
also £_, so there is a function f, recursive in 0_v ', which 
enumerates A. By Arslanov's theorem (Theorem 2.1) there is a 
recursive function g such that W„/ \ s W„, v for all x. 
g(x; T f(x) 
Let B be the range of g. Then B is an r. e. basis for G, 
so G is E-. But E^ = A^ = UQ by Corollaries 3-2.4 and 3-2-7, 
so G is Jig. Thus U„ c Jig. D 
3-3 The Hierarchy and its Relation to Index Sets 
Besides developing the structure of the bar-arithmetic 
hierarchy itself, we shall investigate how the place of a family 
G m this hierarchy relates to the Turing degree of its index 
set. One observation we shall make is that a Turing degree other 
than 0 is the degree of an index set of some family if and only 
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if it lies above 0 • The next theorem is transitional in the 
sense that it starts us on the way to this new result and simul-
taneously helps us to complete our investigations of the 
"collapsing" of the hierarchy classes. 
(1) Theorem 3-3-1: If a is a Turing degree such that .a > 0 
then there is a family G such that deg(ind(G)) = a. 
Proof: Let W be a fixed, nonrecursive, recursively enumer-
0
 (2) (2) 
able set such that WA 's- 0K ' . According to Sacks' Splitting 
xQ I 
Theorem [10], given a nonrecursive, recursively enumerable set 
W we can find, uniformly effectively in x, a number y such 
that 0<m W.r<m W„, and a number e such that W,_ = $_(W„). I y i x y e x 
Thus there are recursive functions f and g such that for all 
x, if Wx is nonrecursive then 0 < T W f / \ < T Wx and 
Wf(x) = ^Z(X)^YJ' Consider the sequence of sets Wx , Wf/ \, 
W p , W o ,... . We notice two facts: First, that these 
f*(x0) f5(x0) 
sets are all m different r. e. degrees — indeed, 
W >rp W./ >,>„ W p >rp ...; second, that since 
xQ i i^xQj i f (xQ) l 
W „,, = § (W ) for all n, it follows that there 
fn+1(xQ) g(fn(xQ)) fn(xQ) 
is a reduction of all of the sets W „ to W which is 
fn(xQ) X0 
uniform in n. 
For convenience we shall write An for Wr , then A, for 
0 xQ 1 
W.p/ \, and in general, A„ for W „ - Thus f (V n fn(xQ) 
A Q > T A-j_ > T A 2 > T ... and A n ^ , AQ uniformly in n. It 
follows that A p ^ <^ A p ) uniformly in n. Now, A ^ s 0^2) 
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(for An = Wv , and we specifically chose xn to fulfill this 
o 
condition), so by a theorem of Yates [15], A^y' is recursively 
isomorphic to 0^-''. Hence A^ "Si 0 uniformly in n. 
Also, by another theorem of Yates [15], ind(deg(Wv)) <, fp^) 
uniformly in x. Thus ind(deg(w ^ )) < n W „ uniformly 
fnfx ) i fnfx ) 
in n—that is, ind(deg(A )) <, A^ *S uniformly in n, 
and so the sets ind(deg(A )) are uniformly recursively enumer-
able in 0V ;, and the set U (ind(deg(A ))) can be enumerated 
(2) by a function h of two variables, recursive in 0/ ', such that 
if n is fixed then (h(n,x): x < u>3 = md(deg(A )). 
Suppose a is a Turing degree such that a > - 0 w / and let 
B be a set whose Turing degree is a. Let 
C = {y: (En)[n € B and y e md(deg(An)) ]} . 
Now C is clearly an index set for some family G of recursively 
enumerable sets. It remains to prove that C =m B. 
First we show that B < T C. Since the sets ind(deg(A )), 
for n < UJ, are disjoint, a number n is in B if and only if 
each member of ind(deg(A )) is m C, which occurs if and only 
fn(xQ) is in C. Thus B < T C; in fact, B <, C. 
Next we show that C < T B. Remember that Un(ind(deg(An))) 
is recursively enumerable in 0/ ' by h, and hence recursive 
in Or '; also remember that 0^3^<I,B, so U (ind(deg(A ))) <p B. 
To see whether a number y is in C, first find out, recursively 
in B, whether or not y is m U (ind(deg(A ))). If y is not 
in U (ind(deg(A ))) then y is not in C. If y is m 
U (md(deg(A ))) then use the function h, which is recursive in 
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B, to enumerate U (ind(deg(A ))), and find the numbers n' and 
x' such that y = h(n',x'). Then y is in C if and only if 
n' is in B. Thus C < T B. 
Therefore C has Turing degree a, and C = ind(G) for a 
family G of recursively enumerable degrees. D 
The proof of the following corollary makes use of the same 
sets A that were used in proving Theorem 3.3.1. 
Corollary 3.3-2: If n > 3 then nn - n x ^ 0. 
Proof: Suppose n > 3, and let 
C = ly: (Ek)[k e 0 ( n + 1 ) and y e md(deg(Ak))]}. 
Then, by the same methods used in the proof of Theorem 3-3-1; 
we see that C ^ T 0^ n + 1). The statement "k e 0^ n + 1)" is 
£ ,, and the statement "y € ind (deg(A, ))" is En since 
ind(deg(Ak)) -C^ 0V ' uniformly in k, so by the Tarski-
Kuratowski algorithm [9], it is easy to see that C is £ ,1. 
n+x 
Thus C is recursively isomorphic to 0(,n ' . Let G be the 
family whose index set is C, so G is £ n + 1 and hence G 
is n (since £ ., = n )• We wish to prove that G is 
—n —~n+1 —n 
not n . • 
—n-l 
Suppose, for the sake of a proof by contradiction, that G 
is n_n_i> and let D be a n , basis for G- Then 
C = md(G) = {y: (Ek)[y e ind(deg(Ak)) and 
(Ex)[x e D and x e ind(deg(Ak))]]}. 
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The statement "y e ind(deg(A.))" is £-, the statement "x e D" 
is n„ n , and the statement "x e ind(deg(A. ))" is £-, - So by 
n-1 K j 
the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm, C is £ . Since 0^n ' is 
recursively isomorphic to C, this means that 0^n ' is E . 
This is a contradiction, since 0^ ' is £ , -complete. Thus 
a e In - nn_r D 
We now know that the classes of the bar-arithmetic hierarchy 
are arranged in the following way: 
Ho = li = I 2 p n 3 5 114 p % p ... . 
We resume our study of the relation among ind(G), the 
Turing degree of ind(G), and the position of G in the bar-
arithmetic hierarchy, if indeed G is m a bar-arithmetic class. 
First note that if G is n , where n < 3, then md(c) 
is EK, since, if A is a nQ basis for G, then 
ind(G) = {y: (Ex)[x e A and Wy = T Wx]}, 
and this is Eh by quantifier computations. Also note that if 
G is IL, where n > 3, then ind(c) is E^,,, by similar 
—~n n+i 
quantifier computations. Now, this latter fact leads to a nice 
relationship between the position of G in the hierarchy and the 
nature of ind(G): Namely, if n > 3 then G is U if and 
only if ind(G) is 2
 + 1; for if md(c) is ^ n + 1 then G is 
£
 1, and so G is n by Corollaries 3-2.3 and 3-2.6. The 
former fact is not so nice, however. For by Corollary 3-3-2, 
there is an G in ru - n 2 such that ind(G) is E^. Thus, we 
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know only that ind(G) is Ej, if and only if G is jU; this 
says nothing about how the index sets for jU families may be 
distinguished from those for families in IK, - UQ. (Remember 
that IU = n. = noJ so n~ is the only class in the bar-
arithmetic hierarchy below .IU-) We shall see, as a result of 
Theorem 3-3.3, that deg(ind(G)) must lie above (rj; unless 
G = & or G = 0. In fact, the only restrictions on deg(ind(c)) 
when c is EQ and G ^ 31 and G ^ 0 are that deg(md(G)) 
(1) 
contain a E|, set and that 0VJy be reducible to it. For let 
a be a Turing degree containing a £^ set, and suppose 
0 W / < a, and let x be a number such that WA ' e a. By a 
theorem of Yates [15], md(deg(w )) is recursively isomorphic to 
W p S so md(deg(Wv)) e a; also ind(deg(Wv)) is Zk. Let 
G = Cdeg(Wx)}; then ind(c) is E^ and 0/3' <^ ind(c). Further-
more, G is ru since [x] is a no basis for G. Thus the 
matter of whether Q is L or ru is never determined by 
the Turing degree of the index set of G, but is dependent 
exclusively on other matters. 
The following theorem, in combination with Theorem 3.3-1, 
leads to the conclusion that the Turing degrees above 0_w/ are 
exactly the degrees of index sets of families of r. e. degrees 
other than & and 0. Together with Theorem 3-3-7, it helps 
give some insight into which families G may be n0 and which 
must be IU but not nQ. 
Theorem 3-3-3: If G is a nonempty family of r. e. degrees such 
that 0' is not in G, then Rec <-, ind(c). 
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Proof: Given a number x, we shall form an r. e. set C 
effectively in x, such that deg(C ) e c if and only if x € Rec. 
We obtain C as the join of two sets: a set A whose Turing 
degree is in G, and a set C*, where C* is the union of a set 
B which is dependent on x and a set B* which is independent 
of x. 
First we form B*. Let g be a fixed recursive enumeration 
of K without repetitions. Define the set B* as follows: 
B* = [<n, t>: (Es)[n = g(s) and s > t ] } . 
That is, <n, t> is in B* if and only if n is in K, but n is 
not enumerated in K until stage t or later. Thus K<m B*, 
for to see whether or not a number n is in K, find a number t 
such that <(n, t> is not m B*. Then n is in K if and only 
if n is one of g(0), g(l), ..., g(t-l). 
Now given x, we shall form the set B . Let {R0,R,,R2,...} 
be an enumeration of the recursive sets such that RQ, R-,, Rp, . . . 
are uniformly recursively enumerable. That is, let R_,R1,Rp,... 
be a list of all of the recursive sets such that there is a 
recursive function f of two variables with the property that for 
any n, {f(n,y): y < UJ} = R . Given this function f, let 
Rn,s = t*>,0),f(n,l),...,f(n,s)]. 
Suppose g is a recursive function of two variables such that 
for any n, Cg(n, y): y < UJ} = Wn © UJ, and for all n, y, and y', 
if g(n,y) = g(n, y' ) then y = y'. For each number s, define 
a set S thus: 
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Ss = tg(x,0), g(x,l),..., g(x,s)]. 
Next define a function rl to measure the maximal length of 
agreement achieved between R and W__ © UJ by stage s, where 
Xi X 
(W„ © uu)_ is condidered to be S . Formally, rl is defined X s s 
thus: 
rl(n, s) = maxty: (Et)[t<s and (z)[z<y implies 
[z € R . if and only if z e SJ]1). 
Notice that rl(n,s) is a monotone increasing function of n. 
Notice also that if Wv © UJ = R then lim rl(n, s) = <», while 
X 11 o 
if Wv © UJ £ R„ then lim_ rl(n, s)< ro. Define the set Bv x n s x 
as follows: 
Bx = «y,t>: (En)[n<y and (Es ) [rl(n, s) > t] ]} . 
If W is nonrecursive, then lim rl(n,s)< °° for all n, 
X O 
and therefore each column of Bv is a finite initial segment of 
UJ; that is, for each y, there are at most finitely many numbers 
t such <y,t> e B , and if <y,t> e B and s < t, then 
<(y, s> € B„ also. On the other hand, if W_ is recursive, then 
there is a least number n such that Wv © UJ = Rn; for m <T n, 
X ii 
the mth column of B is a finite initial segment of UJ, while 
X 
for m > n, all numbers <(m, t> are in B . 
Now let C* = B* U B . If W„ is recursive and n is the 
X X X 
smallest number such that Wv © UJ = R„, then for m < n, only 
X o 
finitely many numbers are in the mth column of C*, while for 
X 
m > n, all numbers <(m, t> are in C*; hence C* is recursive 
—"• X X 
if W__ is recursive. But if Wv is not recursive then all 
X X 
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columns of C* are finite initial segments of UJ whose lengths 
are at least as great as the lengths of the corresponding columns 
of B*. In this case, then, K<„ C*, for to see whether or not 
~*J. X 
n is in K, find t such that <(n, t)> is not in C*; then n 
is in K if and only if n is one of g(0),g(l),...,g(t-l). 
Now let a be a degree in G and let A be a recursively 
enumerable set in a. Define C thus: Cv = A © C*. An index 
*™~ X X X 
for C can be computed effectively in x. If W__ is recursive 
X x 
then C* is recursive, so deg(C*) = a. If W„ is nonrecursive 
X X *•" X 
then K s c*, so deg(C ) = 0'. This proves that Rec is 
J. X X *•— 
many-one reducible to ind(G). Since all index sets are cylinders, 
it follows immediately that Rec is one-one reducible to 
ind(G). D 
Corollary 3.3.4: Let a be a Turing degree. If a = 0 or 
a > 0_ then there is a family G of r. e. degrees such that 
deg(ind(G)) = a; otherwise there is no such family G- Further-
more, if G is a family of r. e. degrees such that 
deg(ind(G)) = 0, then either G = 0 or G = Jt-
Proof: If G = 0 then ind(G) = 0, and if G = K then ind(G) = UJ; 
in either case, deg(ind(c)) = 0. By Theorem 3-3-l> if a is a 
Turing degree such that a > 0 W / , then there is a family of 
r. e. degrees such that deg(ind(c)) = a. Finally, if G ^  0 and 
G ^ & , then either 0' £ G or 0' £ G°, and both G and GC 
are nonempty, so by Theorem 3-3-3, 0^' = deg(ind(G)). D 
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Corollary 3«3-5• The following statements are equivalent : 
1. ind(c) i s E^-complete; 
2. lnd(c) e £^ - AQ; 
3- ind(G) i s £ , and G ^ 0 and G° ^ 0. 
Proof: If ind(c) is En-complete then ind(G) is certainly 
in En - AQ. If ind(c) € E-, - AQ then ind(G) is En and 
G ^ 0 and G° 4 0, since ind(0) = 0, and so ind(0) is AQ. 
If md(G) is £o and G ^ 0 and GC ^ 0 then either 0' £ G 
or 0' £ GC. Now, we cannot have 0' £ Gc, for then we would 
have R e c ^ ind(Gc) by Theorem 3.3-3; but md(Gc) is IU 
because ind(c) is £-,, so Rec would be one-one reducible to a 
IU set, which is impossible. Therefore we must have 0' £ G. 
So by Theorem 3-3-3, Rec <-, ind(G); since ind(G) is £,, this 
means that ind(G) is En-complete. D 
The following example, first given by Yates [15], illustrates 
Corollary 3-3-5• Let A be a recursively enumerable set such 
that A ^ =T 0^2\ let G = Cdeg(A)), and consider the set ind(G). 
It can be shown by quantifier computations that md(deg(x)) € £-
(2) (2) 
for any r. e. set X; and since Av ; -m 0 > it follows that 
si = E~, so ind(G) e So- Now G ^ 0 and G° ¥• 0> so ind(c) is 
EQ-complete. In a similar fashion, if |j = Cdeg(W„): W„ m A] 
then lnd(fe) is Eo-complete. 
Theorem 3.3-3 gives a one-one reduction of Rec to ind(G) 
if G is nonempty and 0' £ G; the next theorem gives a somewhat 
analogous result for the condition 0 £ G-
4o 
Theorem 3-3-6: If G is a nonempty family of recursively 
enumerable degrees such that _0 is not in G, and if G is JI. 
then Rec <, ind(G). 
Proof: Let a be a degree in G and let A be a recursively 
enumerable set in a, enumerated be the total recursive function 
a. Let B be a recursively enumerable basis for G, enumerated 
by the total recursive function b. Let {R~, R-,, Rp,. .. 3 be an 
enumeration of all the recursive sets which is uniformly recur-
sively enumerable, and let f be a total recursive function of 
two variables such that for any fixed n, {f(n, s): s < UJ} = R . 
Let g be a total recursive function of two variables such that 
for each n, Cg(n, s): s < UJ] = W . For each s and n, define 
V Bs' Rn,s' a n d wn,s a s f o l l o w s : 
Ag = (a(0),a(o),...,a(s)}, 
Bg = Cb(0),b(l),...,b(s)}, 
Rn,s = tf(n>°)>f(n,l),...,f(n,s)}, 
Wn g = Cg(n,0),g(n,l),...,g(n,s)3. 
Suppose the number x is given. We show how to enumerate, 
recursively in x, a set C such that deg(C) = a if Wv is 
recursive, and deg(C) £ G if W„ is not recursive, and c c A. 
In order to make deg(c) = a if W__ is recursive, we try to 
fulfill the positive conditions 
Pn: if n is in A then n is in C. 
If a l l but f i n i t e l y many of these condit ions a re f u l f i l l e d then 
(A - C) U (C-A) i s a f i n i t e se t , so deg(c) = a. To prevent 
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deg(c) from being in G if Wv is nonrecursive, we try to 
fulfill the negative conditions 
Nn: if n = <e,y> then W b ( y ) 7*$e(C). 
If we succeed in fulfilling all of these conditions, then 
Ww y) ^ T C for all y, so deg(c) £ G. 
We introduce a few subsidiary functions to help us enumerate 
C in stages. The length function 1 measures, for each e, y, 
and s, the length of agreement of W_/,_ \ and §0(C); formally, 
if n = <e,y)> then 
l(n,s) = maxfy: (z)[z<y implies W g^ y^ s = §e^ s(Cg) ]3. 
The use function u measures the length of the initial segment 
of Cg used in computing §e t(Ct; 0), $e t(Ct; 1)..., 
§e t(Ct> l«e,y>,t)) for all t < s; formally, if n = <e,y> 
then 
u(n,s) = minCy: (t)(w)[[t< s and w<l(n,t)] implies 
[$e -t(C+; w) defined implies 
$e^t(Ct[y]; w) defined]]]-
Notice that for fixed n, u(n, s) is a monotone increasing function 
of s. Let S = W__ © UJ, and fix a recursive enumeration of S. 
X 
Let S„ denote the finite set of numbers enumerated in S at the 
s 
end of the sth stage of the enumeration. The recursive length 
function rl measures, for each n and s, the greatest length 
of agreement between S+ and R^ + which has ever been reached 
x> n , Ti 
at any stage t < sj formally, 
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rl(n, s) = max[y: (Et)[t< s and, (z)[z<y implies 
[z e Rn t if and only if z e Wx t]]]3-
Notice that if n is fixed, then rl(n,s) is a monotone increas-
ing function of s; that if S / R„, then lim_ rl(n, s) < ooj 
and that if S = PL, then lim rl(n,s) = «. The recursive choice 
function re attempts to estimate of which R it may be true 
that S = R . Specifically, we define rc(s) in the following 
way: Let t be the last stage less than or equal to s such 
that for some m less than or equal to s it is true that 
rl(m, t)> rl(m, t-1), and let n be the least number such that 
rl(n,t)> rl(n,t-l)j define rc(s) = n. If no such stage t 
exists, let rc(s) = 0. 
We now enumerate C in stages. We let Cn = 0, and for each 
s we let C„,, be the finite set of numbers enumerated in C 
s+1 
by the end of stage s. 
Stages: If there is a number n such that n e A_ and 
n £ C and for each n' < n, either n > u(n',s) or 
n' > rc(s), then enumerate the least such number n in C ... 
We prove a few lemmas about C which show that it fulfills 
the desired conditions. 
Lemma 1: Suppose there is a number n such that for all m, if 
m < n then W ^ R^. Then lim_ u(m, s) is finite for each 
m < n. 
Proof: Suppose otherwise. Let n be the least number such that 
lim u(n, s) is not finite, and such that for all m, if m < n 
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then Wx ^ R . Let n = <e,y> and let s be a stage at which 
all of the following three conditions hold. 
(i) Cs[n+1] = C[n+1]. 
(ii) If m and t are any numbers such that m < n and 
t > s, then rl(m, t) = rl(m, s-1). 
(iii) There is a number m Q > n such that 
rl(mQ,s) > rl(mQ,s-1). 
Notice that from (ii) and (iii) it follows that rc(s)> n 
(although rc(s) may be smaller than m Q), and at no later stage 
t can rc(t) ever return to a value less than or equal to n. 
Thus for all t > s, we have rc(t)> n. 
Let t be any number greater than or equal to s, and suppose 
r is a number such that r e ct -, - C+. Then r > n since 
C [n+1] = C[n+1]. Because rc(t)> n, it follows that r >u(n, t). 
Thus if at stage t > s there are z and v such that 
$
 t(C+[v];[z]) is defined and v<u(n, t), then C[v] = Ct[v], 
so *ejtt(Ct,[v]j[z]) = «e>t(Ct[v]j[z]) for all t' > t. 
Consequently, since lim+ u(n,t) = °o, it follows that 
lim+ l(n, t) =00. 
Now suppose we wish to know whether or not some number z 
is in W / \. Find a stage t' such that t' > s and 
l(n,t') = z+1. Then for all t" > t ' we have 
$ e t!i(Ctn}[z+l]) = § e t, (Ct,;[z+1]). Also, since limt l(n,t) = °o, 
for sufficiently large numbers t", we have 
W g(y),fO+1] = $e,t"^t»Jtz+1^ = $e,t^Ct'}t2+1^' 
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so W / \ (z) = $ e t,(Ct,;z). Hence W / \ is recursive. But 
deg(W/ \) € G, and 0 £ G. This contradiction shows that 
lim_ u(n,s) is finite. D 
Lemma 2: If W„ is nonrecursive then deg(c) £ G. 
Proof: Suppose otherwise. Then there is a number x such that 
W is nonrecursive and a number y such that W / \ =„ C. Fix 
such a number x, and let <Ce,y> be the least number <Ce',y'> 
such that W / , \ = $e,(C), and let n = <e,y)>. (Notice that it 
is not necessarily true of the particular number y that we have 
chosen, that W / \ =T C.) Then lims l(n, s) = °o. since W / \ 
is nonrecursive, this means that li m s ^(n,s) = ~ (for otherwise 
we would have W / \ = $e(C[v]) for some v, making W / \ 
recursive). By Lemma 1, there is some m < n such that W = R^. 
This contradicts the nonrecursiveness of W„. Hence deg(C) £ G. 
Lemma 3: If W„ is recursive then (A - C) U (C-A) is a finite 
__>_____>_»_ j£ 
set. 
Proof: Suppose W is recursive, and let nQ be the least n 
such that W„ = R„. Let r = maxtlim u(m, s): m <C n_3 - By 
X xi s u 
Lemma 1, we see that r exists. Suppose q is a member of A 
which is greater than or equal to r. Consider a stage s at 
which the following three statements all hold. 
(i) Cs[q] = C[q]. 
(ii) rl(nQ, s) > rl(nQ,s-1). 
(iii) For all m, if m < nQ, then rl(m,s) = rl(m, s-1). 
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These condi t ions can a l l occur a t the same stage since 
lim t r l ( n Q , t ) = «> and for a l l m, if m < nQ then 
lim, r l (m, t ) < «>. 
From ( i i ) and ( i i i ) i t follows tha t rc (s ) = nQ . Since 
Ce[q] = C[q], no number l e s s than q can enter C at stage s. 
So given a number n l e s s than q, e i t he r n < nQ, in which case 
q > r > u(n, s ) , or n > nQ, in which case n > re ( s ) . If q is 
not in C , then q i s enumerated in 0 ,-, . 
This proves tha t i f q i s a member of A which is g rea te r 
than or equal t o r, then q e C. By the terms of the const ruc-
tion of C, then, C i s a subset of A. Thus (A - C) U (C - A) 
is a f i n i t e s e t . D 
From Lemma 3, we conclude immediately tha t i f W„ i s 
X 
recursive then deg(C) = deg(A), so deg(C) € G. By Lemma 2, if 
W„ is nonrecursive then deg(C) £ G- The construction is such 
X 
that we can find an index for C uniformly from x. Thus 
Rec <: ind(c). Since ind(c) is an index set, hence a cylinder, 
it follows that R e c ^ ind(G). D 
One application of this theorem is the following. Let a, 
(2) (2) 
be an r. e. degree such that aK ' = Oy ', let A be an r. e. 
set in a, and let G = {b_: b is an r. e. degree and b < a/}. 
By quantifier computations, ind(G)<-, A ^ , so ind(G) is En. 
(Indeed, since G ^ 0 and GC ^ 0, Corollary 3-3-5 tells us that 
G is En-complete.) Thus G is En, and since En = IU, it 
follows that G is L and so G has a recursive basis. 
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(Yates was the first to point this out [16].) What can we say 
about Gc? Clearly ind(Gc) is IU, so Gc is JI-. In fact, 
Gc is properly IU—that is, Gc is not UQ. For suppose other-
wise; since Gc is nQ and _o £ Gc (because of the definition 
of G ) , it follows that Rec <U ind(Gc). But this is a contra-
diction, since ind(Gc) is IU and Rec is En-complete. Thus 
G C e n3 - nQ. 
It is reasonable at this point to ask under what circumstances 
both G and Gc can be n for some particular n. Of course, 
if ind(G) is A ,
 n then both G and Gc are A n, hence v
 ' n+1 —n+1 
both n by Theorem 3-2.5. It turns out that the converse is 
also the case, provided n > 3- For suppose G and GC are both 
II for some n > 3. By Theorem 3-2.1, both ind(G) and 
ind(Gc) are E .,, and since ind(G) and ind(Gc) are complemen-
tary sets, this means that ind(G) is A -,. 
Under what circumstances can a and Gc both be n09 We 
conjecture that this can happen only if G = 0 or G = 0 . 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove this conjecture. 
But there is a known partial answer to the question, which is 
presented below. It depends on a theorem of Robinson [8], which 
is quoted here in a somewhat simplified form. 
Theorem 3.3-7 (Robinson): Suppose [A*: i < UJ} and {B^: i < UJ] 
are uniformly recursively enumerable classes of r. e. sets, and 
suppose that Ai is nonrecursive for all i, and K is not 
recursive in B.. Then there is a recursively enumerable degree 
d such that deg(A^) «£ d, and &*£ deg(Bi) hold for all i. 
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Theorem 3-3-8: If G is a family of r. e. degrees such that 0 
is not in G and C_' is not in G , then it is not possible for 
both G and GC to be IU. 
Proof: Suppose otherwise. Let A be an r. e. basis for G, 
enumerated by the total recursive function f, and let B be an 
r. e. basis for Gc, enumerated by the total recursive function 
g. For each number i, let A. = W^/^N and B. = W /.\. Thus 
G = Cdeg(Ai): i<uj} and GC = (deg(Bi): l <C UJ3 . Since 0 is 
not in G, each A. is nonrecursive; since 0_' is not in Gc, K 
is not recursive in any B.. So there is a recursively enumerable 
degree d such that deg(A>)-< d and d-^ deg(B.) hold for all 
i. But this indicates that cl is neither in G nor in Gc. 
This contradiction proves that at least one of G and Gc is 
not IU - D 
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CHAPTER 4 
CUPPING PROPERTIES OF THE R. E. DEGREES 
In this chapter we consider a few of the properties of the 
recursively enumerable degrees relative to the cupping function. 
The first theorem shows that there is a pair {a, b} of low, 
recursively enumerable degrees, the union of whose lower cones 
forms a basis for the upper semilattice of recursively enumerable 
degrees. That is, for any r. e. degree £ there is a pair of 
r. e. degrees {_c_0, £-,3 such that £ Q < a, _c, < b, and 
£n U —1 = —' A n&tVLTal question to ask is whether or not £ Q and 
£., can be made incomparable if c ^ _0. Unfortunately, we do not 
have a complete answer to this question. Certain sufficient 
conditions for the incomparability are known, but these are of a 
rather uninteresting sort. We conjecture that incomparability of 
c_0 and £., cannot be obtained for every £. 
A nice consequence of our theorem is that a is a degree 
which cups nontrivially to every degree above itself; that is, if 
£ is an r. e. degree such that a < £, then there is an r. e. 
degree _d, incomparable to a, such that a U d. = £. However, when 
we attempt to generalize this property of a in such a way that 
the generalization is applicable to all nonzero, incomplete, r. e. 
degrees, we fail; this problem is discussed at the end of the 
chapter. 
Theorem 4.1: There is a pair of incomparable r. e. sets {A, B3 
satisfying the condition A' = T B' = T K and a pair of recursive 
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functions {f, g3 such that for any number e the following 
three conditions hold. 
(i) W f ( e ) < T A , 
(^) w-g(e)<TB> 
(iii) W f ( e ) © W g ( e ) s T We. 
Proof: For each number e and every set X, let 
X^e' = {x: <e,x)- e x3. Let A and B be r. e. sets such that 
A' s B' Em K, A U B = KQ, and A n B = 0. The existence of such 
a pair [A, B} is guaranteed by Sacks' Splitting Theorem 
([10], [12]). Choose recursive functions f and g such that 
(e) (e) 
if e is any number, then ^f(e\ = AK ' and W /e\ = B^ . 
Let e be a fixed number. It is immediate that Wf/ \ < T A 
and wg(e) < T B. Also, 
We = K£e> = A ^ U B<e> = W f ( e ) U Wg(e). 
Now, Wf/ \ and W / \ are disjoint r. e. sets, so it follows 
that W f ( e ) U W g ( e ) B T W f ( e ) © Wg(e). Therefore 
we -T w f ( e ) © wg(e). D 
Let a = deg(A) and b = deg(B). Stated in terms of r. e. 
degrees, Theorem 4.1 says that a ' = 0' and b' = £' and given 
any r. e. degree £ there is a pair of r. e. degrees [cQ, £_} 
such that £ 0 < a, £-i < b, and £ n U £-, = £. Furthermore, given 
the index e for any r. e. set W in £, we can effectively 
find an index for an r. e. set in each of such a pair of degrees 
{£0, £./} by using the functions f and g. 
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The following corollary gives some sufficient conditions 
under which an r. e. degree £ can be split into incomparable 
degrees £ 0 and £, with cQ below a and £, below b. The 
effectiveness of the splitting in Theorem 4.1 does not carry over 
to this corollary, however. 
Corollary 4.2: Let A and B be as in Theorem 4.1, and let 
a = deg(A) and b = deg(B). If £ is an r. e. degree such that 
£ > 0, and either £ < a and £ < b, or £ <£ a and £ ^  b, then 
there are incomparable degrees £_ and £, such that 
£ 0 < a, £, < b, and £ 0 U £ T = £. 
Proof: If £ is an r. e. degree such that £ > 0, £ •< a, and 
£ < b , then by Sacks' Splitting Theorem we can obtain a pair of 
incomparable r. e. degrees {£0, £.,} such that £n U £, = £. 
Furthermore, £ 0< £ < a and £-i < £ < b. 
If £ is an r. e. degree such that c<£ a and c<£ b, then 
by Theorem 4.1 there are r. e. degrees £ Q and £, such that 
£ 0 < a, £-,< b, and £ U £» = £. Suppose that £ n < £•)• Then, 
since £ = £ 0 U £-,, we have £ < £, < b, contradicting the fact 
that £ ^ b. Therefore £ 0 *^  £-.- By a similar argument, ^ " ^ £n> 
so £Q and £^ are incomparable. O 
The next corollary shows that the degree a has an interest-
ing property: Not only does a cup up to 0', but in fact, a 
cups up nontrivially to every r. e. degree above itself. 
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Corollary 4.3: Let A and B be as in Theorem 4.1, and let 
a = deg(A) and b = deg(B). Suppose £ is an r. e. degree such 
that a<. £. Then there is an r. e. degree _d such that a 
and d_ are incomparable, a U d = £, and d< b. 
Proof: Notice that £ is not below b, for otherwise we would 
have a < £ = b and 0' = a U b = b. This cannot happen, since 
0' = b' . Thus £^£ a and £ ^  b, so by Corollary 4.2 we can find 
incomparable degrees £Q and £n such that £ 0 < a, £n<b, 
and £ Q U £•, = £. It is immediate that a<£ £.,, because £ n < a 
and £ 0 and £., are incomparable. Also £., <jt a, for otherwise 
we would have £ = £ 0 U £n < a, contradicting the fact that 
£ > a. Finally, £ s c. U c ^ a U c ^ c U c, a c, so a U £-, = £. 
Letting _d = £,, we have d < b, a u d = c, and a and cl 
incomparable. U 
As we stated at the beginning of the chapter, the natural 
generalization of Corollary 4.2 has proven intractable. Can 
Corollary 4.3 be generalized in a natural way? it is certainly 
true that there are extensions of this corollary. For instance, 
Harrington [2] has proven the existence of an r. e. degree a 
such that if £ and b are r. e. degrees satisfying 0<b<a-<£ 
then there is an r. e. degree d_ < £ such that b U d = £. A 
weaker version of this result is that there is a degree a such 
that all nonzero r. e. degrees b which are less than or equal 
to a cup nontrivially to 0'. On the other hand, it is not true 
that every r. e. degree a such that 0 < a < 0' can cup 
nontrivially to every r. e. degree above itself. Yates, in fact, 
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has exhibited an r. e. degree a which does not cup nontrivially 
to 0' [l4]. Nor does the fact that an r. e. degree a cups 
to £' mean that a cups to everything above itself, as we show 
in the corollary to the next theorem. The theorem is due to 
Ladner and Sasso [6], 
Theorem 4.4 (Ladner, Sasso): If _e is any nonzero r. e. degree, 
then there are r. e. degrees a and £ satisfying the following 
three conditions. 
(i) a is nonrecursive. 
(ii) a < £ < £. 
(iii) For all r. e. degrees d., if a U d = £ then d = £. 
Corollary 4.5: There is an r. e. degree a which satisfies the 
following two conditions. 
(i) There is an r. e. degree b, incomparable with a, 
such that a U b = 0'. 
(ii) There is an r. e. degree £ such that £ > a, and 
for all r. e. degrees _d, if a U _d = £ then d = £. 
Proof: We use Harrington's theorem that there is an r. e. degree 
£ such that all nonzero degrees below e cup nontrivially to 
£'. Fixing such a degree £, and taking r. e. degrees a and £ 
below £ which satisfy the theorem of Ladner and Sasso (Theorem 
4.4), it is immediate that a satisfies (i) because of the 
definition of e, and that a satisfies (ii) because of the 
definition of a and c. D 
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An even weaker generalization of Corollary 4.3 would be this: 
Given incomparable r. e. degrees a and b, and an r. e. degree 
£ such that a < £ < a U b, then there is a degree d< b such 
that a U d = c, This generalization also fails, for if we take 
a and £ as in Corollary 4.5> and let b be an r. e. degree 
such that b ^  0' and a U b = £', then a < c< a U b, and for 
all r. e. degrees d, if a U d = c then 6. = £. Now £ is not 
less than or equal to b, for otherwise we would have 
0' = a U b < £ u b = b, contradicting the fact that b ^  0'. 
Hence there is no r. e. degree d< b such that a U d = c. 
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CHAPTER 5 
A THEOREM ON MINIMAL PAIRS: HEURISTIC EXPLANATION 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter and the next are concerned with the proof of 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1-1: Given an r. e. set B < T K there exists a 
minimal pair or r. e. sets CA Q, A-J_3 such that AQ-SC, B and 
Al"^T B# Furthermore, if B = We then indices for AQ and 
A-, can be obtained effectively from eQ. 
The proof is accomplished by constructing An and A-,. 
The construction requires a large number of subsidiary recursive 
functions to be computed, and is therefore reasonably complicated; 
the proof that it actually produces a minimal pair of sets 
neither of which is recursive in B, is more complicated still, 
and is therefore quite long. To aid the reader in following 
the argument, we shall give a heuristic explanation of the con-
struction in this chapter, and postpone the formal proof until 
the next chapter. 
5.2 The Basic Idea 
The construction of AQ and An is basically a mixture of 
two classical techniques. To make [A Q, A-,3 a minimal pair, we 
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use a minimal pair construction in the style of Lachlan [3], and 
to prevent AQ and A-, from being recursive in B, we use the 
encoding technique invented by Sacks to prevent a similar kind of 
relative recursiveness in his Density Theorem ([10], [12]). There 
is a problem, however, in fitting these two methods together. 
Lachlan's minimal pair construction is a peculiar sort of finite 
injury construction involving unbounded restraint functions, 
while Sacks' encoding requires infinitely many numbers to be 
listed in the set under construction for each positive requirement. 
Because of this, the methods cannot be used together without 
modifying the minimal pair construction so as to allow it to admit 
infinite injury of each negative requirement. But due to the 
delicacy of Lachlan's technique, the modifications that must be 
made are not simple. In order to acquaint the reader with the 
methods of the present theorem, we shall outline the encoding 
technique and the minimal pair construction, and shall then indi-
cate what difficulties are encountered in fitting them together 
and what changes we made in order to overcome those difficulties. 
5. 3 The Encoding Technique 
Suppose we are given an r. e. set B such that B < T K, and 
suppose also that we wish to construct a set A such that A has 
certain properties that can be handled by negative requirements 
(for instance, K-^T A) and such that A is not recursive in B. 
We set negative requirements N , for each e < UJ, to handle the 
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appropriate conditions on A, and positive requirements of the 
following sort: 
Pe: A * §e ( B )-
We attempt to fulfill the positive requirements by using 
the following encoding technique. Suppose at some stage t in 
the construction, that A^[k] = §
 t(B,;[k]) for some number k. 
We then wait for some later stage s such that k e K_. If such 
a stage arises, we set the number n = <"e,<k,tX> as a follower 
for requirement P , and we try to put n into A. Of course, 
n will be kept out of A as long as it is restrained by negative 
requirements of higher priority than P . So suppose that there 
is a stage s' > s at which n is not in A ,, and the high-
priority restraints drop so as to allow n admission to A, and 
no smaller number requires attention at stage s'. We then put 
n into A at stage s' if and only if Agt[k] = At[k] and 
Bgi[u] = B+[u], where u is the least number not used in the 
computation of § +(Bt>[k]). That is, n enters A , ., if and 
only if the computation A+[k] = § +(B+;[k]) is identical to 
the computation A., [k] = $ +.t(Bt,;[k]) for all t' such that 
t < t'< s'. But if there is any stage t' between stages t and 
s' at which the computation changes, then n is marked for 
cancellation, and is cancelled at the first stage after stage t' 
at which no smaller number requires attention. Thereafter, n can 
never again be a follower. 
A variant of this, which we shall use for reasons of 
simplicity, is to cancel n, not only if the computation 
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A+[k] = §
 t(B^;[k]) changes before stage s', but also if some 
number <"e,<(k,t"X>, with t" < t, enters A before stage s'. 
Thus, for each e and k, only finitely many numbers of the 
form <(e,<k, t)C> enter A. 
The proof that Pg is satisfied is part of an induction proof 
that runs as follows. Suppose that for each e'< e, P , is 
(e') (e') 
satisfied and Av ' is recursive, where Av ' is the set of 
all numbers (e',x) which are in A. Suppose also that for 
each e'< e, the negative requirement N , is satisfied, and 
there is a number r such that at certain particular stages, of 
which there are infinitely many, all numbers restrained from A 
by some N , with e'< e are less than r. Now assume, for the 
sake of a proof by contradiction, that A = $ (B). We shall show 
how to compute the characteristic function of K, effectively in 
B. Let k be any number, and find, effectively in B, a stage t 
such that At[k] = A[k], $^t(Bt;[k]) = $e(B;[k]), and 
Bt^uJ = B [ u ^ where u is the least number not used in the 
computation of $ ,(B^;[k]). Then the computation 
A4-[k] = §
 t(B.;[k]) never changes. Thus there is a number 
<e',<k, t"» in A for some t" < t, if and only if k e K. 
This contradicts the fact that B < T K. Thus A ^ §e(B), so 
P is satisfied. This fact is then used to prove that A ^ 
is recursive, that N •, is satisfied, and that there is a 
number r' such that at infinitely many stages, all numbers 
restrained by a requirement N , for some e'< e+1, are less 
than r'. Hence the induction proof succeeds, if the restraints 
for the requirements N behave well. 
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5.4 The Minimal Pair Construction 
Suppose we wish to construct two nonrecursive r. e. sets 
AQ and An such that for any set C, if C is reducible to 
both AQ and An, then C is recursive. We take as positive 
requirements the requirements Pfoe+iV wJlere J = 0 or 1, 
which are defined as follows: 
P/2 .\: If W is an infinite set, then A. n W d 0. 
If each Pn is fulfilled and if AQ and A-j_ have infinite 
complements, then AQ and An are simple, hence nonrecursive. 
Each positive requirement can be fulfilled by enumerating at most 
one number into the appropriate A.. Thus no negative requirement 
J 
can be injured more than finitely often by positive requirements 
of higher priority. The negative requirements are rather peculiar, 
and look like this: 
Ne: If §e(AQ) = $e(A1), and if both $e(AQ) and $e(An_) 
are total functions, then for each number x there is 
a stage s, effectively computable from x, such that 
for all stages t > s, either $ t^A0 t* x) = $e^ A0* x ^ 
or §e,t^l,tJ x) = M A 1 J x>* 
Notice that if N is satisfied, and if f = $0(An) = $a(An), 
then f is recursive. 
If AQ ^ An and all requirements N are satisfied, then 
all functions which are reducible to both AQ and An are 
recursive, for Posner has observed that if there are two sets C 
and D such that C ^ D, and if f is a function such that 
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f = §* (C) = $--(D) for some numbers i and j, then there is a 
J- j 
number e such that f = f_(C) = $~(D). (See [13] for a 
published account of this.) This observation can be easily 
proven as follows. Since C ^ D, there is a number n such that 
C(n) £ D(n). Choose e so that for all sets X we have 
$e(X) = $i(X) if X(n) = C(n), and §e(X) = §..(X) if 
X(n) = D(n). In the present instance, we shall assure that 
AQ ^ An by putting 0 into AQ but not into An_. 
The positive and negative requirements are handled in the 
following way. Suppose at stage s in the construction that a 
number n, greater than 2e, 'occurs in W_ _ - W_ / n\, and that 
A, / , x D W / n\ = 0 for some j. provided n is greater than j, [s-ij e, {B-±) 
all higher-priority restraints, n becomes a follower for P/pe^i)' 
and is marked for entry into A.. As a follower, n will descend 
J 
through a sequence of progressively lower-numbered classes start-
ing with class e. Lerman's approach to this is to visualize n 
as a ball in a pinball machine, rolling toward a trap, which is 
A ., and being alternately held back and released by a series of 
doors on its way down. (See [7]-) If n finishes the journey, 
it will enter A.. Otherwise, either n will be cancelled, 
preventing it from ever again being a follower, or it will get 
permanently stuck in some class e' and thus become a permanent 
resident of class e'. During its descent, n will accumulate 
requirements for each class e'. (The term requirement is due to 
Lachlan [3]-) The requirement which n acquires while in class 
e' will be a set of numbers which n tries to restrain from 
A0 and An to fulfill the negative requirement N ,- (It is 
6o 
customary to restrain initial segments of UJ, so it is common in 
practice to take only one requirement for n, which is not a set, 
but a number, namely, one plus the maximum of all the numbers which 
n is trying to restrain. Thus if p is the requirement for n 
and x is less than p, then n tries to restrain x, while if 
x is greater than or equal to p, then n does not try to 
restrain x.) As long as n is in class e', the requirements 
for n act as restraints for N ,, and prevent the formation of 
followers within these restrained sets for positive requirements 
P ti of lower priority than N ,; this helps to preserve computa-
tions which are made in order to satisfy N ,. Whenever n 
descends from one class to the next, or from class 0 into A., 
J 
all followers greater than n are cancelled. 
When n is in a class e' at a stage s, the largest 
number x is found such that at some stage t < s, 
$e',t(A0,tJM) ' S - . A ^ W ) . 
and the latest stage t at which this is true of x is also 
found. Letting u be the least number such that 
*e-,t(Ao,t>M> =«e.,t(40,ti»)>W) 
and 
fe',t<Al,tJM) = §e',t(Al,t!>Mx:])> 
the set of all numbers less than u is made a requirement for n. 
If n is at least as great as u, and if no number less than n 
requires attention at stage s, then n is allowed to descend out 
of class e'. Furthermore, if no number less than n requires 
attention at stage s, and if s itself is the latest stage at 
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which the maximum length of agreement x is reached, then n is 
allowed to descend out of class e' whether or not n is at 
least as great as u. 
The argument that each N e is satisfied is complicated, and 
is part of an induction proof. It goes roughly as follows. 
Suppose that N , and P , are satisfied for all e' < e, and 
class e' has only finitely many permanent residents; suppose 
also that there are infinitely many stages at which the only 
numbers in the classes e', for e' <. e, are permanent residents 
of these classes. If ^ 8 ( A A ) ^ $e(Ai)> or if e i ' f c h e r * e ^ A o ^ or 
i (A-,) is not a total function, then N_ is satisfied. So 
suppose that $e(A0) = § (An), and that §e(A0) is a total func-
tion (and hence i (Aj is also total). We show that N_ is 
satisfied by finding, for each x, a stage s such that 
Se,s<A0,s![x:1) =*e,s( Al,s>M>' 
this computation not having changed since the last time the maxi-
mal length of agreement was attained; such that the numbers which, 
at stage s, are m any class e' for which e' < e, are all 
permanent residents of that class, and no others; such that at no 
stage t > s does any follower of any P , for any e' < e 
require attention; and such that at no stage t > s does any 
number restrained by the permanent residents of any class e' 
for which e' < e, ever require attention. If any number n 
enters either AQ or A-, after stage s, then n must spend 
some time in class e. 
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If there is a stage t later than our chosen stage s at 
which «e,t(A0jtj[x]) * * e,s ( A0,s j [ x ] ) and 
§_ J.(An 4.}[x]) ^  § fA,
 e}[x]), then some numbers n must 
enter An and A-, between stages s and t to destroy the 
computations which held at stage s. Choose the least such t 
and the least number n which enters either AQ or An between 
stages s and t, and let j be such that n enters A.. Let 
s* be the stage at which n drops out of class e. Suppose u 
is the least number such that 
and 
* e ) S ( % , s M > M > =*e,s(Al,s>M>-
Clearly n cannot be greater than or equal to u, for otherwise 
the computation would not change by stage t. Thus n can 
descend from class e at stage s* only because the length of 
agreement reaches its maximum at stage s*. While n is on its 
way down from class e to A., no smaller number receives atten-
J 
tion, because n is never cancelled. Also, whenever n receives 
attention, all larger followers are cancelled, so when n drops 
out of class e at stage s*, no larger numbers are followers. 
Thus all larger numbers which enter AQ or A-, before n enters 
A. must be bigger than the requirement for n; but this require-
ment guards the computations made at stage s* through the full 
length of agreement, which is greater than or equal to x, since 
the length of agreement x was reached at the earlier stage s, 
and the length of agreement reached at stage s* is maximal for 
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all stages t < s*. Hence, if any number m enters either AQ 
or An between stage s* and the stage at which n enters A., 
then m does not disturb either of the computations 
1
 e, s*(A0,s*'W) and §e,s*(Al,
 S *
J £ X ^ ' The result is that when 
n enters A., only the A. side of the computation is disturbed, 
while the other side remains intact. Simultaneously with the 
entry of n into A., all numbers greater than n are cancelled, 
so the only members of classes e', for e' < e, are the permanent 
residents. In effect, n has not set up the proper circumstances 
for the destruction of the other side of the computation, for if 
a later follower m starts dropping toward A/-, \, then m must 
obey conditions which protect computations to a length at least 
as great as the length of agreement reached at stage s*, just as 
n was bound to protect computations to the length of agreement x. 
Thus stage t, at which both sides of the computation are destroyed, 
never arrives. So N is satisfied. 
It is then proven that P is satisfied, class e has only 
finitely many permanent residents, and at infinitely many stages, 
the numbers in the classes e' for which e'< e, are permanent 
residents of these classes. This allows the induction to succeed, 
so all negative and positive requirements are satisfied. 
5.5 The Modifications 
Followers will be chosen in accordance with the criteria for 
the coding technique, and will be cancelled when the encoding 
indicates that they should be. However, followers will not be 
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cancelled when smaller numbers receive attention, as they would 
be in the standard minimal pair argument. For suppose that for 
some number k in K and some number e, the computation 
AQ[k] = §e(B;[k]) holds, and that u is the least number such 
that AQ[k] = $e(B[u];[k]). Suppose also that s is a stage 
such that for all t > s, both AQ ^[k] = AQ g[k] and 
B+[u] = B [u] hold, and that no number of the form <(e,<k,tX> 
for t < s ever is put into AQ. Then given any t > s, each 
number <e,<(k, t)\> becomes a follower unless some other number 
<e,<k,t'», with t'< t, enters AQ. If we allow the minimal 
pair construction to cancel these numbers whenever smaller numbers 
receive attention, it is conceivable that all of them may be 
cancelled. For between the numbers <e,<k,tX> and <e,<k,t+l^)1 
are other numbers of the form <(e' ,<(k', t 'X>, where either 
e' ^ e or k' ^ k. If <e,<k, t»> is cancelled, it could well 
happen that <(e,<(k, t+1^ is made a follower, only to be cancelled 
by one of the numbers <(e' ,<k', t'X> later on; in fact, there 
could well be a large number x such that all of 
<e,<(k, t+lX>, <e,<(k, t+2»,... ,<e,<(k, t+x)>)> are cancelled simultan-
eously. But if the followers <e,<k, tX> for all t < UJ are 
cancelled for sufficiently many numbers k, then it may well be 
true that A = $ (B), for we no longer can rely on the encoding 
to prove otherwise. To remedy this problem, therefore, we make 
the stipulation that if n is a follower which is descending 
through the classes on its way toward An or A-,, and if a 
smaller follower requires attention while n is still in descent, 
then n is not cancelled, but is simply removed from all classes 
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and made to start the descent again, provided it remains eligible 
to do so. This has the effect of "clearing the board" period-
ically to preserve computations, just as cancellation has, but it 
does not carry the attendant danger of blocking all attempts at 
encoding for certain lengths of agreement. 
The fact that the encoding technique requires infinitely 
many numbers to be put into AQ or An to cause certain positive 
requirements to be satisfied, raises the problem that the con-
struction of a minimal pair which uses encoding is an infinite 
injury construction. But this difficulty cannot be handled in the 
usual way because of a peculiarity in the way the negative require-
ments are defined. Remember that as a follower n descends 
through the classes, it picks up requirements which are meant to 
restrain numbers in order to preserve computations. Suppose n, 
on a descent toward AQ, say, passes through class e, and that 
at the stage s when n leaves class e, we have the computation 
S e , s l V s ' W ) = §e,s( Al, S>M>-
Then the number n takes on a requirement which is meant to help 
preserve this computation. But n itself may be in the restrained 
set; still, this does not prevent it from continuing its descent 
and entering A-., thereby destroying the computation 
$ (AQ s;[x]). This is all right, since the negative requirement 
N tries only to keep at least one side of the computation 
intact. Suppose, though, that after n enters AQ, and before 
the An side of the computation recovers, another number m 
enters An and destroys that side of the computation, too. 
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In the original minimal pair construction, it is argued that if 
$e^A0^ = $e^ Al^ a n d i f n e n t e r s AQ at a sufficiently late 
stage t (where the meaning of "sufficiently late" is effectively 
determinable from x), then m must be a follower of the positive 
requirement P(2e'+1} f o r s o m e e' ^  e> so "^at m passes 
through class e; further considerations then show that m cannot 
destroy the An side of the computation before the Afl side 
recovers. Hence 
§e,t(A0,t>M> =*e(A0>[x]). 
Unfortunately, this argument depends on the fact that the minimal 
pair construction is a finite injury construction. In an infinite 
injury construction, we cannot be sure that a follower of the 
positive requirement P/pe'+l1) f o r s o m e e'< e will not enter 
A-, to destroy the A-, side of the computation too early. Hence 
the stage t for which we can be assured that 
*e,t(A0,t>M) = M V M ) 
must be found some other way. 
The approach we take to guarding computations and finding t 
such that 
$e,t(A0,t;M) = M V W ) 
provided $e(A0) = § (An), is as follows. For the sake of the 
encoding argument, our construction must make every column AA 1' 
and Ay' recursive. It is exactly the members of Ax e' and 
A ^ (where X^<e^ = £<e',y>: <e',y> e X and e'< e)) which 
get in the way when we are searching for stage t. But both of 
these sets are recursive, hence so is their join; say 
6T 
(<el tee) A^ ' © A.[ ; = R^, where Ri is the ith set in some uniformly 
recursively enumerable listing of the recursive sets. Now, if 
n leaves class e at stage s, headed for AQ, and 
^ e ^ V s W i W ) = $e,s(A0,s>M) 
and 
*e,s( Al,sM>W) =*e,s(Al,s>M)> 
and if R. [2u+l] = R.[2u+l], the requirements for n which are l, s i 
meant to preserve the A-, side of this computation will succeed 
as before, since the An-computation can be destroyed only by a 
follower of the requirement Pfge'+l) for some e' ^  e* 
Unfortunately, we cannot be sure of the proper value of i such 
(<ie) (<:&) 
that Axy" ' © Ay* ' = R.. But we can estimate this number i 
with a recursive choice function re just as we did in 
Theorem 3«3-6, so that rc(e,s) is the least number i such 
that Ai<e/ © Anfv agrees with R. _ on a longer initial 
segment than at any previous stage. Then the least number iQ 
such that AA<e^ © A^ 8^ = R. is equal to lim inf_ rc(e,s). 
o l i 0 s 
So at a stage s when n is in class e, we simply find 
rc(e,s) and see what happens to the computations §_ (An _;y) 
S; S Uj S 
and § _(An _jy) under each of t h e assumpt ions e, s i , s 
A^ < e ) © A { < 8 ) = R ^ i < r c ( e , s ) . 
Then, when n leaves class e, we set requirements for n which 
try to preserve all of these computations, provided, in each case, 
that the assumption AA^ 6' © A-T^ = Rj, for which we are setting 
restraints, is not clearly false at stage s. 
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This argument can be tempered in the following way. Suppose 
iQ is the least number i such that AA<e' © AJ<e^ = H±. Also 
suppose that n is in class e at stage s, and remains there 
through a later stage s', and that rc(e,s)< rc(e,s'). We 
really need not give consideration at stage s' to the question 
(<e) (<e) 
of whether or not AA ' © A\ ; is equal to R. for any i 
greater than rc(e,s). For there are only finitely many followers 
that will be in class e at any stage t when rc(e,t) < i0, 
and so to find a stage t such that 
$e,t(A0,t'M) = M V M ) ' 
we simply start out search at a stage so late that none of these 
followers ever receives attention therafter. So if the require-
ments for n are of any interest to us, that is, if n has 
become a follower sufficiently late, then rc(e,s) > iQ, and there 
is no use paying attention to the higher value rc(e,s'). On the 
other hand, if there is a stage s", say between the stages s 
and s', at which rc(e,s")< rc(e,s), then we can clearly ignore 
the estimate rc(e, s) in favor of the estimate rc(e, s"). 
These considerations lead to the following approach for 
dealing with numbers in descent through the classes. Suppose 
the follower n enters class e at stage s. We compute 
rc(e,s) and call this the e-rank of n at stage s. At each 
subsequent stage t, provided n is still in class e, we compute 
rc(e,t). If rc(e,t) is greater than or equal to the current 
e-rank of n, then we keep the e-rank the same at stage t as 
before. But if rc(e,t) is less than the current e-rank of n, 
then we take rc(e, t) to be the e-rank of n at stage t. 
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Thus the e-rank of n is, in some sense, the current best 
estimate of lim inf_ rc(e,s). We let n leave class e at a 
stage t when the e-rank of n is i, if two things occur: 
First, for each i', if i'< i then n is large enough not 
to interfere with any computation 
tee) tee) 
made under the assumption that A^ ; © A ) ' = R.,; and 
tee) tee) 
second, the assumption that AA ' © A-T~ ' = R* leads to a 
situation in which n could leave class e under the criteria 
of the ordinary (finite injury) minimal pair construction. So a 
follower, on entering a class e, is assigned an e-rank, and 
while resident in class e the follower descends through the 
e-ranks, perhaps skipping over some of them, before entering 
class e-1. If a follower n leaves class e at a stage t 
when its e-rank is i, then the assumption at stage t is that 
tee) tee) 
AA ' © A£ ' - R., and the requirements for n are set so as to 
guard all computations §e +.(AQ +;y) and § j-(Ay,y) under all 
assumptions of the form A^ e' © AJ<e' = R., for all i> < i. 
There is one more snag which must be overcome. Suppose 
$
e( A 0) = §e(A2.) and §e(A0) is total. For each x we are 
attempting to find, effectively in x, a stage s at which 
fe s^A0 s ;^ x^ = §e s(Al s ^ ^ ' a n d s u c h t h a t i f a t a n y l a t e r 
stage t, a follower destroys one side of the computation, the 
other side will not be destroyed until the first side has 
recovered. This was the point of trying to find R. such that 
tee) tee) 
AA ' © A]_ ' = R.. For if we have such an R. at hand, and we 
know that none of the numbers used in the computation 
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*e,s(A0,s'M) = $e,s( Al,s>W) 
are in A^<e^ - A^^ or A | ° ^ - A^ 8^, then we also know that 
the computation can be disturbed only by numbers which must, at 
some stage, enter class e and help to maintain the negative 
tee) (<e) 
requirement N_. But how can we be sure that AA ; - AA J and 
e u u, s 
tee) (<e) 
Al I s contain only numbers not used in that computation? 
Unfortunately, the recursive sets are not uniformly recursive. 
They are uniformly recursively enumerable in increasing order, 
but this is not the same thing at all as uniform recursiveness, 
for at any stage s in the enumeration of R., we cannot know 
whether a larger number than those in R. _ will ever be 
i, s 
enumerated in R., or whether R. is finite. This leads to the 
following problem. Suppose at stage s, that a follower n is 
ready to leave class e on its descent toward AQ, that the 
e-rank of n is iQ, where in fact A^<e^ © Ay^e> = Ri , that 
requirements for n are being prepared to guard the computation 
that u is the least number such that 
*Q o(An Ju];[x]) = $ Q 0(AA 0}[x]) e,sK 0, sL J ' L J ' e^^ 0, s' l J/ 
and 
* e , s ( A l ) S M > M > =*e,s(Al,s'[x])' 
and that n is less than u. Thus when n reaches AQ (assum-
ing it does reach it), it will upset the A0 side of the computa-
tion it is meant to guard. Now let us make the further supposition 
that the enumeration of R. , which is in increasing order, is 
^O 
progressing rather slowly, so that 
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but there is a number v, less than u, such that v is in 
tee) tee) Aj ' - A4 '. The slowness of the enumeration of R. , then, i J., s i ' 
has prevented us from noticing that numbers as large as v are 
tee) in A-j [ii]. This could be disastrous, for how can we know, 
under the cirsumstances, that v will not upset the A-, side 
of the computation shortly after n enters AQ, and before the 
AQ side recovers? Indeed, we have not even foreseen that v 
is in An. If only some number greater than or equal to 2u+l 
were in R. , then we could know confidently that iQ, s 
R_-
 0[u] = R. [u], since R. is being enumerated in increasing 
Vs x0 x0 
order. 
It is clear what we must do. For each number u, we must 
not use the assumption 
A^<e^[u] © A^<e)[u] = Ri[2u+1] 
at stage s unless there is a number greater than or equal to 
2u+l in R.. But we make the estimates rc(e,s) based on 
tee) tee) 
increases in the length of agreement between AA^ ' © A^ ' and 
the sets R.. Thus, if i_ is such that A^> © Ai<e) = R, , 1 0 0 1 1Q 
the only way to assure ourselves that lim inf rc(e,s) = iQ 
tee) tee) is to have R. an infinite set; thus AA ' © Anv ; must be an i 0 ' 0 1 
infinite set. In particular, taking e = 1, we see that 
A0 1 niust be an infinite set. The encoding technique 
may do this for us, and it may not (for instance, if $0(B) is 
the empty partial function, then AQ(x) ^ §Q(B;x) for all x, 
so it may be that no encoding of any number <(o,<(k, tX> ever 
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takes place). To force the issue, we change things slightly. 
We make Ai ' equal to {<0,x>: x < UJ] and Ajy' equal to 0. 
This ensures that A^-e' © A.pe) is an infinite set for all e, 
and also ensures that AQ ^ A-^ , which, as remarked above, is 
important to the fulfillment of the negative requirements for the 
construction of the minimal pair {A0, An 3- Then, instead of 
encoding numbers of the form ("e/kjt)) to handle the positive 
requirement P , we encode numbers <e+l,<k, tX>. Hence, when a 
follower n is in class e, we estimate the number i for which 
AAp8' © A.p=e^ = R. rather than the number i' for which 
AK eJ © An^*8' = R. .. Numbers of the form «(0,x> are thus never O i l ' 
followers, and cannot ever be cancelled. They are entered into 
AQ and A-, at the even-numbered stages of the construction, 
and followers are given attention at the odd-numbered stages. 
In order to write more easily about joins of the form 
A^~e' © A|~ 8 , we use a "column-wise join" of AQ and An which 
we call A and define as follows: 
A = {<2e,x>: <e,x> e AQ3 U £<2e+l,x>: <e,x> e An_3. 
Thus A^=e) © A-[^ e) has as its counterpart the set A'-28"1"1'. 
This will be the set we actually try to match to the recursive 
sets R.. Suppose we choose ^eXk, tX> to be encoded into A., 
i J 
Putting <e,<k, t»> into A. is equivalent to putting 
J 
<(2e+j,<(k, tyy into A. The number we actually consider to be our 
follower is the number 2<e,<(k, t » + j. Letting 
n = 2<e,<(k, t » + j, we write [n/2] for <e,<k, t » and 
/n/ for <(2e+j,<k,t». This three-way approach to dealing with 
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numbers is unfortunately necessary. We cancel n if some 
number m n receives attention, we encode [n/2] into A., 
j 
and we see whether or not /n/ is below the length of agreement 
between A'— ' and R.. Still, the heuristic discussion 
above should lead to a better understanding of what occurs in 
the construction, despite these minor discrepancies between 
the discussion and the actual proof. 
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CHAPTER 6 
A THEOREM ON MINIMAL PAIRS: FORMAL PROOF 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the formal proof of Theorem 6.1.1 
and two corollaries. 
Theorem 6.1.1: Given an r.e. set B < T K there exists a minimal 
pair of r.e. sets {A^AnJ such that AQ -gL, B and A ^ ™ B. 
Furthermore, if B = W then indices for A~ and An can be 
eQ 0 1 
obtained effectively from eQ. 
Corollary 6.1.2: Given an r.e. set B such that 0 <L B < T K, 
there exists a minimal pair of r.e. sets £Cn,Cn} such that both 
C 0 and C-, are incomparable to B, and such that CI =rp Ci =T K. 
Corollary 6.1.3: Given a JL family G of r.e. degrees not con-
taining 0', there exists a minimal pair ta~,an} of r.e. degrees 
such that neither a* nor a-, is reducible to any degree in G. 
The proof of the theorem depends on several definitions, a construc-
tion, and a sequence of lemmas. In order to clarify the relationship 
of these parts to the proof as a whole, we have broken the chapter 
into sections, each section devoted to a specific part of the proof. 
Also, because of the constant references in the proof to the many 
definitions and other key items, we have numbered those key items 
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with arabic numerals placed in parentheses, and used the numbers 
to refer to the items. For ease of reference, we have supplied a 
complete list of these numbered items in the appendix, so that the 
reader does not have to search through the chapter to find the 
pages on which the items originally appear. 
The proof of the theorem on the basis of the lemmas and the 
proofs of the corollaries are given in Section 6.9-
6.2 Basic Definitions and Subsidiary Functions 
Let B be an r.e. set such that B <„ K, and let e. and e, 
be such that B = W0 and K = W_ . For each number s, define 
e0 el 
B0 to be WQ _ and K to be W& . Given any set X, define 
s n* ~i * 
the eth column of X as follows: 
X ^ = [y: (Ex)[y = <e,x> and y e X]}. 
Also define x'-8^ and X^ 8^ as follows: 
X^ e) = U C x ^ : i < e}, 
X ^ e ) = U[ X ( i ): i > e} = X - X(^e). 
Given any se t s X and Y, define t h e columnwise jo in of X and 
Y, w r i t t e n X # Y, as fol lows: 
X # Y = [<2n,x>: <n,x> e x) U C(2n+l,x>: <n,x> e Y). 
For any number n, let [n/2] be the greatest integer less 
than or equal to n/2. We will often write n = 2[n/2] + j, where 
j = 0 or 1. For any numbers e, k, and t, let <e,k,ti> = <e,<k, t)\>. 
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Suppose [n/2] =<e,k,t>, so that n = 2<e,k,t> + j: then let 
/n/ = <2e+j,k,t>. 
The purpose of these definitions is as follows. We will be 
constructing the sets AQ and A,, and in order to keep track of 
the behavior of both of these sets simultaneously we will monitor 
the behavior of the set AQ # A,. If the number n is a follower, 
and n = 2(e,k, t) + j, then an attempt is made to put [n/2] into 
A.; this is equivalent to putting /n/ into AQ # An. 
We shall enumerate the sets AQ and An in stages. For each 
number s and for each j < 1, we let A. be the set of numbers 
enumerated in A. by the end of stage s. We define A to be 
J 
A0 ^ Al' a n d f o r e a c h number s we define Ag to be AQ # A-, . 
One critical aspect of our construction of the sets A~ and 
A-, is the attempt to determine of each column A^1^ and Ay ' 
whether it is recursive, and if so, which recursive set it is. In 
order to make this attempt at a stage s in the construction for 
f<2e+l) 
all i < e, say, we compare A^— ' with each recursive set R 
™— s (<2e+l) to determine whether Av— ' is an initial segment of R or 
s 
not. We thus need a recursive enumeration of all recursive sets 
from which we can determine the initial segments of each recursive 
set. We construct this enumeration as follows. Let h be a fixed 
recursive function such that, if e is any number, then 
§h(e)<°) " ' 
"« (0) If » (0) is defined, 
undefined otherwise, 
and 
T7 
*h(e)(x+> 
$0(yv)> where y is the least number 
y such that for all z, if z < y, 
then § (z) is defined, and 
e 
*e(y) > $hfe)^ x^ provided such a 
number y exists; 
undefined otherwise. 
For each number t, let 
_ rrange(§h/x t[t] ) if t > e, 
' [_0 otherwise, 
and let RQ = U[R , : t < UJ}. Thus {R : e < UJ) is the set of e e, x e 
all recursive sets, and with each R is associated a strictly 
increasing enumeration of its elements, namely *v./e^ whose index 
is effectively computable from e. So given numbers e, x, s, and 
t, the following statement holds. 
(1) If t > s and (Ez)[z> x and z e RQ J then RQ Tx] 
The following definitions give us functions which we can use 
to compare § (A~) and § (An) and to suitably restrain numbers 
e u e x. 
from A0 and An during the parts of the construction in which 
we try to make [A0,An3 a minimal pair. Now, our concern for 
monitoring the recursive nature of the columns of A induces us, 
at each stage s and for all numbers e and i, to consider the 
(<2e+l) hypothesis that A^— ; = R., and to deal with computations of 
the forms $ „(A~ ; x) and t (A, j x) on the basis of our 
e, sv 0, s ' e, sv 1, s ' 
current estimation at stage s of which of these hypotheses seem 
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to be true. For notational clarity, all functions which depend in 
some way on this estimation process will be given names which have 
circumflex accents ("hoods") over their first letters. 
The recursive length function rl(i,e,s) measures the length 
of agreement of A;;— ' and R „ at each stage s. 
° s i,s ° 
(2) rl(i,e,s) =max{z: Ai~2e+1\z] = R. Jz] and (Ex)[x>z 
and x e R. ] } . 1, s 
The use function u(e,n,s) gives an upper bound for the 
initial segments of A,~ „ and An „ used in computing $ _ (An 0; n) 
u, s i, s e, s \j) s 
and s. _(An _; n), provided these computations both halt, and give 
equal results. 
(3) u(e,n,s) = mintz: $e^g(AQ^g[z]; n) =$e,s(A0^s; n) 
a n d $e,s( Al,s^' n) = $e,s^Al,s^ n> 
a n d §e,s^A0,s^ n) =§e,s(Al,s' n ) ^ 
In the usual minimal pair construction, this function is used to 
monitor agreement between ^e(AQ) and * 6 ( A T ) in order to impose 
restraints on AQ and An of priority e. In the present case, 
however, our special concern for the recursive nature of the 
columns of AQ and A-, requires us to use a modified version of 
this function which takes into account our ever-changing estimate 
of which recursive sets these columns really are. 
The hooded operator « takes the recursive length function 
into account. If A,,— ' agrees with R_.
 e to a length which 
"covers" the part of A~ „ used in the computation § _(An _; n), 
u,s e,su,s 
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then we let $ (<i,0>; n) = * „ (AA : n ) ; similarly for s, s e, s u, s 
^ s ^ 1 ' 1 ^ n^ a n d Al,s* 
(4) For each number i and for each j < 1, let $ ^^ijj)*; n) 
=
 $e,s^ Aj,s ; n^ i f $e,s^ Aj,s ; n^ is d e f i n e d a n d 
rl(i,e,s) ><2a+l,b> for each <a,b> less than 
min{z: § _(A. _[z]; n) is defined}. Otherwise let e, s j, s 
$
Q c (<\i><j?)' > n ) be undefined, s, s 
The hooded length function l(i,e,s) measures the length of 
agreement between § _(An _) and $ fA, ) under the assumption 
e, s u, s e, s i, s 
that A ^ 8 + 1 ) =
 Rl. 
(5) l(i,e,s) = max{z: /§ e^ s«i,0>; [z] ) = \ ^ « i , l > ; [z] ) 
and (x)[if x < z then § (<i,0)>; x) is defined]}. 
e, s 
The maximal length function lmax(i,e,s) is the highest 
length of agreement l(i,e,t) reached in any stage t < s. 
(6) lmax(i,e,s) = max{l(i, e, t ) : t < s). 
The hooded general use function u(i,e,n,s) maximizes 
u(e,x,s) over all x < n on the assumption that the agreement 
A^— ' = R. _ "covers" all numbers used in the computations 
$
Q c(AA „; x) and * „(A1 : x ) . 
e, s v 0, s' ' e, s x 1, s' ' 
(7) u(i,e,n,s) = max[u(e,x,s): x < n and rl(i,e,s) > <2a+l,b) 
for each <^ a,b)> less than u(e,x,s)}. 
The hooded maximal use function umax(i, e,s) measures the 
general use function u(i,e,n,t) at all numbers n and at each 
stage t < s where the length of agreement l(i,e,t) between 
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$ . (<(i,Q>) and $ , (<(i,i>) reaches the highest value yet 
e, x» e, xi 
attained, and it takes as its own value the maximum of all such 
values of the general use function. 
(8) umax(i,e,s) = maxCu(i, e,l(i, e, t), t): t < s and 
l(i,e,t) = lmax(i,e,t)}. 
Since we want to make AQ and An nonreducible to B, we 
need to investigate, at each stage s, for each j < 1, and for 
each e and k, whether or not $ „(B0; [k] ) = A. _,[k]. To moni-
e, s s j, s 
tor agreements of this form we use the B-A use function uba(j,e,k,s). 
(9) uba(j,e,k,s) = min{z: *e,B(Bs[z]; [k] ) =A^ s[k]}. 
6.3 Definitions Concerning Followers, Classes, and Requirements 
Let n be a number and fix e, k, and t such that 
n = <(e+l,k,€>. Let j be such that n = [n/2] + j. Then we target 
[n/2] for entry into A if [n/2] fulfills certain conditions 
J 
which are aimed at preventing A. from being reducible to B via 
J 
the recursive operator § . These conditions are similar to those 
r
 e 
used by Sacks to prove his Density Theorem ([10], [12]). So in 
accordance with these ideas, we make the following definitions. 
Given any number s, we say that n becomes a follower at 
stage s+1 if all of (10) - (14) hold: 
(10) n is not a follower at stage s, and n has not been can-
celled at any stage s' < s; 
(11) k e Kg+1; 
(12) t< s; 
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(13) *e;t(Bt; [k]) =A^t[k] =A^ s[k]; 
(14) Bt[uba(j,e,k,t)] = Bg[uba(j, e,k,t)]. 
If n becomes a follower at stage s+1 then n is a follower at 
each stage s'+1 > s+1 unless n is cancelled at some stage 
s" •< s'. If n is cancelled at stage s" then n is never a 
follower at any stage s'> s". 
Again suppose n = 2[n/2] + j and [n/2] =<e+l, k, t>. There 
are two conditions under which we do not want n to be a follower 
at stage s+1. First, n should not be a follower unless 
$e (^B^ .; [k] ) = A. .j.[k] and this equality has "remained stable 
through stage s." Second, n should not be a follower if some 
number <(e+l, k,v)> with v < t is already in A. . To make these 
ideas rigorous we formulate bhe following definition. We say n 
deserves cancellation at stage s+1 if t < s and one of the 
following is the case: 
(15) (Ek')[k' < k and §e t(Bt; k') is undefined]; 
(16) (k')[k' < k implies §e t(Bt; k') is defined], but 
§e,tOV [*]) ^  AJft[k]; 
(17) §e,t^Bt' [k]) = Aj,t^k^ b u t Bt[uba(j,e,k,t)] j* Bg[uba(j, e,k, t)]; 
(18) A^t[k] * A^g[k]; 
(19) (Ev)[v < t and <e+l,k,v> e A. J. 
j > fa 
Notice that if n deserves cancellation at stage s+1 then n 
deserves cancellation at every stage s' __ s+1. 
If n = 2[n/2] + j and [n/2] =<e+l,k,t>, and n is a follow-
er at stage s+1, then there may be a potiential requirement 
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associated with n at stage s+1. This potential requirement will 
be a number <i,e',t']> where e' •< e and t' > t. Its association 
with n will have been stipulated by the construction at stage t', 
where t' < s and it will remain associated with n at all stages 
s'+l > s+1 unless it is removed at some stage s" satisfying the 
inequality s+1 < s" < s'. The information which this potential 
(<2e+l) 
requirement is meant to convey is the following: Our set A^^^ ; 
seems to be equal to R.. at stage t', and at no stage between 
stage t' and stage s+1 does A^— e ' seem to be equal to any 
R., with i'< i; in other words, R. is the highest priority 
f<2e+l) 
recursive set that seems equal to A — at any stage between 
stage t' and stage s+1. 
In accordance with this idea we make the following definition. 
Suppose the potential requirement <(i,e',t']> is associated with n 
at stage s+1. We say this potential requirement deserves revision 
at stage s+1 if 
(20) (Ei1)[i' < 1 and (Et")[t' < t" < s and rl(i', e', t"+l) 
>rl(i',e',t")]]. 
The name "potential requirement" was chosen for a specific 
reason, for also in Lachlan's proof of the existence of a minimal 
pair in [3], numbers called potential requirements are associated 
with candidates for entry into the sets being constructed. A can-
didate n drops through several classes on its way to the target 
set, and the class at which n is sitting at a given stage is 
encoded in the potential requirement for n at that stage. 
In the present construction the number e' in the potential 
requirement <i,e',t'> is the number of the class of which n is 
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a resident. We release n if a new length of agreement is reached 
between $ ,
 n(<Ci*o)>) and $ , _«i,l)>) or if these computations 
will not be upset by the release of n, and if our estimate that 
Av- ' = R. has not recently been upset. 
On the basis of these considerations, we say that the potential 
requirement <(i, e',t')> associated with n at stage s+1 is 
satisfied at stage s+1 if it does not deserve revision and if 
all of (21) - (23) hold: 
(21) (Et")[t' < t" < s and rl(i,e',t"+l) > rl(i,e',t" )]; 
(22) (i')[i' < i implies /n/ > rl(i',e',s)]; 
(23) l(i,e',s) = lmax(i,e', s), or [n/2] > umax(i, e', s). 
If the potential requirement <i,e',t')> is associated with 
n at stage s+1, we say that at stage s+1, n is. Ml. class e' 
and has e'-rank l and e'-step t'. If no potential requirement 
is associated with n at stage s+1, we say that n is classless 
at stage s+1. 
At certain stages in the construction, numbers called require-
ments will be assigned to certain followers. The requirements 
serve as restraints to prevent numbers from entering AQ or A-, 
in this way: if p is a requirement for n at stage s, and n 
£>e') is in class e', then certain numbers targeted for AQ ' and 
A-P*8 cannot enter AQ or An if they are less than p. (This 
will be made more precise in the construction.) 
If a requirement p is assigned to the follower n at stage 
s, then p is a requirement for n at each stage s'> s provided 
that there is no stage s" < s' at which the requirement p is 
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either removed from n or replaced by another requirement p' 
for n. (in general, a requirement p for n is removed at a 
stage s at which either /n/ is put into A or n is made 
s 
classless. If n is in class e and has requirement p at stage 
s, then p is replaced by a new requirement p' for n at stage 
s+1 if n is put into a new class e' <; e at stage s+1. This 
new requirement p' will be at least as large as p, and will 
have the same restraining effects on AQ and An as p had, as 
well as the additional power to restrain AQ and An_ so as to 
attempt to preserve the computations of § ... (A0 S +-I) and 
$e,s+l^Al,s+l^ t o certain lengths.) 
6.4 The Construction 
A number n requires attention at stage 2s+1 if one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(A24) n deserves cancellation at stage 2s+l and n has not 
been cancelled at any stage t < 2s; 
(A25) n does not deserve cancellation at stage 2s+l, and there 
is a potential requirement «(i+l, e', t')> associated with n 
at stage 2s+l which deserves revision; 
(A26) n does not deserve cancellation at stage 2s+l, and there 
is a potential requirement <(i+l, e', t')> associated with n 
at stage 2s+l which is satisfied at stage 2s+l; 
(A27) n is a classless follower at stage 2s+l, and does not 
deserve cancellation; /n/ is not in Ap ; and /n/ is at 
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least as large as every requirement for every m < n which 
is in a class e' < e at stage 2s+l. 
The construction is as follows. 
Stage 2s: Put <0,s> into AQ . (We never put <0,s> into An_. 
This ensures that AQ / An.) Then go on to stage 2s+1. 
Stage 2s+1: If no number requires attention at stage 2s+1, then 
do nothing at this stage. Otherwise let n be the least number 
requiring attention at stage 2s+1. Do (C24), (C25), (C26), or 
(C27) according as n requires attention through (A24), (A25), 
(A26), or (A27), respectively. (When n is thus dealt with we say 
n receives attention at stage 2s+l.) Then go on to stage 2s+2. 
(C24) Cancel n. Remove any requirement or potential requirement 
associated with n at stage 2s+1. 
(C25) Let iQ = min[i": i' < i and (Et")[f < t" < 2s+l and 
rl(i',e',t"+l) > rl(i',e',t")]}. 
Remove the potential requirement (i+l,e',t') from n and 
associate with n the new potential requirement <(iQ, e',2s+l]> , 
(C26) Remove all requirements for numbers m > n, and remove all 
potential requirements from all numbers m > n, and do the 
following, 
(i) If e' = 0 and n = 2[n/2] + j, put [n/2] into Aj
 2 s + r 
(ii) If e' > 0, associate with n the new potential require-
ment <2s+l,e'-l,2s+l>. If p is the requirement for 
n at stage 2s+1, replace p by the new requirement 
p', where 
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p' = max{p, rl(i',e',2s), <2a+l,b>:i'< i and 
<a, b)> < umax(i, s' ,2s )}. 
(C27) Remove all requirements and potential requirements from all 
m > n. Since n is a follower, we know that [n/2] 
= <e+l,k,t)> for some numbers e, k, and t; associate with 
n the requirement 0 and the potential requirement 
<2s+l,e,2s+l>. 
This ends the construction. 
Notice that a number n can require attention only at odd-
numbered stages (stages of the form 2s+l). 
6.5 Preliminary Lemmas 
Before we prove that AQ and A, satisfy the theorem, we 
need to make several preliminary observations. These are the sub-
ject of Sections 6.5-6.8. 
Lemma 6.5•!: Each number n requires attention at most finitely 
often. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Let n0 be the least number requiring 
attention infinitely often. Let sQ be a stage such that no number 
n < nQ requires attention at any stage s > sQ. Thus if nQ 
requires attention at a stage s > sQ then nQ receives attention 
at stage s. We consider the criterion according to which nQ 
requires attention each time. 
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Suppose there i s a stage s at which n0 deserves cancella-
tion. Let t be a stage such that t > s, t > sQ, and nQ 
requires attention at stage t . Since nQ deserves cancellation 
at stage s, i t follows that nQ also deserves cancellation at 
stage t ; hence n requires at tention through (A24) at stage t . 
By (C24), then, nQ is cancelled at stage t . Let u > t . Then 
nQ deserves cancellation at stage u, and since nQ has already 
been cancelled at stage t , i t follows that nQ cannot require 
at tention at stage u. Thus nQ requires at tent ion at most f in i t e -
ly often. This contradiction establishes that nQ never requires 
at tention through (A24). 
Suppose, then, that there is some stage t > sQ at which nQ 
is c lass less and requires at tention through (A27). Let 
nQ = 2[nQ/2] + j , and [nQ/2] = <e+l,k, t •>. Then nQ i s put into 
class e at stage t by (C27). If there is any stage u > t at 
which nQ requires at tention through (A27)> then nQ i s c lassless 
at stage u and [nn/2] £ A. 1. This can only happen i f nn 
becomes classless at some stage v, where t < v < u, because some 
number n < nQ receives at tention through (C26) or (C27) a t stage 
v. This cannot occur since t > sQ. Hence there i s a stage 
Sn > sQ such that nQ never requires at tention through (A2 7) at 
any stage s > s , . 
Suppose nQ requires at tention through (A26) at in f in i t e ly 
many stages s; tha t i s , suppose that in f in i te ly often, the potent ial 
requirement associated with nQ is sa t i s f ied . At each such stage 
nQ receives a t tent ion through (C26). If there i s any stage s at 
which nQ receives at tent ion through (C26) ( i ) , so that / n Q / is 
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put into A , then nQ is classless at stage s+1. Let t > s+1 
be a stage at which n 0 requires attention through (A26); then 
nQ is not classless at stage t. Hence there is a stage u 
satisfying s+1 < u < t, and such that nQ is classless at stage 
u and nQ is not classless at stage u+1. Therefore nQ requires 
attention at stage u through (A27). But [nn/2] e A. _,n by 
U j , S TJ. 
(C26) (i), so [nn/2] e A, , contradicting criterion (A27). Thus 
u J > u 
nn never receives attention through (C26) (i). x0
By our assumption that n 0 requires attention infinitely 
often through (A26), then, it follows that nQ receives attention 
through (C26) (ii) at infinitely many stages, and receives a new 
requirement and potential requirement at each such stage. In fact, 
if nQ requires attention at any stage s > s, then either nQ 
requires attention through (A25) and receives attention through 
(C25) at stage s, or nQ requires attention through (A26) and 
receives attention through (C26) (ii) at stage s. According to 
our present analysis, the latter apparently happens at infinitely 
many stages s > s,. Notice that nn is never classless at any 
stage s > Sn_, for otherwise nQ would require attention through 
(A27) at some stage t > s. Let s > sn, and suppose n~ is in a 
different class at stage s+1 than at stage s. Then nQ must 
have received attention at stage s through (C26) (ii), since only 
(C25) and (C26) (ii) can change the potential requirement assoc-
iated with nQ, and the application of (C25) to nQ does not change 
the class of nQ. If n0 is in class e at stage s > s, and 
receives attention through (C26) (ii) at stage s, then nQ is in 
class e-1 at stage s+1. Thus for stages s > s,, the class of 
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n» at stage s is a monotonically decreasing function of s. 
So there are only f in i t e ly many stages s at which the class of 
n0 at stage s is not equal to the class of nQ at stage s+1. 
Hence there are at most f in i te ly many stages at which n~ receives 
at tention through (C26), contradicting the conclusion reached above 
that there are in f in i te ly many such stages. 
Thus nn requires at tention through (A26) at most f in i t e ly 
often. 
Let s? > Sn be a stage such that for any s, i f s > Sp 
then nn never requires attention through (A26) at stage s. I t 
follows that i f nQ requires a t tent ion at a stage s > s2 then 
the cri ter ion through which i t requires at tent ion at th is stage is 
(A25) (that i s , the potent ia l requirement associated with nQ 
deserves revision) , and consequently nQ receives at tention through 
(C25) at stage s. This must occur in f in i te ly often by the defini-
t ion of nQ. As argued above, nQ can never be classless at any 
stage s > Sp, nor can i t s class ever change at such a stage. Let 
e be the class of nQ a t stage Sp (and hence at each stage 
s > s 2 ) . Suppose nQ requires at tent ion at a stage s > s 2 ; then 
nn receives a t tent ion through (C25) at stage s, and i t s e-rank 
is changed. If the e-rank of nQ a t stage s is i and the 
e-rank of nQ a t stage s+1 is i ' , then i ' < i . Clearly the 
e-rank of n0 cannot change at any stage s > Sp at which nQ 
does not require at tent ion. Hence for stages s > Sp, the e-rank 
of n 0 at stage s i s a monotonically decreasing function of s . 
There are therefore only f in i te ly many stages s > Sp at which nQ 
requires at tention through (A25). 
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We have thus proven that nQ requires attention only finitely 
often, contradicting the definition of nQ. Therefore no number n 
requires attention infinitely often. D 
(<2e+l) Lemma 6.5.2: Suppose Av— ' is recursive, and suppose 
i0 = min{i: R± = A^ 2 e + 1 ^ } . 
Then there is a stage sQ such that for all s^ > sQ the follow-
ing statements hold. 
(i) If i < iQ then rl(i,e,s1) = rl(i,e,sQ) . 
(ii) If n is a number which is classless at stage s, and 
in class e at stage Sp > Sn, then the e-rank of n at 
stage s2 is greater than or equal to iQ. 
Proof: If iQ = 0 the lemma is trivial, so suppose iQ> 0. For 
each i <: i~ let 
k± = min{k: R±(k) ^  A(^2e+l)(k)} 
and let t. be a stage at which both (a) and (b) hold. 
(a) If there is a number x > k. in R., then there is 
already such an x m R. +. . 
i , t . _ 
(b) R i t [k^+l] = R i[k i+1] and A t>[k i+1] = A[k._+1] . 
' i i 
Let sQ = iQ + max{t.: i <i Q}, and let s-^  be any stage such that 
s l > so* 
Fix i < i0. If there is a number x > k. in R. then from 0 i i 
the definition of rl in (2) it follows that rl^e^nj = k. 
= rl(i,e,s0). Otherwise, let rQ = rl(i,e,sQ) and r, = rl(i,e,Sn) 
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By the definition of rl in (2) it follows that rQ < k. and 
r, < k., and there is a number x > r^. such that x e B., „ . l — i — 0 l, sQ 
Since x < k. and s, > sn, it follows that R. _ [x] = R. _ [x], 
~ 1 1 — U 1, Sn 1, S.-. 
so rfi < r,. Also by the definition of rl, there is a number 
y > r1 such that y e R, _ . Since y < k. and R. _ [k. +1] 
— 1 1* sn — 1 1* S Q 1 
= R. [k,+l], it follows that y e R, _ and R. [y] = R. [y], 
J. X 1 , fciQ -L, bQ J., ton 
so r, < rQ. Thus r, = r_; that is, rl(i,e,Sn) = rl(i,e,s0). 
This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), suppose there is a number n which is class-
less at some stage s, > sQ and in class e at stage Sp > s,. 
Let 
So = minis: (t)[s< t < Sp implies that n is in class e 
at stage t]}. 
Then So > s-,, and n is not in class e at stage s, - 1, so n 
receives attention at stage s,-l through either (C26) (ii) or 
(C27). In either case, the potential requirement associated with 
n at stage s^  is <s.~,-l, e, s,-i>. Thus the e-rank of n at 
stage s, is Sg-1. Now Sg-1 > s, > sQ and sQ > iQ by defini-
tion, so the e-rank of n at stage s? is at least as large as iQ. 
For the sake of a proof by contradiction, assume that the 
e-rank of n at stage s2 is less than iQ. Then there is a stage 
SJI, defined as follows: 
Su = minCs: s > s, and n is in class e at stage s and 
the e-rank of n at stage s is less than iQ}. 
Clearly s~ < s^  < Sp. Let i be the e-rank of n at stage s^,. 
Then n is in class e at stage s^-1, but the e-rank of n at 
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stage s^ j-l is not i, but some other number i1 > ifi. This means 
that n receives attention at stage SL-1 through (C25). In fact, 
since n is in class e at all stages s such that s,< s < s2, 
it follows that the only way the e-rank of n can change between 
such a stage s and the following stage s+1 is by an application 
of (C25). We therefore can conclude by induction that the e-step 
of n at stage s is a monotone increasing function of s when 
So < s < s2. Let t be the e-step of n at stage SN-I- Since 
Sh-1 > s,, and since the e-step of n at stage s^ is s^-l, we 
see that t > s,-l. Because n receives attention through (C25) 
at stage s^-l, the potential requirement (i',e,t) associated 
with n at stage SJN-1 deserves revision at that stage, and in 
fact is revised to <(i, e, SN-I^ . So, by (20) and (C25), there is a 
stage Sj- such that t < s,- < s^ -l and rl (i,e, s^+l) > rl(i,e,s,-). 
But 
s5 > t > s3_1 > so> 
so by part (i) of this lemma, rl(i, e, s,-+l) = rl(i,e,sQ) = rl(i,e,s,-); 
giving a contradiction. 
Thus the e-rank of n at stage Sp cannot be less than in. 
This proves (ii). D 
The next lemma deals with the rise of the length of agreement 
between A;— e ' and R. when A ^— e ' is recursive and 
s 1 , s 
o f<2e+l') 
i0 is the least number satisfying the equation R. = AK- ' . 
Because of the way the recursive length function is defined in (2), 
the proof makes crucial use of the fact that at each stage 2s in 
the construction the number <(0, s)> is put into AQ. 
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Lemma 6.5-3: If A^ 2 e + 1^ is recursive and i0=min{i: R i=A^- 2 e + 1^ 
then lim rl(i0,e,s) = TO-
Proof: By the construction, A' 0^ = {0} x UJ, SO A^-2e+1^ is 
infinitely large. Given any n, let m > n be such that 
f<2e+l) 
m e Av— ;, so that m e R. also. Let s be a stage such 
that m e R. _. Then according to (l), R. . [m] = R. _[m] for i0,s iQ,t i0,s 
all t > s, so R., j.[m] = R. [m]. Let sA be a number such that 
- i0,-c iQ o 
sn > s and AJ:-28+1)[m] = Afe2e+1^[m]. It follows that for all 0 — s» l L 
t, if t > sQ, then 
R,
 t[m] = R, [m] = A ( ^ 2 e + l ) [ m ] = A f e 2 e + l ) [ m ] , i 0 , -c i 0 t 
and m e R , , so r l ( i n , e , t ) > m > n. Thus lim r l ( i n , e , s ) = ». 1 A , X- u — — s u 
For each number e we define the set J(e) of permanent 
residents of class e as follows. 
(28) J(e) = Cn: (Es)(t)[t> s implies n is in class e at stage t]3. 
Lemma 6.5.4: If A'- 8 + ' is recursive, then there are at most 
finitely many permanent residents of each class e' < e. 
fePe+l) Proof: Suppose otherwise. Let e be such that AK— J is 
recursive and such that J(e') is infinitely large for some 
e' < e. Let 
e = minte': e' < e and J(e') is infinitely large}. 
(<2e0+l) te2e+l.) 
Then A is recursive, since eQ < e and AK— J is 
recursive. Let iQ = min{i: R^ = A^-2e+1'5 and let sQ be a 
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stage such that r l ( i , e 0 , s ) = r l ( i , e Q , s 0 ) for a l l s > sQ and 
i < i_, and also such that i f n i s any number which i s c l a s s l e s s 
a t stage s n and in class e_ at a l a t e r stage s, then the efi-
rank of n at s tage s i s some number i > i_ . Since J(eQ) i s 
i n f i n i t e , we may choose n i n J(eQ) sa t i s fy ing the following 
three condi t ions: 
(29) n becomes a follower a t a stage s > s~; 
(30) for a l l i , i f i < i Q then r l ( i , e Q , s Q ) < / n / ; 
(31) i f the re i s a stage t such tha t l ( i Q , e Q , s ) ^ lmax( i Q , e 0 , s ) 
for a l l s > t , then [n/2] > umax(iQ, eQ, Sn_), where s i i s 
the l ea s t such t . 
Suppose such a number n has been chosen. Let s 2 be a 
stage such that i f s > s ? then n i s in c lass e_ at stage s, 
and such t h a t at no stage s > s 2 does any number m < n require 
a t t e n t i o n . Thus i f n requi res a t t e n t i o n at any odd-numbered 
stage s > Sp then n receives a t t e n t i o n at s tage s; furthermore, 
since n i s m c l a s s eQ a t stage s 2 and a l l stages t h e r e a f t e r , 
n can never receive a t t en t i on a t a s tage s > Sp except through 
(C25), in which case i t s e-.-rank is lowered. This means t h a t the 
eQ-rank of n at s tage s i s a monotone decreasing function of 
s for s > Sp. Therefore t h e r e i s a s tage s-, > s 2 and a number 
i * such t h a t at every stage s > s , the eQ-rank of n i s i*, 
and in f ac t n never receives a t t en t ion at any stage s > s , . Let 
the p o t e n t i a l requirement <i*,e0 , t*)> be associated with n a t 
s tage So. 
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We shall prove that i* = iQ. By (29), n is classless at 
stage sQ; since s, > sQ and the eQ-rank of n at stage s, 
is i*, the definition of sQ leads us to the conclusion that 
i* > iQ. Since potential requirements can be formed only by appli-
cations of (C25), (C26), and (C27), and any of these, applied to 
n at a stage s give n an eQ-step equal to s, and since n 
thus acquired the potential requirement <i*,e0, t*> at stage t*, 
therefore t* < s r Now R. = A^-2e ' so by Lemma 6.5.3, there 
2
 0 
is a stage t > s, such that rl(i0,eQ, t+l) > rl(i0,eQ,t). If 
i* > ±0 then by (20) the potential requirement <i*,eQ,t*)> 
deserves revision at stage t+l, and n receives attention at 
that stage through (C25), contradicting the fact that n never 
receives attention at any stage s > s,. Thus i* = iQ. 
We shall now show that there is an odd-numbered stage s > s, 
at which the potential requirement associated with n is satisfied, 
so that n receives attention at stage s, in contradiction to the 
fact that n never receives attention after stage So. This will 
prove that no such n can exist. The potential requirement 
associated with n is satisfied when (21), (22), and (23) hold. 
Hence we must show that these three criteria hold at some stage 
s > So. 
Let Sh> So be a stage at which rl(iQ, eQ, s^) > rl(i , e , SJL-1). 
(Such a stage must exist by Lemma 6.5.3.) Since i* = iQ it fol-
lows that the potential requirement <i0,e_,t*> is associated 
with n at each stage s > s,, and at no such stage does it ever 
require revision, and furthermore, at each stage s > sj, this 
potential requirement satisfies (21) because of the rise in the 
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recursive length function at stage Sj.. What is more, since 
Sh > So > sQ, we have rl(i,eQ,s) = rl(i,e_,s0) for all i < iQ 
and s > su and hence by (30), /n/ = rl(i,eQ, s) for each i < iQ 
and s > Sh. Thus n satisfies (22) at each stage s > Sh. 
If l(i0,eQ,s) •£ lmax(i0, eQ,s) at each stage s > &u, then 
let 
Sn = min{t: (s)[s > t implies l(i ,eQ,s) ^  lmax(iQ,e ,s)]}. 
/N Since l(iQ, eQ,s) can equal lmax(iQ, eQ,s) only for s < s,, it 
is apparent from the definition of umax in (8) that umax(i_,eQ,s) 
= umax(i0, e0,SnJ for all s > s,. Furthermore, 
[n/2] > umax(iQ,e0,Sn) by (31). Therefore n satisfies (23) 
at every stage s > s,. Taking s to be the first odd-numbered 
stage later than both Sh and s,, we see, from this fact and the 
results of the preceding paragraph, that the potential requirement 
<i0,e0,t*)> is satisfied at stage s, so that n requires atten-
tion through (A26) and receives attention through (C26) at stage s. 
On the other hand, if there is a stage s > su such that 
l(i0,eQ,s-1) = lmax(iQ,eQ,s-l), then n and its potential require-
ment <(i0,e_,t*> satisfy (23) at stage s, and once again, because 
(21) and (22) are satisfied at all stages later than stage S M we 
see that the potential requirement <(ifi, e_,t*)> associated with n 
is satisfied at stage s. If s is an odd number, then n re-
quires attention through (A26) and receives attention through (C26) 
at stage s. If s is an even number then n does not require 
attention at stage s, since n requires attention only at odd-
numbered stages. But n does require attention through (A26) and 
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receive attention through (C26) at stage s+1, for the following 
reasons: Since s+1 > Sj,, it follows that n and its potential 
requirement <iQ,e0,t*)> satisfy (21) and (22), as proved above. 
Also l(i0,e_,s-l) = lmax(iQ,e0,s-l), so by the definition of lmax 
in (6) we conclude that l(i0,eQ,s) = lmax(iQ,eQ,s) if and only 
if l(i0,e0,s) > l(iQ,e ,s-l) and if this occurs, (23) will be 
satisfied at stage s+1. Now AQ g - AQ g_n_ = {<0,s/2>} and 
An „ - A, _ n = 0 by the construction. Clearly, then, if 
1; S _L j S *™ J. 
x < l(iQ, e_, s-l), it must be true that 
t
v.«V]>»*>-tv.-i<<1o']>' x)-
It is also true, for x < l(iQ,e_,s-1), that 
\,B«V°>' X) =<?e0,s-l(<V°>' x>' 
For suppose otherwise, and fix x such that x < l(iQ,eQ,s-1) 
and § (<(i^ ,Q>; x) either fails to halt, or halts but is un-
eQ,s
 VN
 0 
equal to § _ n(<(iA,0)'; x). Let 
zn = minCz: § _ -, (An _ -,[z]; x) is defined}. 
U S^,B—1 U,S—1 
Then by the de f in i t i on of * _ , « i n , 0 > ; x) in (4) , we see that 
< 0 , s / 2 > < z Q and so r l ( i Q , eQ, s - l ) > < 1 , s/2> > <0, s/2> . Therefore 
(<2e +1) 
V i ° [<0,s/2> + 1 ] = R± ) B B 1 [ < 0 , B / ^ + 1] 
U 0 J 
= R, [<0,s/2> + 1] 1 0 
(<2en+l) 
= A ~ ° [<0,s/2> + 1 ] , 
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and consequently, 
<0,s/2> e AQ if and only if <0,s/2> e A^-2e+1^ 
if and only if <0,s/2> e A ^ e + 1 ^ 
if and only if <0,s/2> e AQ s_n_ , 
contradicting the fact that <0,s/2)> e A0 - AQ ^. 
Because these computations are not altered at stage s, the 
definition of 1 in (5) yields the conclusion that l(i0,eQ,s) 
- l(iQ,eQ,s-lj, so that l(i0,e0,s) = lmax(iQ,e0,s). Thus n 
and its potential requirement satisfy (23) at stage s+1, as well 
as satisfying (21) and (22), and hence the potential requirement 
<(iQ,e , t*)> associated with n is satisfied at stage s+1; this 
being an odd-numbered stage, n requires attention through (A26) 
and receives attention through (C26) at stage s+1. 
We have thus shown that n receives attention through (C26) 
at some stage s > s^, if any one of the following circumstances 
occurs: 
<S/. <> (a) At no stage s > s^ does l(i0,e_,s) = lmax(i0,e0,s). 
(b) There is an odd-numbered stage s > su at which 
•^o^o'3"1) = l m a x ( i 0 ' e 0 ' 8 " 1 ^ 
(c) There is an even-numbered stage s > Sh at which 
l(i0,e0,s-l) = lmax(i0,e0,s-l). 
But these exhaust all cases. Thus n receives attention through 
(C26) at some stage s > s^. Now SN > So, and it has already 
been concluded that n never receives attention at any stage 
s > So. This contradiction establishes that no such n can exist. 
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But since the definition of eQ as the least e' < e such that 
j(e') is infinitely large, entails the existence of n, we there-
fore must conclude that J(e') is at most finitely large for each 
e' < e. D 
6.6 Further Definitions Based on the Preliminary Lemmas 
For the following lemmas it is convenient to have a uniform 
(<z2e+l.) 
notation for numbers like the least i such that R. = Av— y, 
the requirement for permanent resident n of class e at certain 
stages, etc. This notation is developed here. 
(<2e+l) Suppose Av— ' i s recursive. If e' < e then clearly 
teQe'+1") A — ' is also recursive. 
(32) For e' < e let i , = min{i: R. = A^- 2 e + 1^}. 
(33) Let s(e') be a fixed stage such that for all s > s(e') 
the following hold: 
(I) If i < i , then rl(i,e',s) = rl(i,e',s(e')). 
(ii) Given any number n such that n is classless at 
stage s' > s(e'), then the e'-rank of n at stage 
s' is greater than or equal to i , . 
e 
Such stages s(e') must exist for all e' < e by Lemma 6.5.2. 
According to Lemma 6.5.4, there are only finitely many perman-
ent residents of each class e' < e. 
(34) For each e' < e let t(e') be a stage such that at no 
stage t > t(e') does any permanent resident of class e' 
ever require attention. 
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(35) Let s* = max{s(e' ), t(e' ): e1 < e}. 
(36) If n is a permanent resident of class e' < e, let p be 
the requirement for n at stage s*. Thus p is the 
e n 
requirement for n at each stage s > s*. 
(37) For each e' < e define u , thus: 
If there is a stage s such that l(i ,,e',s'j 
< lmax(i ,,e',s') for all s' > s, then let 
u , = umax(i ,, e', s"), where s" is the least such stage 
s; thus u , = umax(i ,,e',s1 ) for all s1 >s". If there 
e' v e 
a t 1 
e 
i s no such stage s, l e t uo t = 0. 
(38) Let p£ = max{p : (Ee1)[e1 < e and n e j ( e ' ) ] } 
+ max[<2a+l,b>: (Ee1 ) [ e ' < e and <a, b> < u , ]} 
+ max{rl(i ' , e ' , s * ) : e' < e and i < i a , ] . 
e — e 
(See (28) for the definition of J(e').) 
The idea behind the definition of p* is that if /n/ > p;* 
then /n/ can never be restrained from A by permanent residents 
of any class e' < e; furthermore, whenever n is in any class 
e' < e then the potential requirement associated with n has a 
good chance of being satisfied, as can be seen by comparing (37) 
and (38) with criteria (22) and (23) for satisfaction of a potential 
requirement. Thus /n/ may well enter A if /n/ > p*. 
6.7 The Induction Lemmas 
The next four lemmas establish that AQ <£„ B, A, s£T B, and 
A^— ' is recursive for each e. The proof is by induction, and 
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uses the following scheme. We know that A^ ' = {o} X iu and 
A \ ' = 0, so A^— ' is recursive. Suppose we know that A*1— ' 
is recursive. Lemma 6.7.1 shows that if a follower n is targeted 
for A^e+1' or AJ e + 1S then either [n/2] enters AQ or An_, or 
n is cancelled, provided n is sufficiently large. Thus if 
n = 2<e+l,k, t> + j (where j = 0 or l) it is effectively deter-
minable, once n becomes a follower, whether or not [n/2] enters 
A.. Lemma 6.7.2 proves that AQ •£ *e(B) and An_ £ $e(B) by 
proving that if A. = $ (B) then K<m B, which contradicts the 
hypothesis on B. This proof follows the style used by Sacks to 
prove his Density Theorem. (See [10], [12].) Lemma 6.7-3 displays 
an effective way, based on Lemma 6.7-2, to determine of each n 
such that n = 2(e+l,k,t)> + j and j _ 1, whether or not n ever 
becomes a follower; in conjuction with Lemma 6.7-1 this shows that 
ye+1)
 an£ ^(e+1; QVta ^af,„y.aji^Ta 0 0 Av^^e+^J . AX and Anv  are recursive, so AK— -' is recursive. A 
summary of the results of this induction is given in Lemma 6.7.4. 
(<2e+l) Lemma 6.7.1: Suppose AK— ' is recursive. Choose t > s*, 
k < UJ, and j < 1 such that <2(e+l)+j,k,t> > p*. Let 
n = 2(e+l,k,t)> + j, and suppose n becomes a follower at some 
stage sQ. Then either n is cancelled at some stage s > sQ, or 
[n/2] is m A.-
Proof: Suppose the conclusion is false. Then n is never can-
celled. Let s-, > sQ be a stage such that at no stage s > s, 
does any number m < n require attention. Either n is classless 
at each stage s > s-, or there are numbers i*, e*, and t* such 
that at each stage s > s, the potential requirement associated 
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with n is <i*,e*,t*>. We consider these two cases, and prove 
them both untenable by reductio ad absurdum. 
Case 1: n is classless at each stage s > s,. 
By the conditions of the case, n is classless at stage 
2Sn+l. Clearly n does not deserve cancellation at this stage, 
for otherwise n would require attention through (A24) at stage 
2Sn+l. Furthermore, [n/2] is not in A. by our assumption. 
If m is a number such that m < n and if there is some e' < e 
for which m is in class e' at stage 2Sn+l, then m is a 
permanent resident of class e', since m never requires attention 
at any stage s > s, and neither does any number less than m; 
furthermore, the requirement for m at each stage s > s, is p , 
and p m < p* < <2(e+l)+j,k,t> = /n/. Thus n fulfills criterion 
(A27) and so requires attention at stage 2S-.+1, m contradiction 
of the definition of s,. So Case 1 fails. 
Case 2: n is a permanent resident of some class e*, and 
the potential requirement <i*,e*,t*)> is associated with n at 
each stage s > s,. 
Because [n/2] = <(e+l, k, t>, and because n becomes a follower 
at stage sQ and is in class e* with e*-step t* at the later 
stage Sn, it follows by induction on the stage number that e* < e 
and SQ < t* < S-, . (See the construction for details concerning 
the assignment of potential requirements.) Also sQ > t by (12), 
and t > s* > s(e*) by definition of t, and because e* < e. 
Thus we have the chain of inequalities 
sl > ** ^  SQ ^  t > SI ^  s(e*)* 
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and so for each s > s, the following two statements hold: 
(i) If i < i * then rl(i,e*,s) = rl(i,e*,s(e*)); 
(ii) n is classless at stage s(e*) (because t > s(e*); 
see (12)) and in class e* at stage s (because 
s > Sn and n is in class e* at stage s,), and 
hence 1* > i * (because s > s(e*); see (33) (ii))-
By Lemma 6.5.3 there is a stage t" > s, such that 
rl(ie#,e*,t"+l) > rl(ie#,e*,t"). 
If i* > i ., then the potential requirement <(i*,e*,t*> assoc-
iated with n deserves revision at stage 2t"+l, in contradiction 
of the fact that t" > s,. Thus i* < i „ and so by (ii) above, 
We shall show that the potential requirement <i*,e*,t*> 
associated with n is satisfied at some stage s > t"; that is, 
we shall show that (21), (22), and (23) hold for n at some such 
stage s. From this we shall deduce that n requires attention 
at some stage s> t", even though t" > s,. This will be the 
contradiction that proves that Case 2 fails. 
First, we notice that since i* = ie*> therefore 
rl(i*,e*,t"+l) > rl(i*,e*,t"), 
so (21) holds at each stage s > t". Second, we see that by the 
definition of n, 
/n/ = <2(e+l)+j,k,t> > p* > rl(i',e*,s*) = rl(i',e*,s) 
for each i' < i # and s > t", and thus (22) holds at each stage 
s > t". 
io4 
If there is a stage s > t" such that 
l(ie*,e*,s) = lmax(ie#,e*,s) 
then (23) holds at stage s, and so the potential requirement 
<(ie^ .,e*,t*> associated with n is satisfied at stage s; there-
fore n requires attention through (A26) at stage 2[s/2] + 1, 
s inc e 
lL(ie*,e*,s) = l(ie*,e*,2[s/2]+l). 
(See Lemma 6.5-4 for a proof that this length of agreement is pre-
served in this way.) This contradicts the facts that s t" _ s, 
and that n does not require attention at any stage s _ s,. On 
the other hand, if at all stages s t" we have 
l(ie^e*,s) < lmax(ie*, e*, s), 
then (23) holds at stage 2t"+l since 
[n/2] = <i*,e*,t*> > p*> ue* = umax(ie*,e*,2t"+l). 
Therefore the potential requirement associated with n is satisfied 
at stage 2t"+l, and so n requires attention at stage 2t"+l 
through (A26), again yielding a contradiction. 
Thus Case 2 fails. 
This proves that either n is cancelled at some stage s > sQ 
or [n/2] is in A.. D 
J 
Lemma 6.7-2: If A^-2e+1^ is recursive then AQ ^ $ e( B) and 
A-,, t *e(B). 
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Proof: Suppose otherwise; say A. = $ (B) for some j <; 1. Fix 
j e 
such a number j. We can assume p* and s* are known quantities. 
Let the number kQ be given; we shall exhibit a decision procedure, 
recursive in B, which determines whether or not kQ is in K. 
Define the function uba(k) thus: 
uba(k) = minU: § (B[z]; [k]) =A,[k]}. 
Clearly uba(k) is a function recursive in B, and by (9), 
uba(k) = lim. uba(j,e, k, s). It is therefore possible, effectively 
s 
in B, to choose a stage t s* such that the following three 
statements hold: 
(i) <2(e+l)+j,k0,t> >p*, 
(ii) uba(j,e,kQ+l,t) = uba(kQ+l), 
(iii) Bt[uba(j,e,kQ+l,t)] = B[uba(j,e,kQ+l,t)]. 
Fixing such a stage t, let n = 2<e+l,kQ,t]> + j. Since 
<2(e+l)+j,kQ,€)> > p*, Lemma 6.7-1 guarantees us that if n ever 
becomes a follower then either [n/2] is in A. or n is can-
J 
celled. Because 
uba(j,e,k-.+l,t) = uba(k-+l) 
and 
Bt[uba(j,e,kQ+l,t)] = B[uba (j, e, kQ+l, t)], 
we can conclude that 
Je,s<V rko+1D = W " 
for all s > t. So by criteria (10)-(l4), n becomes a follower 
at some stage s if and only if kQ is in K. Furthermore, n 
can be cancelled only if (19) holds, that is, only if there is a 
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number v < t such that <e+l,kQ ,y> e A.. By Lemma 6 . 7 . 1 , i f n 
becomes a follower and n i s never cancelled then <e+l,k. , t )> e A.. 
To see whether or not k i s in K, conduct a B-effective search 
to see i f there i s some number v < t such t h a t <Ce+l,krt,v> e A.. 
—
 N
 0 J 
If there is such a number v, then 2<e+l,kQ,v> + j becomes a 
follower at some stage s; and by (ll) it follows that k_ e K , 
u s 
so kQ e K. If there is no such v, then <e+l,kQ,t)> £ A. and n 
is never cancelled, so n never becomes a follower, and consequent-
ly kQ £ K. Thus K<m B, contradicting the fact that B < , K. 
Therefore An ^*_(B). D 
Lemma 6.7-3: For each number e and each j < 1, if A. ^  $0(B) 
then A \ e ' is recursive. 
3 
Proof: Let k = maxtk: A.[k] = $e(B; [k])}, and for each k < k 
let A.(e+1,k^ = «e+l,k,t>: <e+l,k,t> e A.}. Also let 
(e+l ,<kn) / .n k \ (e+l,<k ) 
A. u = U{A^ e + x , K J : k < k Q } . I f A. u i s i n f i n i t e then 
(e+l,kn) 
the re i s some k., < kQ such that A i s i n f i n i t e . Fix 
such a number kn, and l e t t ' and s be such that <e+ l ,kn , t '> eA. , 
l e t t" be such tha t t" max[ t ' , s} + 1 , and l e t 
n = 2<e+l,kn ,t")> + j . By (12) we see tha t n i s not a follower 
a t s tage s+1 s ince t" > s+1, and by (19)* t h a t n deserves 
cance l l a t ion at each stage s ' > s+1. Therefore n cannot ever 
requi re a t t e n t i o n through c r i t e r i o n (A26), so <e+ l , k 1 , t "> £ A.. 
Thus i f <e+l,k- . , t"> e A. then t" < max{t ' , s} + 1; t h i s contra-
1 o 
(e+l,kn ) 
diets the assumption that A. is infinite, Thus 
(e+l,<k ) 
A. is a finite set, and we may assume its elements are known. 
J 
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We now display a recursive procedure to determine of any 
(e+1^ 
number m whether or not m is in A: ;. Clearly if 
m =<e,,k,t)> and e' •£ e+1 then m £ Ay '. So suppose 
m =<e+l,k,t>. If k < kQ then m e A! 8 + 1^ if and only if 
(e+l,=kQ) 
m £ A. . If k > kQ, let m = 2m + j and consider 
*e,t(Bt; tk])- I f 
*e,t(Bt; [k]) tAiftm 
then by (13) it follows that n can never become a follower at 
/ (e+l) 
any stage, so m £ A\ '. On the other hand, if 
J 
ie,t(Bt; [k]) =AJ|t[k] 
then, since k > k_, we have $ (B; [k] ) ^  A.[k], so there is a 
U 6 J 
stage s > t such that either A. _[k] •£ A.,
 +[k], or 
J, s j, T, 
Bs[uba(j,e,k,t)] j* Bt[uba(j, e,k,t)], 
and the least such stage s can be found by a recursive search. By 
(17) and (18), then, n deserves cancellation at each stage s'> s, 
so n can never require attention at any stage s'> s through 
criterion (A26). Thus (C26) can never be applied to n at any 
stage s' > s, so m cannot be in A. - A. . Therefore m e Aie ' 
J J > s <3 
if and only if m e A. _. This proves that Ay ' is recursive. D 
Lemma 6.7.4: AQ -gjL B, A, -gL, B, s>.nd A^~ e ' is recursive for 
each number e. 
Proof: By the construction A^0' = {o} x u> and AJ0' = 0, so A^-1^ 
is recursive. It follows by induction from Lemma 6.7.2 and Lemma 
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6.7.3 that if e is any number, then AQ 4 $e(B)> An_ •£ 8 (B), and 
A(<2e+1) ig r e c u r s i v e t Q 
6.8 The Recursiveness Lemma 
The following lemma establishes that any total function that 
is reducible to both AQ and An is recursive. In the proof we 
use Posner's observation that if C and D are any sets such that 
C /D, and if f is any function reducible to both C and D, then 
there is a number e such that f = § (C) = $ (D). In the present 
instance, A^ ' = 0 and A] 0' = 0, so AQ ^ Ay 
Lemma 6.8.1: If f is a total function such that f <m AQ and 
f <m An, then f is recursive. 
Proof: Suppose f is a total function such that f < T AQ and 
f < T Anj and let e be such that f = $e(AQ) = $e(An_). Then 
A^— e ' is recursive by Lemma 6.7-4, so i and s* exist, and 
we may assume their values are known, as are all members of 
U(j(e'): e' < e} (see (28)). Given any number x we now show 
how to compute f(x) effectively. 
Let x be fixed. For each stage s, let 
u(x,s) = max[u(e,n, s): n<;x}. 
There is clearly a stage s such that 
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and for all t, if t > s then An , [u(x,s)] = A _[u(x,s)] and 
An
 t[u(x,s)] = An s[u(x,s)]. Furthermore, there is a stage s' > s 
such that for all numbers n, if [n/2] < u(x,s) then n never 
requires attention at any stage t > s'. It follows that if n 
is in class e' < e at stage s' and [n/2] <u(x,s) then 
n e j(e'). If we choose s' sufficiently large, we can easily 
satisfy the condition s' > s*. 
In accordance with these observations, let s0 be the least 
number satisfying the following criteria: 
(39) ^ s «ie,0>; [x+1]) =^e>s «ie,l>; [x+1]) and 
o^ o K^o'dy* y) is defined for all y < x; e,sQ e 
(40) for all numbers n, if n is in class e1 < e at stage s0 
and [n/2] < u(ie,e,y,sQ) for some y < x, then n e J(e'); 
(41) sQ > s*; 
(42) u(ie,e,y, sQ) < umax(ie,e,sQ) for all y < x . 
Clearly sQ can be found effectively. 
We now prove that for every s > sn , e i ther § (<i.,0)>; [x+1] ) 
= te,s «V°>> ^ x + 1 ] ) o r Vs^e'1^ [ x + 1 ] ) = \ s ^V1^ [ x + 1 ] ) ' 
<& 
so that f[x+l] = $ (<(io>0)>; [x+1]). For suppose otherwise. 
' 0 
Let Sn be the least stage such that s, > sQ and 
for both j = 0 and j = 1. By the definitions of i0 in (32) 
and rl in (2), and by the fact that R. is enumerated in 
e 
increasing order, we obtain rl(i .e,s,) > rl(i .e,sn). So by the 
e i — e u 
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definition of §e in (4), for each j < 1 there must be a number 
n such that n = 2[n/2] + j and [n/2] e A.. - A. _ . Thus 
J> s]_ "' o 
there are at least two numbers n such that /n/ € A„ - A 
Sl s0 
Let n„ be the least such n, let j_ be such that nQ = 2[nn/2] 
+ j n, and let tn be the least stage t such that [n_/2] e A. +. 
U U U JQ,X 
Now inductively define nk, Jk, and tk thus: 
(43) n^k+1^ = min{n: (Ej)[n = 2[n/2] + j and [n/2] £ A^ g -A^ t ]}; 
(44) j ( k + 1 ) is such that n ( k + l ) = 2[n(k+l)/2] + j ( k + l ) ; 
^
 t(K+l) = ra^Ct: [n(k+l)/2] * Aj (k+l), t3' 
Clearly there are only finitely many such numbers n, ; say there 
are r+1 of them. Then 
and 
nQ < nx < n2 < . .. < nr 
ao< t o < t i < t 2 < • • • < V t S *r 
For each k, if k < r-1 then nk receives attention at stage tk 
through (C26) since [nfc/2] £ A. t - A. ,t _n_N, so n/k+1j is 
k K k k 
classless at stage tk+l and /n(k+i)/ ^ A/+ ,-,•*. Thus the 
following observation can be made about n : 
(46) /nr/ is not in A/t +]\, and at stage t, _1)+1> n r 
\1 "• X J 
class less ; furthermore, if s is any number such tha t 
t / n\ < s < t then e i ther 
i s 
* 
•p.H«io»0>i Cx+1]) = $ o , s ( < V ° > ; f> + 1 ] ) e , s V N e' '' u J ' e,s, 
or 
Ill 
V a«io,i>; [*+1]) = \ s «i^1>> !>+1]) e, sVN e' " L J y e, So e' 
(because sQ < t /r_-i-\+l < s < t < s,, and by definition, 
Sn is the first stage after s_ for which both equalities 
fail). 
We now analyze the behavior of n . Without loss of general-
ity, suppose j = 0. (The analysis is similar in all respects if 
j = 1.) Define zQ thus: 
(47) zQ = min[z: (y)[y<x implies $e^ (t _i)(Ao, (t - 1 ) ^ ' y) 
is defined]}. 
Because the analysis is complicated, we will break it into cases. 
The following five cases are the ones we will consider; they exhaust 
all possible ways in which n can behave. 
Cas $-±: \ ( t -l)«ie'1>; Ex+1]) = »6fS «ie>l>; [x+1]). 
0 
Case 2: t ^ ( t _ l } « i e , 0 > ; [x+1]) = ^ s (<ie ,0>; [x+1]) and 
n is never in class e at any stage s > t, -, \ . 
Case 3: ^
 ( t _ l ) « i e , 0 > ; [x+1]) = * ^ s « i 6 , 0 > ; [x+1]) and 
there is a stage s > t / , \ at which n is in class e; further-
more, [n r /2] > z0 . 
Case 4: t ^ ( t _ l ) « i e , 0 > ; [x+1]) = ^ s (<i e , l> ; [x+1]) and 
there is a stage s > t / , \ at which n is in class e, and 
[ n / 2 ] < zQ; furthermore, if s 2 is the l a s t stage at which n r 
is in class e, and i f the e-rank of n at stage Sp is i , then 
[n r /2] < umax(i ,e,s2) . 
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Case 5: ^e, (t -1) (< ie' 0^ ^x+1] ) = \ s «ie'°>' Ex+1] ^  and 
there is a stage s > t / ,% at which n is in class e, and 
[n/2] < z0; furthermore, if Sp is the last stage at which n 
is in class e, and if the e-rank of nr at stage s2 is i, 
then [n/2] > umax(i,e,s2). 
As we will see, all of these cases lead to the conclusion 
that t < Sn, which will be shown to be impossible. Thus we shall 
infer that the stage Sn cannot exist, so 
f[x+l] = t ^ s «ie,0>; [x+1]), 
and in particular, 
f(x) = t e ? g «ie,0>; x). 
Case 1: t ^
 (t . - ^ K i ^ l ) ; [x+1]) =^e>s «ie,l>; [x+1])-
At most one number can receive attention at any stage. Now, n 
receives attention through (C26) at stage t and [n/2] is 
enumerated in An . . Therefore An + = An /+ -. \, and so by the 
u,o r ' r ' ^ r ' 
fact that r l ( iQ ,e , t ) > r l ( i ,e,t -1), we have 
s r ~— e r 
§ e , t ^ V 1 ^ ' £ x + 1 ^ = t e , ( t - D ^ V 1 ^ tx+1]) 
=
 ^e,s « i e ' 1 > ; Cx+1^)-
Now t < s^ and 
\ s ^ e ' 1 ^ tx + 1 ] ) ^ e , s ^ V 1 ^ l*+1]) 
by the definition of s,, so t < s, . 
Case 2: $^
 ( t _x )«i e ,0>; [x+1]) =^Q>S «ie ,0>; [x+1]) and 
nr is never in class e at any stage s > t/ n\. 
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Let [n/2] = <(e ' ,k', t')> . First we prove that e' < e. For 
suppose otherwise. Then n is classless at stage ^/ n\+l 
(see (46)) and [n„/2] e An - An /, ,-, \. From these facts, 
r u u> ^(r-1) ^ 
and from (C26) and (C27) of the construction, we can show induc-
tively that n enters every class e" < e' at some stage after 
stage "t/ -,\+l. Since our assumption is that e < e ' , there is a 
stage s > t / n% at which n is in class e. But this contra-
dicts the hypothesis that n is never in class e at any stage 
s > t / _ nj. Hence e' < e. 
Since § ,, _n\ (<\ie>0>; y) is defined for a l l y< x, the 
definitions of $e in (4) and of zQ in (47) t e l l us that 
r l ( i ,e , t -1) > /ZQ/; and by the definition of r l in (2) there 
is a number z, in R. ,^ _1-j such that /z^/ > r l ( i , e , t - l ) . 
Since R. is enumerated m increasing order, we see (as remarked 
1e 
in (l)) that for a l l s, if s > t -1 then 
e' x r 
so 
Ri [rl(ie,e,tr-l)] = R± ,( t ,1)[rl(ie,e,tr-l)], 
and by the definition of i as a number such that A'— ^ = R. , 
x
e 
we get 
A(<2e+l)[rl(i t 1)3 = R [ri(i e,t -1)] 
ieL N e' ' r 
= V,(t -l^^e^'V 1^ 
"e' v r 
(<2e+l) 
= A(t -1) O ^ e ^ ' V 1 ^ 
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In particular, then, since rl(i , e,t -1) > /zQ/', we see that 
^ r ' 
If [nr/2] < zQ then <2e' +l,k' ,t •> < rl(ie,e,tr-l), and 
since [nr/2] £ AQ /^  _n\, it follows that /n /, which is equal 
£<2e+l) 
to <2e' ,k',t'>, is not in A "~ , so /n / is not in A, 
^r 
because e' < e and A 7 6 . [/zn/] = A^-2e+1^[/zn/]. Therefore 
- (tr-l; u u 
[nr/2] £ AQ, contradicting the definition of n . Hence [n /2] 
> zQ, and since n is the least number to enter A„ between 
stage tfr-l)"1"1 and stage Sn_, and •fc/j.-l) < tr < s^ ., it follows 
that AQ^t [zQ] = A Q ^ t _1^[z0]. Also rl(ie, e, tr) > rl (ig, e, tr-l) 
as shown above, so 
*e,t (<V°>' fx+1^ = <*e,(t -1)«V°>' tx+1])-
The hypothesis of Case 2 that 
\ ( V i ) « V 0 > ' [X+1D = t e ) S o « 1 e ' 0 > ' [X+1D 
then leads us to the conclusion that 
t Q ^ t « i e , 0 > ; [x+1]) = t ^ g « i e , 0 > ; [x+1]). 
Since t < Sn_ and 
*e,s « V ° > > £ x + 1 ] ) ^ e , s K V ° > ' ^ x + 1 ^ 
by the definition of s , , i t follows that t < s , . 
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Case 3: ^
 (t _l)«ie,0>; [x+1]) = t ^ g «ie,0>; [x+1]) and 
there is a stage s f^r-ll a^ wn^-c^ nr Is ln class e; further-
more, [nr/2] > zQ. 
Just as in Case 2, A0^t [zQ] = A Q^ t ^[ZQ] and rl(ie,e,tr) 
> rl(ie,e,tr-l), so 
3e,t «V°>' ^+1]) =\(t -D^e'0^ ^x+1]) 
= *e,s «ie,0>; [x+1]), 
and therefore t < Sn . 
r l 
Case 4: t ^ ( t _l)«ie,0>; [x+1]) = t ^ g «ie,0>; [x+1]) and 
there is a stage s > t/ -, \ at which n is in class e, and 
[n/2] < zQ; furthermore, if s2 is the last stage at which n 
is in class e, and if the e-rank of n at stage s2 is i, then 
[nr/2] < umax(i,e,s2). 
Since [n/2] is in AQ, it follows that nr receives atten-
tion at stage Sp+1 through (C26) (for the only other way that 
n can leave class e is to be made classless when a smaller 
number receives attention, and if it were made classless in this 
way, it would re-enter class e at a later stage). Therefore the 
potential requirement <i,e,t)> associated with n at stage s2 
is satisfied at that stage, and so by criterion (23) for satisfac-
tion of a potential requirement, l(i,e,s2) = lmax(i,e,s2), since 
[n/2] < umax(i,e,Sp). If i> i then by criterion (22) for 
satisfaction of a potential requirement, /n / > rl(i ,e,Sp) so 
(by a proof identical to that for Case 2) [n/2] > zQ, contra-
dicting the conditions of the case. Thus i < i . Since n is 
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not in class e at stage t/ -,\+l, and the potential require-
ment <i,e,t)> becomes associated with n at stage t, it must 
be true that t > t/
 nl+l> s_ > s*; so i cannot be less than 
— (r-lj 0 — e 
i because of the definition of s* (see (35) and (33))- Thus 
i = ie. 
If e = 0 then [ n / 2 ] e AQ / ,-, \, so s2+l = t . Since 
i = i , i t follows that 
l ( i , e , s 2 ) = lmax(i ,e ,s 2 ) > lmax(i ,e ,s0) 
so 
lmax(i , e ,sn) > x+1, 
V ( t - D ^ V 1 ^ fx+1]^  ^ s ^ V 1 ^ t x + 1 ^ 
= /
*e,s « i e ' ° > ; ^ x + 1 ^ 
=
 \ ( t - 1«V°>> ' ^ x + 1 ^ 
/*s 
= *«_,, « i e , 0 > ; [x+1]) 
e jS^^ eJ 
=
 ^ e , s « i e ' 1 > ' Cx+1^)-
This is a special instance of Case 1, for which i t has already been 
proved that t < s , . 
If e > 0 then for each stage s such that sg < s < t^, 
define p(s) to be the requirement for n at stage s. A simple 
induction argument with reference to (C26) (ii) shows that 
p(s) > umax(i ,e,s2) for each such s. Suppose there are numbers 
m < w and j < 1 such that m = 2[m/2] + j, [m/2] < umax(i , e,s2), 
and for some s satisfying the inequality s2 < s < tr, [m/2] is 
in A. _ - A. _ . Fix such a pair of numbers m and j. Now n„ 3 >s 3 >»2 r 
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i s never c l a s s l e s s a t s tage s 2 or a t any l a t e r stage before 
stage t + l , a f t e r [n/2] has entered AQ. But n i s c l a s s l e s s 
a t stage t , -,^+1, as noted in (46). Thus Sp i s grea ter than 
t /
 n\. Because n , by de f in i t i on , i s the l e a s t number n such ( r - 1 ; r 
t ha t / n / en ters A at some stage a f t e r stage "t(T„i) and no 
l a t e r than stage s 1 , t h i s means t h a t m must be greater than n . 
So m i s made c l a s s l e s s a t stage s 2 + l since n receives 
a t t e n t i o n through (C26) at stage s 2 + l . Furthermore, l e t t i n g 
m = < e " , k " , t " > , we cannot have e" < e . For by t h e de f in i t ion of 
umax in (8) we see t ha t i f [m/2] < umax(i , e ,Sp) then 
[m/2] < u ( i , e , l ( i e , e , s 2 ) , s 2 ) , and by the d e f i n i t i o n of u in 
(7), / m / < r l ( i , e, s 2 ) . Because r l ( i , e , s ) i s a monotone 
increas ing function of s, t h i s means t h a t /m/ < r l ( i , e , s ) for 
each s > s 0 , and so, since /m/ £ A^— e ' [ r l ( i _ , e , s 0 ) ] , and 
— d. Sp e d 
A ^ - 2 e + l ) [ r l ( i e , e , s 2 ) ] = Ri ^ [ r l ( i e , e , s 2 ) ] 
= R^^ [ r l ( i , e , s 2 ) ] 
e 
= A ( - S 2 e + 1 ) [ r l ( i e , e ) S g ) ] , 
we get /m/ £ A ' - e + ', so [m/2] £ A , a cont rad ic t ion . Thus 
3 
e" > e+1. Since [m/2] < umax(i , e , s 2 ) < p(s) f o r each s s a t i s -
fying the inequa l i ty s 2+l < s < t , and since n is in a c lass 
l e s s than e a t each such s tage , the re fore m can never r equ i r e 
a t t e n t i o n at any such stage s, because c lass less followers can 
require a t t e n t i o n only through (A27); now n i s i n a c l a s s less 
than e" at s tage s and m < p ( s ) , so m does not f u l f i l l the 
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conditions for (A27) at stage s. Therefore m remains classless 
at least until stage t . In order to enter A. at some stage s 
between stages s2 and t , though, m must receive attention — 
hence require attention — at stage s. This contradiction assures 
J2 : 
'2 
us t h a t there i s no number m such tha t [m/2] < umax ( ip , ,e , Sp) 
and for some j < 1, [m/2] e A. /. •, \ - A., 
Thus 
V c V - D ^ e ' 1 * [ X + 1 ] ) ^ e . B g ^ e ' ^ ' ^x+1]) 
= t e , s 2 « V ° > ' ^ x + 1 ^ 
= l , ( V i ) « V ° > ' fx+1^ 
=
 \ s «ie'°>' fx+1^ 
=
 ^e,s K V 1 ^ fr^D-
Again we have a special instance of Case 1, and so t < s,. 
Thus if Case 4 holds, then t < sn. 
r 1 
Case 5: § e , (t -l) ^ e ' 0 ^ lx+1^ =^ e , s K V 0 ^ ' tx+1^ and 
there is a stage s > t / n\ at which n is in class e, and 
[nr/2] < zQ; furthermore, if s2 is the last stage at which n 
is in class e, and if the e-rank of n at stage s2 is i , 
then [n/2] > umax(i, e, Sp). 
If s is any stage such that sQ < s < s.. then either 
^ s ^ e ' 0 ^ ' [x+1]) = \ s «ie'°>; [x+1]) 
or 
Vs^e'1^' [x+1]) "^6,8 ^ V 1 ^ [x+1^* 
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In the former case there is a number v such that 
§e,s(A0,s£v]; £x+1]) =^e,s « V 0 > > ^x+1^' 
while in the latter case there is a number v such that 
*e,BfAl,B^' tx+1]) ^ e . B Q ^ e ' 1 ^ tx+1]). 
For each stage s such that s^  < s < s, define v„ as follows: 
° 0 — 1 s 
(48) vg = min{v: i^B (AQj g[v]; [x+1]) = \ s (<ie>0>; ^x+1]} 
or
 *e,s(Al,sCv]' [ x + 1 ] ) =^e,s« ie > 1 > ; [x+1] ^  
As an aid to our analysis of the present case, we prove the follow-
ing sublemma. 
Sublemma: If s is any number such that sQ < s < s-, then 
vg < umax(ie,e,s). 
Proof: Suppose otherwise, and let s-, be the least stage such that 
s0 < s,< Sn and v > umax(i ,e,s~). Then s_ < s^ since 
vg = maxCu(i e ,e,y, s 0 ) : y < x} < umax( i e , e , s Q ) 
30 
by (42). Thus v/_ .,% i s well defined, and in fact 
[Syl) 
v ( s _i)< umax(ie,e,s3-l). 
Let v* = <2a+l,b)> where <a,b)> = V/ _n \ and let j be such that 
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I 
e 
= "*».,, «i».J>; [x+i]). 
e,s„'N e' 
If Aj,s^v(s.-1)] = Aj,(s,-l)tv(s,-l)^ then we have 
>3 V o 3 
* 
•e,..(A;l..3Cv(«3-l)]i Ix+UI " *.,« 3«VJ>» t x + 1 ^ 
= '*e,So«
ie'J>; I>+11>'-
this holds by the definition of 4 in (4), since 
x
 3 ^ e 
But this implies that 
v
s <
 v ( s _]_)< umax(ie,e,S2-l) < umax(ie,e,So). 
Since our hypothesis i s that v^ > umax(i , e , S o ) , we must have 
s 3 J 
A-j
 s [ v ( s _ x ) ] ^ A i ( s - l l ^ C s - l ) - ' * T h u s "fc:ilere i s s o m e follower n 
such tha t [n/2] e A. _ - A. / -, \ and 
3> s o J J ^so)~-1-,> 
[n/2] < v/ _]_) < umax(i e ,e , s 3 - l ) . 
(^2e+l) (<2e+l) 
As already remarked, A — [v*] = A— [v*] . Thus 
(so-l) 
te.2 e +1) /n/ £ AK— , so there must be numbers e', k, and t with e' > e, 
such that n = 2<e'+l,k,t)> + j. Hence there is a stage at which n 
is in class e; let su be the last such stage, so that Sh < s X s , , 
No number less than n receives attention through (C26) at any stage 
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s such that Sh < s < So-1, since n is never classless at any 
such stage (being, in fact, in some class e" < e at each such 
stage), and n itself receives attention at stage s, (because 
[n/2] e A. _ - A. / -,0- Therefore no number smaller than 
[n/2] is in A ^ 8 ) - A ^ e ) . 
j,(s -1) j,s^ 
Suppose s^ < sQ. Then by (4o), [n/2] > u(ie,e,y,sQ) for 
every number y < x, because n is in some class e" < e at stage 
sn, and n is not in j(e"). Therefore [n/2] > v . From this 
£>e) £>e) A ° 
we see that A. [v ] = A. [v ]. Since $ (<ip,0>; y) is 
0,s s0 3,s s 0 e>so e (<e) (<e) 
defined for all y < x, it is also true that A "~ [v ] = A — [v 
0>so s0 3 s 
(<e) (<e) 
so A - [v_ ] = A - [v ]. Thus A. [v 1 = A, [v. ], and so 
J,S S Q J ^ S Q S Q J,S3 SQ J,SQ S Q 
v. < vc < umax(i,e,sn) < umax(i_,e,s-). s^— S Q — e u — e 3 
This contradicts the definition of s,. Thus we must have Sh> sQ 
Now consider what happens when n leaves class e at stage 
sji+l. At this stage n receives attention through (C26); all 
numbers m > n lose their potential requirements and so are class-
less at stage s^+1. What is more, if the e-rank of n at stage 
s^ is i, then n gains a requirement p' which is at least as 
great as rl(i',e,su) for all i' < i, and also at least as great 
as <2a+l,b>, where <a,b> = umax(i,e,s^). The definitions of 
umax in (8) and of u m (7) thus ensure that 
p' = max(<(2a+l,b> : <(a,b)> < umax(i', e, s^ ,) for some i' < i}. 
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Since sn > sQ > s*, we must have i > i , so p' ><2a+l,ti> 
where <(a,b)> = umax(i ,e,s4). Furthermore, if p(s) is the 
requirement for n at stage s, then p(s) is a monotone increas-
ing function of s when su < s < So-1, so for all such s we 
have p(s) > <2a+l,b> where <a,b)> = umax(i , e, Sh). If m is a 
number which is greater than n, then m is classless at stage 
s^+1; hence m remains classless at every stage s such that 
Sh+1 < s < So-1 unless m deserves attention through (A27); but 
this can only occur if m e UJ^ e ' or if /m/ >p(s), in which 
. , /\ . . ^e) £>e) 
case [m/2] > umax(i ,e,si,). Therefore A - A can contain 
e
 * 0*s3 3,&^ 
no numbers less than umax(i ,e,sjh) except [n/2], for numbers 
greater than [n/2] are barred from entry by the requirement for 
n if they are less than umax(ie,e,s^), while numbers less than 
[n/2] do not enter A. between stages su and s, because their 
entry would leave n classless at some time during that period, 
and this does not occur. A similar argument shows that no number 
A . . £>e) £>e) 
smaller than umax(i„,e,si,) is in A
 N - A. , e 4
 (1-J),B3 (l"j),S4 
When n leaves class e at stage Sh+1, the potential 
requirement associated with n is satisfied at that stage. If n 
has e-rank i, and if i > i , then by (22) it follows that 
/n/> rl(i ,e,SL ), which ensures that 
[n/2] > umax(ie,e,s2|) > v . 
£>e) £>e) 
Thus A [v„ ] - A. [v„ ] = 0 and 
j , s 3 L SZ). 3,shl s 4 
A T \ Cvc ] - A,\, , , [v 1 = 0. 
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Since Sh> s_ there is a number j' such that 
§e,s 4( Aj',s^V ; C X + 1 ] ) "te,B4«1e'J,>* ^ > 
= ^
 q «i0,d*>; [x+i]) 
e,s^N e' 
Fix such a number j ' . Then 
0' s4 0 > s 4 s 4 
A 
by the de f in i t ion of $ in (4) , so 
A ( < B )
 r -, A ( < 8 ) r l A .7 [v ] =  [v ] 
J » s3 4 J ^ s 4 s 4 
Hence 
and 
A J ' , s 3 [ % ] = V . s ^ V 
" • . ^ V ^ V [ X + 1 D = \ s 3 « i e ^ M > : [ X + 1 D 
A 
e , ( s 3 - l ) ^ < i e ^ M > ' t x + 1 ] > 
= ^ q « i « » J l > ; [ X + 1 ] ) , 
e , s r t
v x
 eJ 
so 
v0 < ve < umax(i ,e ,Si ,) < umax( i . ,e ,So) . 
So ™— Sir — e H ~~ s j 
This con t rad ic t s the de f in i t i on of s , , Thus at stage s 4 , the 
e-rank of n must be l e s s than or equal t o i . Since s 4 > sQ 
> s*, then, i cannot be l e s s than 1 , so i = i . 
—~ e e 6 
By (23) we see t h a t s a t i s f a c t i o n of the po t en t i a l requirement 
associated with n a t s tage s 4 means t h a t e i ther 
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l ( i e , e , s 4 ) = lmax(± e , e , s 4 ) 
or 
[n/2] > u m a x ( i e , e , s 4 ) . 
By an argument i d e n t i c a l to t ha t above, we conclude t h a t i f 
[n/2] > umax(i_,e, Sh ) then v < umax(i , e , s , ) , y ie ld ing a con-
t r a d i c t i o n . So l ( i , e , s 4 ) = l m a x ( i e , e , s^). Thus 
\ s 4 « V ^ [ X + 1 ] ) = t e , s 4 ^ < V 1 - J > ^ -*+1J > 
=
 \ s K V 1 " ^ ' [*+1J)-
Let 
v' = mintv: $
 a (A/n . \ _ [v] ; y) is defined for a l l y < x } . e
» ° 4 \J-~J J > s4 ~~ 
Then 
A ^ e \ [ V ] = A ^ e \ [ V ] ( l - j ) L ( l - j ) , s 4 L 
s ince $ „ (<(iQ,l-j)>; y) i s defined for a l l y < x. (See the 
4 ^ " A ~ 
d e f i n i t i o n of $ i n (4) . ) Also v ' < umax(i , e,si,) because 
l ( i , e , s 4 ) = lmax(i , e , s 4 ) . As remarked e a r l i e r , 
6>e) / s . . > e ) A 
A [umax(i , e , s 4 ) ] = A [umax(i , e , s 4 ) ] . 
( l - j j , s ._ ( l - j j , s 4 
So 
A ( l - j ) , s 3 t v ^ - A ( l - j ) , s 4 ^ ' l 
and hence 
= ^ e B « i e , l - j > ; [x+1]) . e , s Q e 
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A . . A . « 
Thus v_ < v1 <. umax(i , e, si,) < umax(i , e, s, . Again we have a 
So —' — e *+ — e j 
contradiction. 
We have investigated all possible ways in which the potential 
requirement associated with n can be satisfied at stage s4, and 
all lead to a contradiction. Thus no such n can exist and hence 
neither can stage s,. This proves that if s is any number such 
that sn < s < sn, then v0 < umax(i . e, s). D u — 1 s — e 
We now return to a consideration of Case 5. The conditions of 
the case tell us that 
umax(i,e,s2) < [nr/2] < zQ, 
and the Sublemma tells us that v_ < umax(i.,e,s0). If i is a 
Sp ~ e d 
number such that 1 > i then c r i t e r ion (22) for sa t isfact ion of 
e v ' 
a potential requirement assures us that /n / > rl(i ,e,s2), and 
A A . . 
the definitions of umax in (0) and of u in (7) then tell us that 
[nr/2] > umax(ie,e,s2). Now 
s 2 > ^r-l) ^  s 0 ^ se> 
so i > i ; consequently [n/2] > umax(i ,e,s2) regardless of the 
value of i. Therefore 
vs < umax(ie,e,s2) < [nr/2] < zQ. 
Since [n/2] is the smallest number to enter either AQ or 
An after stage t /
 T_-,\ and no later than stage s,, and since 
"kfr-1^  < sp < si^ w e are assured that no number less than [nr/2] 
is in either AQ^ ^ ^ - AQ>^ or A^ { t ^ - A^ ^ Let j be 
a number such that 
$ e , s 2 ( A j , s 2 ^ s 2 ^ £X+1D = t e , s 2 « V ^ t x + 1 ^ 
=
 ^e , s «V J ' > ' " [x+1^)-
Since v . < [ n / 2 ] , i t follows that Sp —* r 
so 
A j , ( t r - l ) f v s 2 J = A j , s 2 t v s 2 ^ 
J e , ( t r - D ( A J , ( V l ) t V ' tx+1^ 
= § e , ( t - l ) « i e ' ^ [ x + 1^ 
= ^ « o « i o , 0 > ; [x+1]), 
^0 e,s„VN e-
and therefore v
 (Jr •, \ < v_ . Furthermore, v, < zn) so 
K^Y" ' ~ 2 2 
v ( t r - i ) < z o -
Now suppose that 
\ (t - D ^ V 1 ^ [ x + 1 ] ) ^ e , s « i e ' 1 > ' fx+1]) 
Then, since s0 < t -1 < s,, it must be true that 
A 
' e ^ V 0 ^ tx+1D = ^ .(tj.-D^e'*'- tx+1" 
= iMVD ( Ao.(V 1) [ T'V 1) 1 ; Cx+11)' 
But this contradicts the definition of z~ in (45), since 
V/^ . _n_\ < ZQ. Therefore 
V d y D ^ e ' 3 ^ t x + 1" =ta,s0«1e'1>' tx+1D-
This is an instance of Case 1, so t < s , . 
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Altogether, Cases 1-5 exhaust all possible conditions on 
n , and they all lead to the conclusion that t < s,. We shall 
show that this is contradictory. Since sn < t < s,, there is a 
number j such that 
\ t «ie^'>; [x+1]) =^e,s (<VJ'>' [X+1J)' 
but 
*e,B «1e'J>' t x + 1 ] ) ^ e , s K±e»i>i [x+1])-
Thus A. . •/ A. _ , and there is a number n such that 
J>^r 3>ajL 
[n/2] e A.
 0 - A. . and n = 2[n/2] + j. But by (43), this J^sj_ 3> «r 
means that n ,-, exists, contradicting the fact that there are 
only r+1 numbers n^, namely, nQ, n,, n2,..., n . Therefore none 
of these five cases can hold. Hence n must necessarily not exist, 
and so stage s^ does not exist, either. So for each stage s > sn, 
either A A 
*e,s«1e'°>> ^1]S> = $ e , s 0 « V ° > ; f x + 1^ 
or 
^ s ^ V 1 ^ ' Cx+1]) =\s ^V1^' [x+1 '^ 
Since f = le(AQ) - * (An_) and A ^ - 2 8 * 1 ' = R± , it follows that 
e 
for each x, 
f(x) = *e(AQ; x) = S g U ^ x), 
and this is effectively computable, since sQ can be found effective-
ly from x. So f is a recursive function. D 
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6.9 The Proof of the Theorem and Its Corollaries 
We may now prove Theorem 6.1.1. 
Theorem 6.1.1: Given an r.e. set B < T K there exists a minimal 
pair of r.e. sets CAQ,An} such that AQ -gL, B and A, <£„ B. 
Furthermore, if B = W then indices for A„ and An can be 
e^ . 0 1 
obtained effectively from eQ. 
Proof: Choose an r.e. set B such that B < T K, and let eQ be 
a number such that W = B. Form r.e. sets A„ and An as out-
eQ 0 1 
lined in the construction in 6.4. Then indices for A0 and An 
may be found effectively from eQ. 
According to Lemma 6.7-4, we have AQ -9^ , B and A-, -gL B, so 
neither AQ nor An is recursive; according to Lemma 6.7.1, if 
f is a total function such that f < T AQ and f < T An, then f 
is a recursive function. Thus {A0,An} is a minimal pair of r.e. 
sets neither of which is reducible to B. D 
The first corollary to this theorem depends upon Sacks' 
Splitting Theorem [10]. Soare [12] has remarked that two versions 
of the Splitting Theorem (given m their original forms in [10], 
pp. 55 and 8l) can be combined as follows. 
Theorem 6.9.1: Let C and D be recursively enumerable sets such 
that C is not recursive in D. Then C is the disjoint union of 
two recursively enumerable sets CQ and C-j_ such that if i < 1 
then D-£T Ci and C[ s K. 
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We shall use this combined version of the Splitting Theorem 
to prove the first corollary. 
Corollary 6.1.2: Given an r.e. set B such that 0 <~ B < T K, 
there exists a minimal pair of r.e. sets tC0,Cn} such that both 
CQ and C-, are incomparable to B, and such that C' =_ C4 s K. 
Proof: Let B be an r.e. set such that 0 < T B <^ , K, and let 
(AQ^-J^} be a minimal pair of r.e. sets such that AQ -«L B and 
An -^ p B. Using Sacks' Splitting Theorem (Theorem 6.9-1), find r.e. 
sets A00 and A Q 1 such that AQ0 n AQ1 = 0, AQ0 U A 0 1 = AQ, 
B ^ T AQQ, B ^ T A Q 1 , and AQQ1 S A ' = K. Likewise find r.e. sets 
Aio and An such that Aio n An = 0> Aio u Aii = Ar B^T Aio' 
B ^ m An n , and An Q =m An n =„ K. 
For each i < 1, we must have either A.Q -5C, B or A -, < T B, 
because otherwise we would have A. = A.~ U A.n < m B. So for each 
l lO il —T 
i < 1, let C = A.Q if A±Q^!V B, and otherwise let C. = A n . 
Then both CQ and Cn are incomparable to B, and C' =T C\ =T K. 
Furthermore, C Q < T AQ and C, < T Ay so if f is any total func-
tion reducible to both CQ and Cn, then f is reducible to both 
AQ and A-,, so f is a recursive function. Since both CQ and 
C-, are incomparable to B, neither Cn nor C, is recursive. Thus 
{co,Cn} is a minimal pair of r.e. sets both of which are incompar-
able to B, and such that C' =T C| s K. D 
If a is a Turing degree, the lower cone of a is the set 
(b: b < a'j. If a is any family of r.e. degrees, let us define 
the lower cover of G to be the union of the lower cones of all 
degrees in G. The second corollary to Theorem 6.1.1 shows that if 
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G is a IIQ family of r.e. degrees which does not contain 0 
then there is a minimal pair of r.e. degrees, both of which lie 
outside of the lower cover of G. 
Corollary 6.1.3: Given a JL. family G of r.e. degrees not con-
taining 0', there exists a minimal pair Ca^a,} of r.e. degrees 
such that neither a„ nor a, is reducible to any degree in G. 
Proof: Let G be a JL family of r.e. degrees and let B be an 
r.e. basis for G. Choose a recursive function b which enumerates 
B. Since 0' £ G, it is apparent that W,/^ Mr, K for all i. Now 
construct a pair {A0,An} of r.e. sets as in Theorem 6.1.1, but 
with the following changes made in the definition of the B-A use 
function and the criteria for n to become a follower and for n 
to deserve cancellation: For each number e, write e = (e0,e,)>; 
replace the computations $ (B rz]; [k]), §
 +(B+; [k]), and 
«e,t<V k') h* \,B<\(Bl),aW' £«>• le0.t»'b(e1),t» « > ' 
and $e t^bie ) t> k')> respectively; and similarly, replace 
Bt[uba(j,e,k,t)] and Bg[uba(3,e,k,t)] by Wfc^e yt[uba(j,e,k,t)] 
and W^c \ [uba(j,e,k,t)], respectively. These changes allow us 
to use Sacks' encoding technique to prevent AQ and An from being 
reducible to any of the sets W./.\. 
The proof that this construction works is almost identical to 
the proof of Theorem 6.1.1. Lemmas 6.7-2, 6.7-3, and 6.7-4 must be 
changed in the obvious way to reflect the increased generality in 
the use of the encoding technique, but all the other lemmas remain 
the same. Thus {AQ,An} is a minimal pair of r.e. sets, just as 
in Theorem 6.1.1, and if i is any number, then AQ -^ L Wb/.\ 
Al ^ T Wb(i)' Le,fcting a^ = deg(AQ) and a^ = deg(An_), we see 
that [aQ,a_n} is a minimal pair of r.e. degrees, and neither 
nor a, is reducible to any degree in G. D 
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APPENDIX 
NUMBERED ITEMS IN CHAPTER 6 
We list the numbered items, the pages on which they appear in 
Chapter 6, and occasional headings and function names that we feel 
may be valuable. 
A property of the sets R 
*"* • ' • ' " — '' ' — ^ — — • ••© 
(1) If t > s and (Ez)[z > X and z e R ] then R [x] 
e,sJ e,s' 
= Re,t[x]- (p* 7 7 ) 
Subsidiary functions 
(2) recursive length function: 
r l ( i , e , s ) = maxU: A 1 - 2 8 + 1 ^ [ Z ] = R,
 e [z ] and ( E x ) [ x > z 
and x £ R. ] } . (p. 78) 
J . , b 
(3) use function: 
u(e,n,s) =min{z: «e,8(A0jB[z]j n) =*e,s(A0jS; n) 
a n d §e,s(Al,sfz^ n> = $e,s(Al,s^ n> 
a n d $e,s(A0,s> n) =fe,s^l,s> *)>• <P- ?8> 
(4) hooded operator: 
For each number i and for each j < 1, let *
 0«i,j>; n) 
— c , S 
= $ „(A. „; n) i f $ (A. : n) i s defined and 
e , s v j , s ' e , s x j , s 
r l ( i , e , s ) > <2a+l,b> for each <a,b> l e s s than 
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min{z: 4 _(A. _[z]; n) is defined}. Otherwise let 
e, s j, s 
* e , s ^ 1 ' ^ ; n^ b e u n d e f i n e d- (P- 79) 
(5) hooded length function: 
t ( i , e , s ) = maxtz: t e ^ g « i , 0 > ; [z] ) = $ e ^ s ( < i , l > ; [z]) 
and (x ) [ i f x < z then § cKi>0)>; x) i s def ined]}, 
(p. 79) 
(6) maximal length function: 
lmax( i , e , s ) = max 11 ( i , e, t ) : t < s } . (p. 79) 
(7) general use function: 
u ( i , e , n , s ) = max{u(e,x, s ) : x < n and r l ( i , e , s ) > < 2 a + l , b ) 
for each<[a,b)> less than u ( e , x , s ) } . (p. 79) 
(8) maximal use function: 
umax(i ,e ,s ) = max{u(i, e , l ( i , e , t ) , t ) : t < s and 
l ( i , e , t ) = lmax( i ,e , t ) } . (p. 80) 
(9) B-A use function: 
u b a ( j , e , k , s ) = mintz: * e , s ( B g [ z ] ; [k]) = A ^ s [ k ] } . (p. 80) 
C r i t e r i a for n = ^2 (e+ l ) , k , t)> + j to become a. follower a t s tage s+1 
All of (10) - (14) must hold. 
(10) n i s not a follower a t s tage s, and n has not been can-
ce l led a t any s tage s' < s; (p. 80) 
(11) k € K s + 1 j (p. 80) 
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(12) t < s; (p. 80) 
(13) * e , t ( B t ; [ k ] ) = A j , t [ k ] = A j , s £ k : i 5 ^p- 8 l ) 
(14) B t [ u b a ( j , e , k , t ) ] = B e [ u b a ( j , e , k , t ) ] . (p. 8l) 
C r i t e r i a for 2«(e+l,k, tj> + j to deserve cancel la t ion a t stage s+1 
One of (15) - (19) must hold. 
(15) ( E k ' ) [ k ' < k and $e t ( B t ; k ' ) i s undefined]; (p. 8l) 
(16) ( k ' ) [ k ' < k implies $ e t ( B t ; k ' ) i s defined] , but 
'
5e,t ( B t '* Cfc]) * A j , t f k ] >' (P- 8 l ) 
(17) § e , t ( B t ' [ k ] ) " A j , t [ k ] ' b u t B t [ u b a ( j , e , k , t ) ] t B s [uba( j , e ,k , 
(P- 81) 
(18) A ^ t [ k ] t A ^ g [ k ] j (p. 81) 
(19) (Ev)[v < t and <e+l,k,v> e A, J . (p. 8l) 
3> b 
Criterion for <^ i,e', t')> to deserve revision at stage s+1 
(20) (Ei')[i' < i and (Et")[f < t" < s and rl(i', e', t"+l) 
>rl(i',e',t")]]. (p. 82) 
Criteria for <(i,e',t')> to be satisfied at stage s+1 
The potential requirement <i,e',t'> must not deserve revision, 
and all of (21) - (23) must hold. 
(21) (Et")[t'<t" s and rl(i,e',t"+l) > rl(i,e',t")]. (p. 83) 
(22) (i')[i' < i implies /n/ > rl(i',e',s)]. (p. 83) 
(23) l(i,e',s) = lmax(i,e',s), or [n/2] > umax(i,e',s). (p. 83 ) 
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Criteria for n to require attention at stage 2s+1 
One of (A24) - (A27) must hold: 
(A24) n deserves cancellation at stage 2s+l and n has not 
been cancelled at any stage t < 2s ; (p. 84) 
(A25) n does not deserve cancellation at stage 2s+l, and there 
is a potential requirement <(i+l, e', t')> associated with n 
at stage 2s+l which deserves revision; (p. 84 ) 
(A26) n does not deserve cancellation at stage 2s+l, and there 
is a potential requirement <(i+l, e', t')> associated with n 
at stage 2s+l which is satisfied at stage 2s+l; (p. 84) 
(A27) n is a classless follower at stage 2s+l, and does not 
deserve cancellation, /n/ is not in A0o, and /n/ is at 
least as large as every requirement for every m n which 
is in a class e' < e at stage 2s+l. (p. 84) 
Actions of the construction on n at stage 2s+1 
(C24) Cancel n. Remove any requirement or potential requirement 
associated with n at stage 2s+l. (p. 85) 
(C25) Let iQ = minti': i' < i and (Et")[t' < t" < 2s+l and 
rl(i',e',t"+l) > rl(i',e',t")]}. 
Remove the potential requirement <i+l,e', t '> from n and 
associate with n the new potential requirement <iQ, e',2s+l)>. 
(P- 85) 
(C26) Remove all requirements for numbers m > n, and remove all 
potential requirements from all numbers m > n, and do the 
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following. 
(i) If e' = 0 and n = 2[n/2] + j, put [n/2] into A, - .,. 
3 > « t i 
(ii) If e' > 0, associate with n the new potential require-
ment <2s+l, e' -l,2s+l> . If p is the requirement for 
n at stage 2s+l, replace p by the new requirement 
p', where 
p' = max{p, rl(i',e',2s), <2a+l,b>: i'<i and 
<a,b> < umax(i,e',2s)}. (p. 85 ) 
(C27) Remove all requirements and potential requirements from all 
m > n. Since n is a follower, we know that [n/2] 
= <e+l, k, t)> for some numbers e, k, and t; associate with 
n the requirement 0 and the potential requirement 
<2s+l,e,2s+l>. (p. 86 ) 
The set of permanent residents of class e_ 
(28) j(e) = [n: (Es)(t)[t > s implies n is in class e at stage t]}. 
(p- 93) 
Conditions in Lemma 6.5-4. 
There is a number n in J(eQ) satisfying all of the conditions 
(29) - (3D-
(29) n becomes a follower at a stage s > sQ; (p. 94) 
(30) for all i, if i < iQ, then rl(i,eQ, sQ) < /n/; (p. 94) 
(31) if there is a stage t such that l(i0,e0,s) / lmax(i0,e0,s) 
for all s > t, then [n/2] > umax(i0,e0, Sn_), where Sn_ is 
the least such t. (p. 94) 
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Definitions concerning recursive columns of A 
Suppose Av— ' is recursive: 
(32) For e' < e let i , = minCi: R± = A^-2e+1h. (p. 99) 
(33) Let s(e') be a fixed stage such that for all s > s(e') 
the following hold: 
(i) If i < i , then rl(i,e*,s) = rl(i,e',s(e1)). 
(ii) Given any number n such that n is classless at 
stage s' > s(e'), then the e'-rank of n at stage 
s' is greater than or equal to i , - (P- 99) 
(34) For each e' < e let t(e' ) be a stage such that at no 
stage t > t(e') does any permanent resident of class e' 
ever require attention, (p. 99) 
(35) Let s* = max{s(e'), t(e'); e'<e}. (p. loo) 
(36) If n is a permanent resident of class e' < e, let p be 
the requirement for n at stage s*. Thus p is the 
requirement for n at each stage s > s*. (p. 100) 
(37) For each e' < e define u , thus: 
If there is a stage s such that l(i ,,e',s'J 
< lmax(i ,,e',s') for all s' > s , then let 
u , = umax(i ,,e',s"), where s" is the least such stage s; 
thus u , = umax(i ,,e',s') for all s' > s". If there is e e — 
no stage s, let u , =0. (p. 100) 
(38) Let p* = maxtp^: (Ee')[e' < e and n e J(e')]} 
+ max{<2a+l,b>: (Ee' ) [e ' < e and <a, b> < u . ]} 
+ m a x { r l ( i ' , e ' , s g ) : e' < e and i < i e | } -
(See (28) for the d e f i n i t i o n of J ( e ' ) . ) (p. 100) 
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The definition of s^  in Lemma 6.8.1 
We take sQ to be the least stage satisfying all of (39) - (42); 
(39)
 *e,s «ie'°>
;
 ^
x + 1
^
 =
^e,s ( < V 1 > ; [x+1] } and 
§
P e «
i
p^0>; y) is defined for all y < x ; (p. 109) e,bQ e -
(40) for all numbers n, if n is in class e' < e at stage sn 
and [n/2] < u(i , e,y, sQ) for some y < x, then n e J(e'); 
(p- 109) 
(41) s0 > s * . (p. 109) 
(42) u(ie,e,y,sQ) < umax(ie,e,sQ) for all y < x . (p. 109) 
The definitions of n., j,, and _t. in Lemma 6.8.1 
We let n. be the least number such that for some j, 
[nn/2] e A. _ - A. . We let j n be such that nn = 2[nn/2] u
 3 > b2. 3 > b Q u u u 
+ j Q, and we let tQ be the earliest stage t at which 
[nQ/2] e A. ^. Then we define nk, j k, and Tfc thus: 
(43) n^k+1) = minln: (Ej)[n = 2[n/2] + j and [n/2] e A^Q -A^ t ]}; 
(p. 110) 
<44> J(fc+1) ^ such that n ( k + 1 ) = 2[n(k+l)/2] + j ( k + 1 ) ; (p. 110) 
(45) t(k+l) =min{t: [n(k+1)/2] e A, ( k + l,t }' ^ 110) 
An observation about n in Lemma 6 .8 .1 
+1, n is (46) /nr/ is not in A,t +1y and at stage t^ r_n_^ l r 
classless; furthermore, if s is any number such that 
t-(r-l) < s < t then either 
^ s ^ V 0 ^ tx+1U = 1e,s «ie'°>' f>+1J) 
or 
te^s«ie,l>; [x+1]) =t e^ g «ie,l>; [x+1]) 
(because s0 < t, _^+1 < s < t < s,, and by definition, 
Sn is the first 
fail). (p. 110) 
stage after sQ for which both equalities 
Definitions of zn and v in Lemma 6.8.1 
(47) ZQ = minCz: (y)[y<x implies § e ^ t _1)(AQ^t .^[z]; j) 
is defined]}. (p- 111) 
(48) vg = minCv: §e^ g (AQ^ g[v]; [x+1]) •= $e,s«ie,0>; [x+1]) 
=
 ^e,s « ie'°>» [x+1]) 
A 
o r § e , s ( A l , s [ v ] ; [x+1]) = * e , s ( < i e ' : i > ; [ x + 1 ] ) 
= ^ . « (<X>i>; [x+1])}. 
(p. 119) 
e > s 0 e 
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